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Abstract

Progress in nanotechnology, including fabrication and characterization tools, opened up

the unprecedented low dimensional materials era, where we can manipulate and structure

matter on a size scale that we could not reach before. Due to many interesting properties

of nano-sized materials different from their bulk counterparts, we now have opportunities

both in combining new material properties with existing technologies and in establishing new

technologies. In this context, combining mature silicon technology with III-V compound

semiconductors in order to utilise the advantages of both materials has been the main goal

of this thesis.

In hetero-epitaxial systems, there are difficulties associated with the lattice mismatch, polarity

difference, and thermal expansion coefficient difference of the two materials that can lead to

dislocations, anti-phase boundaries, strain, and even cracking. Among many other candidates

in low dimensional materials system, one-dimensional nanowire is one of the most extensively

investigated architectures to overcome most of these challenges thanks to the inherent small

dimensions of interfaces and interesting electronic & photonic properties. Despite previous

efforts in integrating GaAs nanowires with silicon in a position-controlled manner using a

patterned dielectric mask, the fundamental understanding of nanowire growth mechanisms

in the small openings was still missing.

The core part of this work is dedicated to providing a clear pathway for realistic integration of

III-Vs on silicon in the form of ordered nanowire arrays. I demonstrated that there is a critical

aspect ratio of the pattern holes(diameter/height) which guarantees a high yield of vertical

nanowires once we have well positioned Ga droplets prior to nanowire growth. We pointed

out the importance of the initial GaAs crystal at the bottom of the pattern holes. A uniformly

distributed initial nucleation along the oxide mask and silicon substrate line interface allows

for vertical growth of nanowire and this understanding results in reproducible and high verti-

cal yield (∼ 95%) of GaAs nanowire arrays on silicon.

Having obtained reproducible growth of GaAs nanowire arrays, morphological properties of

nanowires were investigated. A time series growth study revealed the length and diameter

evolution in regular array systems. We found that increasing As4 flux can effectively narrow
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Abstract

down the length distributions without degrading nanowire vertical yield. In addition, we

could obtain ultrathin GaAs nanowire having diameters of 20 nm or even less in ordered array

systems by taking advantage of the self-catalyzed growth method. Finally, electrical properties

of silicon/GaAs nanowire heterojunctions were investigated with the goal of increasing their

functionalities. Our preliminary study highlighted that we could effectively engineer Si/GaAs

nanowire heterojunctions by in situ doping during the nanowire growth in the molecular

beam epitaxy system.

Keywords:

III-V semiconductors on silicon, molecular beam epitaxy, crystal growth, nanowires, arrays,

self-catalyzed, Ga-assisted growth, nanoneedles, droplet engineering, crystal structure, doping,

isotype heterojunctions
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Résumé

Les progrès dans le domaine des nanotechnologies, notamment dans les moyens de fabri-

cation et de caractérisation, nous ouvrent l’ère sans précédent des matériaux à dimension

réduite, où il est maintenant possible de manipuler et de façonner la matière à une échelle

auparavant inatteignable. En raison des nombreuses propriétés uniques des nanomatériaux,

nous avons maintenant l’opportunité d’exploiter des phénomènes physiques exceptionnels et

de les combiner avec des technologies abouties. C’est dans ce contexte que le travail suivant

vise à implémenter les hautes performances des semi-conducteurs III-V sur la technologie

silicium, grande favorite de la microélectronique moderne. Il est ainsi question d’allier les

avantages de ces multiples éléments, afin de créer quelque-chose de grand et de nouveau.

Dans le domaine de l’hétéroépitaxie, il existe maintes difficultés liées aux différents paramètres

de maille, à la polarité d’un cristal ou encore aux multiples coefficients de dilatation thermique.

Tout ceci peut entraîner des dislocations, des domaines antiphasiques, des déformations et

même des fissures. Parmi les candidats permettant d’éviter tous ces soucis, le nanofil appa-

raît comme idéal grâce à ses propriétés structurelles exceptionnelles. Son attrait se ressent

facilement dans le nombre d’études et de thèses qui lui ont été dédiées. Cependant, malgré

des efforts sans précédent pour essayer d’intégrer les nanofils III-V sur silicium de manière

contrôlée, il subsiste un manque cruel de compréhension des mécanismes fondamentaux

régissant leur croissance et des facteurs critiques permettant d’optimiser leur performance.

Plusieurs pierres fondatrices manquent encore à l’édifice et nous empêchent de transformer

ces magnifiques nanostructures unidimensionnelles en véritable outils au sein d’un dispositif.

La partie centrale de ce travail est consacrée à fournir une méthodologie claire visant à intégrer

des semi-conducteurs III-V sur une plaque de silicium sous la forme de réseaux de nanofils

ordonnés. Nous avons démontré que le facteur d’aspect des trous du masque de croissance

joue un rôle clé dans la proportion de nanofils verticaux. Nous avons également souligné

l’importance du germe de GaAs au fond des trous lors de la cristallisation. Une nucléation

initiale uniformément répartie le long de l’interface du masque d’oxyde et du substrat permet

une croissance verticale uniforme, et ceci se traduit par un rendement vertical élevé (∼ 95%)

et reproductible. Les réseaux de nanofils de GaAs sur silicium sont ainsi uniformes, verticaux

et purs.
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Résumé

Après avoir obtenu une croissance reproductible de ces réseaux, la morphologie de quelques

nanofils a été étudiée. L’étude chronologique d’échantillons arrêtés à plusieurs étapes de la

croissance a permis de comprendre l’évolution de la longueur ou encore du diamètre dans les

systèmes de réseaux réguliers. Nous avons découvert qu’une augmentation du flux As4 peut

efficacement réduire la variation de longueur entre les fils, sans dégrader le rendement vertical.

Nous avons par ailleurs joué avec ces paramètres de croissance afin d’obtenir des nanofils

ultrafins ayant un diamètre de moins de 20 nm, et ce uniformément sur tout un réseau, en

tirant profit de la méthode de croissance auto-catalysée. Enfin, les propriétés électriques des

hétérojonctions de nanofils de silicium/GaAs ont été étudiées dans le but d’augmenter leur

efficacité. Notre étude préliminaire a montré que nous pouvons efficacement fabriquer des

hétérojonctions de nanofils de silicium/GaAs par dopage in-situ pendant la croissance de

nanofils dans notre système d’épitaxie par jet moléculaire.

Mots-clés :

semi-conducteurs III-V sur silicium, épitaxie par jet moléculaire, croissance cristalline, nanofils,

matrices, auto-catalysé, croissance assistée par Ga, nano-aiguilles, ingénierie des gouttelettes,

structure cristalline, dopage, hétérojonctions d’isotypes
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Chapter 1. Motivation and Context

1.1 III-V compound semiconductor materials

III-V semiconductors refer to alloys made from elements from Group III and Group V on

the periodic table. Many of them have a direct band gap, which makes them interesting to

the application in opto-electronic devices such as solid-state lasers, light-emitting diodes,

communications, and solar cells. In addition, a low electron effective mass and a high thermal

conductivity are attractive for high power and high-frequency applications. III-V compound

semiconductor is often referred to as the material system, which will lead post silicon era. How-

ever, utilization of III-V semiconductors is mainly hindered by high substrate and processing

costs. Devices using III-V materials are required to be grown onto substrates of the same class,

resulting in them rather exclusive to specific high performance applications. Therefore, in the

last decades, particular attention has been dedicated to combining mature silicon technology

with III-V compound semiconductors.

1.2 III-V compound semiconductor integration on Si

Figure 1.1: Semiconductor technology road-map driven by changing application landscape.
Reprinted with permission from ©TSMC, Semiconductor technology drivers

Without silicon, our comfortable way of living now would not have been possible. Why and

how did silicon become the dominant material and bring the silicon era from the late 20th

century? A technological breakthrough in silicon was the development of surface passivation

by thermal oxidation, the achievement of the electronic grade hyperpure silicon, and the

possibility to change carrier types and concentration by doping. Thermally grown silicon

dioxide significantly reduces the surface states at the silicon surface and well established

doping process enables a wide range of carrier concentration in silicon. In 1947, John Bardeen,

Walter Brattain, and William Shockley invented the first point-contact transistor at Bell Labs

and the MOSFET (Metal-Oxide-Silicon Field Effect Transistor) was invented by Mohamed M.

Atalla and Dawon Kahng in 1959, which initiated the silicon revolution. Since then, continuous

2



1.2. III-V compound semiconductor integration on Si

MOSFET miniaturization has been the holy grail of silicon industry. Figure 1.1 demonstrates

how the semiconductor manufacturing technology innovation has been driven by demands

for new applications which require faster and more energy-efficient hardware. However, we

are now confronting the fundamental limitation of miniaturization, which means that we

need to find a different solution rather than further reducing the size of transistors.

Figure 1.2: Band gap of common semiconductor materials as a function of the lattice constant.
Reprinted without modifications from[1] under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License

Monolithic integration of III-V materials on silicon motivated research community and much

efforts has been dedicated to understand and master this topic. In hetero-epitaxy systems,

there are difficulties associated with the lattice mismatch, polarity difference and thermal

expansion coefficient difference of the two materials that can lead to threading dislocations

(TDs), anti-phase boundaries (APBs), strain, and even cracking. Therefore it is important to

understand underlying physics of heteroepitaxial growth, with focus on the growth of GaAs on

silicon which is the most relevant for this thesis.

Lattice mismatch

The lattice constant refers to the physical dimension of unit cells in a crystal lattice. Figure

1.2 shows band gap of common semiconductor materials as a function of the lattice constant.

The heteroepitaxial growth involves growth of a layer or thin film of certain material different

from that of the substrate. When it comes to the lattice mismatch (ε), it is defined in terms of

the lattice constant of deposited material(ad ) and the substrate(as).

ε= (ad −as)

as
(1.2.1)

3



Chapter 1. Motivation and Context

When growing a lattice mismatched material, the growing layer can accommodate the mis-

match either by elastic relaxation up to a certain critical thickness (hc ) or by plastic relaxation

above this critical value through defect formation at the interface of the materials. This value

is ∼ 1nm for lattice mismatches of 4.1% which is the case of the GaAs(aGa As=5.65Å) epilayer

growth on silicon (aSi =5.43Å). However, reduced interface area using nanostructures has been

shown that the critical thickness can be increased[2].

Figure 1.3: Antiphase boundary formation on (a) an ideal (no atomic steps) silicon surface
due to a non-uniform initial monolayer. (b) The presence of monolayer high steps can lead
to the formation of APBs even when the initial monolayer is uniform. (For clarity, the lattice
mismatch is not shown.) Adapted with permission from [3], ©1990 American Institute of
Physics.

Polarity mismatch

Another important defect origin in heteropitaxial growth is polarity mismatch. When a polar

material (such as III-V compound semiconductors) is grown on top of a non-polar material

(such as silicon), structural defects can appear, known as Anti-Phase Boundaries (APBs), due

to constituent atoms occupying incorrect sublattices[3]. For example, the initial atom of GaAs

epilayer on silicon can be either Ga or As as silicon bond has no preferencial nucleation sites

for Ga and As[4]. As shown in Figure 1.3 if the first monolayer is not uniform, APB is formed as

depicted by the dotted lines. In addition, the presence of monolayer high steps on silicon can

cause APBs even when the initial monolayer is uniform. Therefore, both atomically smooth

substrate and uniform initial monolayer formation are important factors for reducing polarity

driven defects.
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1.2. III-V compound semiconductor integration on Si

Thermal mismatch

Epitaxial growth requires temperatures much higher than room temperature, requiring one to

account for thermal expansion coefficient mismatch between the layers. GaAs and Si have 60%

mismatch in thermal expansion coefficient at room temperature. Thermal stress can, thus

lead to substrate bowing, bending, and cracking depending on the thickness of the epilayer

and the substrate. This effect can be pronounced in applications which require repeated

temperature change during operation[3]. However, one can also take advantage of thermal

mismatch by varying the growth temperature in order to engineer the amount of strain in the

epilayer[5].

Figure 1.4: Cross-sectional TEM image of a representative planar GaAs/Silicon epitaxial het-
erostructure grown by MBE. Adapted with permission from [6], ©Journal of Electronic Materi-
als.

When growing GaAs on Si, it often results in a high defect density, as illustrated by the cross-

section in Figure 1.4. To decrease the defect density in thin films of III-Vs on Si, scientists have

investigated thermal annealing [7–9], substrate patterning [10–13] and inserting strained layer

superlattice [14] or buffer layer [15, 16].
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1.3 III-V compound semiconducting nanostructures on Si

Another approach for reducing these defects in the hetero-interface is the growth of nanos-

tructures. III–V nanostructure growth on silicon has been studied in the form of nanowires

(NWs) [17, 18], ridges [19], and V-shaped nanofins [20, 21] with catalyst assisted epitaxy or

selective-area epitaxy (SAE) using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) or metalorganic chemical

vapour deposition (MOCVD).

Figure 1.5 summarizes the previous attempts in low dimensional material system for mono-

lithically integrating III–V nanostructures on silicon focused on the bottom-up approach.

Nanowires (NWs) stood out in terms of small lateral size, which effectively accommodates the

strains originating from heteroepitaxy nature. Typically, nanoscale holes in dielectric mask

are used for achieving selectivity in growth as seen in Figure 1.5 (a). In-plane NWs and ridges

have been explored using aspect-ratio trapping to reduce or annihilate the defect formed at

the substrate interfaces. Figure 1.5 (b) shows a nanoscale trench in dielectric masks on planar

and V-grooved Si substrates. Another example is template-assisted selective epitaxy (TASE) as

depicted in Figure 1.5 (c). Lithographically defined oxide templates on silicon-on-insulator

(SOI) substrates are used to constrain the growth of III-V materials in a MOCVD reactor.

The main idea of using nanostructures is reducing the interface area between III–V materials

and Si using a dielectric mask with relevant nanopatterning processes to eliminate or reduce

the vertical propagation of defects formed at the interface. One can achieve high quality III–V

thin film or nanostructures by annihilating defects at the vicinity of the interfaces. Among

the different approaches, this thesis work is mainly dedicated to the NW architecture, which

can combine III–V material functionalities with silicon functionalities in a monolithic manner

as the inherently small footprint of NWs help to overcome aforementioned challenges in

heteroepitaxy.

1.4 Thesis overview

Self-catalyzed or gallium-assisted growth of position-controlled GaAs NW arrays on Si(111)

substrates are of particular interest in my thesis work for monolithic integration of III-V

photonic nanostructures on a silicon platform. For several decades, the potential of NWs have

been demonstrated, from their outstanding material quality to versatile applications. Despite

reported novel functional device prototypes, there are fundamental questions to be answered

in order to promote their transfer from laboratory to industry. Specific questions that I wanted

to answer during this thesis work were the following:

• What is the fundamental growth mechanism of GaAs NW from the nanoscale openings

on patterned dielectric mask on silicon?

• It is considered that obtaining very thin (quantum-confined) III-V compound semi-

conductor NWs directly by the VLS growth technique is challenging especially in self-
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Figure 1.5: Previously explored routes using low dimensional material system for integrat-
ing III–V nanostructure on silicon using a bottom-up approach.(a)Nanowire from nanoscale
hole in dielectric mask on a Si (111) substrate (Adapted with permission from[22] © 2013
IOP Publishing Ltd), (b)Selective aspect ratio trapping using nanoscale trench in dielectric
mask on planar (adapted with permission from[23] © 2007 American Institute of Physics)
and V-grooved (Adapted with permission from[12] © 2015 AIP Publishing LLC) Si (001) sub-
strates, (c)Template-assisted selective epitaxy (TASE) using lithographically defined oxide
templates on silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrates (Adapted with permission from[18] © 2015
AIP Publishing LLC)

catalyzed growth due to the difficulties of maintaining stable group III metal catalyst

during the growth. To what extent can we control the final NW dimensions in a self-

catalyzed growth method?

• The bulk properties of Si and GaAs have been studied extensively as well as homojunc-

tion properties. Monolithic integration of GaAs on Si substrates using NW architecture
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opens up a new platform for studying GaAs and Si heterojucntions. Can we engineer

GaAs NW and Si heterojunction properties by in-situ doping?

• Which functionality of NW arrays in general can be niche in the future functional device

applications?

This thesis is structured in four chapters. Chapter 1, introduces a motivation for realizing III-V

compound semiconductor integration on silicon CMOS platform. The role of nanostructures

in III-Vs integration on silicon is discussed. Chapter 2 elucidates the details of the self-

catalyzed GaAs NW growth mechanism and growth technique. In addition, opportunities and

challenges of realizing ordered NW arrays are presented. In the following section, III–V NW

functionalities are summarized focused on their applications. Lastly, doping of III–V NW is

reviewed highlighting the work has been done and remaining questions to answer for realizing

NW based functional devices in the future. Chapter 3 presents the results and discussion of

the thesis. Results are introduced by a brief motivation, followed by the published manuscripts.

Chatper 4 summarizes this thesis work and provides conclusion and outlook.
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Chapter 2. III-V Compound Semiconductor NWs

This chapter introduces the NW growth as well as important aspects for increasing func-

tionality of III–V NWs in general. First, the self-catalyzed GaAs NW growth mechanism and

different growth techniques are discussed. In addition, opportunities and challenges of realiz-

ing position-controlled ordered NW arrays are outlined. Given the scope of thesis, the III–V

NW study is limited to GaAs. However, the general aspects are expected to be relevant to a

wide range of other VLS grown III–V NWs. In the following section, III–V NW functionalities

are summarized focused on their applications. Lastly, doping of III–V NW is reviewed, high-

lighting the work that has been done and remaining questions to answer for realizing NW

based functional devices in the future on an industrial scale.

2.1 Self-catalyzed GaAs NW growth on Si

2.1.1 Nanoscale Epitaxial Growth

NW growth mechanisms can be classified into two different basic mechanisms [24]. The first

one is particle assisted growth which includes the most widely used NW growth method: the

Vapor-Liquid-Solid(VLS) mechanism [25]. As the name insinuates, three phases are involved.

The vapor phase carries the precursors constituent elements of the NW, the liquid metal cata-

lyst preferentially gathers the vapor components forming an alloy, and once supersaturation

of the components in the liquid phase is achieved, it results in the precipitation of a solid

phase, resulting in the one-dimensional growth of a NW.

Depending on the type of catalyst used, the VLS mechanism can be categorized as heteropar-

ticle assisted growth and homoparticle assisted growth. If the catalyst particle is composed

of a different material than the NW, typically gold, we call it heteroparticle assisted growth.

On the other hand, if the catalyst particle is composed of one of the elements in the NW, we

call it homoparticle assisted growth or self-assisted growth. In the case of the self-assisted

III-V NW growth, the liquid particle is made from the group III element. Therefore, we can

refer to this growth method as group-III-assisted growth. The other mechanism is the particle

free growth method which is also known as the Vapor-Solid (VS) mechanism in which growth

occurs in a layer-by-layer mode from openings in the dielectric mask through the formation of

slowly growing facets with low surface energy [26]. I refer to comprehensive reviews on key

developments for vapor phase NW synthesis and progress in their applications[27–29].

Gold is the most commonly used metal catalyst in bottom-up VLS growth of NWs, since gold

particles are easy to produce by thermal evaporation and a simple annealing step (see ref[30]

for a review of different metal catalysts). The first growth of gold-assisted III-V semiconductor

NW (also called nano-whiskers) was reported by Hiruma et al. [31]. They demonstrated

GaAs and InAs NWs grown by MOVPE on GaAs substrates with different crystal orientations.

Since then, gold-assisted NW growth is being intensively used. In 2004, Mårtenson et al. [32]

demonstrated the growth of III-V NWs on silicon substrates. GaP NWs have been synthesized

on Si(111) and Si(001) by MOVPE with size selective aerosol gold nanoparticles as catalysts. The
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2.1. Self-catalyzed GaAs NW growth on Si

first GaAs NWs on silicon substrates by MBE were reported in 2007. In their study, they used

gold as catalysts in an MBE system and they analyzed the crystal structure of GaAs NWs with

X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy [17]. However, gold should be avoided

in any silicon platform because its potential incorporation degrades the electronic properties

of silicon by introducing energy levels in the middle of the band gap [33]. Therefore, alternative

materials to gold have been investigated for the growing NWs without gold contamination

issues on silicon [34–37].

The first self-catalyzed GaAs NWs on Si(100) substrates are demonstrated by Sadowski et

al. [38], while Paek et al. were first to report self-assisted GaAs NWs on Si(111) substrates

[39]. The first ordered array of gold free self-assisted MBE-grown GaAs NWs on silicon was

reported by Plissard et al. in 2010 [40]. They used a thermal oxide mask and defined the

pattern with a conventional top-down process. The influence of substrate parameters such

as the hole diameter and inter-hole distance were investigated. Additionally, the V/III ratio

and temperature are correlated with the final NW morphology. In their second work [41], they

showed that the key parameters for highly-controlled GaAs NW arrays is the nature of the

dielectric layer, the hole diameter, and the gallium pre-deposition step. Gibbson et al. [22, 42]

have shown that radial growth rate on the oxide mask is increased with increasing inter-wire

distance, and they also emphasized the importance of the substrate preparation step. They

could achieve more uniform NW arrays by using improved etching techniques which result in

clear oxide-free openings in the dielectric mask.

In 2014, Munshi et al. reported nanoimprint lithography (NIL) patterned GaAs NW arrays

on silicon [43]. They monitored the influence of the growth parameters on the NWs vertical

yield and found out that gallium pre-deposition time, arsenic flux, and substrate annealing

treatment before the growth are critical for obtaining a high vertical yield of GaAs NW arrays.

Küpers et al. reported that surface preparation treatments with rinsing in boiling water

before loading the substrate into the MBE chamber improved the vertical yield of self-assisted

GaAs NW arrays on silicon [44]. They also demonstrated combination of conventional NIL

technique with an inverse pattern transfer process (IPT) which enabled the realization of holes

with diameters below 50 nm, which is smaller than values reported for the conventional NIL

process with direct pattern transfer. They could achieve vertical yield values of above 80 %

for substrates patterned by EBL and NIL-IPT. However, the origin for improvement of vertical

yield had not been fully outlined nor understood.

Phase diagram of GaAs binary system

Figure 2.1 shows the phase diagram of the GaAs binary system for constant pressure of 10−5

Torr and 10−9 Torr. Above and below each phase diagram, the molar Gibbs free energies of

various phases are presented. One can notice that stoichiometric GaAs crystal phase can

be energetically more favorable than the liquid Ga, which makes self-catalyzed GaAs NW

growth possible. The shaded area represents the process window for growing GaAs thin films

from vapour phase. In this case, As rich conditions are necessary, because otherwise it will
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Chapter 2. III-V Compound Semiconductor NWs

Figure 2.1: Binary phase diagram of the GaAs system for constant pressures of 10−5 torr and
10−9 torr. Above and below each diagram are also shown the molar Gibbs free energies of
various phases at 1000 K and 850 K. Reproduced with permission from [45] © Elsevier 1993

decompose, leaving liquid Ga at the surface above the critical temperature (∼630°C), which is

called the congruent evaporation temperature[46]. In the case of the self-catalyzed GaAs NW

growth process, stoichiometric GaAs(S) and vapour phases(V) need to coexist with the liquid

Ga phase(L).

The role of liquid Ga droplet configuration

Another important requirement in self-catalyzed GaAs NW growth is a Ga droplet configura-

tion. To initiate the NW growth, the Ga droplet should not wet the substrate surface[34]. Ga

droplet wetting properties can be tuned by surface energy engineering of the three phases(liquid

Ga, vapor surrounding and solid substrate). Depending on these surface energies, the shape of

Ga droplet is determined with the equilibrium contact angle β according to Young’s equation,

σLV cosβ=σSV −σLS (2.1.1)
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2.1. Self-catalyzed GaAs NW growth on Si

σLV , σSV and σLS represent surface free energy of liquid, surface free energy of solid and

interfacial free energy between liquid and solid, respectively. It has been shown that covering

substrates with different thicknesses of the oxide can effectively change the Ga droplet wetting

properties, and this initial wetting properties can have a huge impact on the NW orientation

and vertical yield in self-assembled growth[47, 48]. As growth proceeds, the Ga droplet on top

of NW have different surroundings and its shape is dictated by growth parameters. Therefore,

it is important to find a balance to keep the Ga droplet stable and thus direct it to the desirable

growth direction.

Figure 2.2: Crystal phase selection in NW growth. (a)when the liquid–solid interface is flat
(b)when the truncated liquid-solid interfaces are present. Adapted with permission from [49]
©2016, Springer Nature

It is worth noting that in the NW geometry, in contrary to their bulk form (the cubic zinc blende

(ZB)[50]), III-Vs can adopt the hexagonal wutzite (WZ) crystal structure[51]. Polytypism refers

to the possibility of a material to exist in different crystal phases and a mixed-phase structure

is commonly observed in GaAs NWs through the formation of stacking faults or twins due to

similar formation probability of the two phases in NWs. Extensive experimental and theoretical

works has been devoted to understand the formation of these two phases and potentially

achieve phase selection on-demand[40, 52–58]. The key factors determining crystal phase

is at the location of the nucleation of each new monolayer (ML) and contact angle of the

liquid metal catalyst. Thanks to the advancement of in situ TEM, direct observation of Au

catalyzed GaAs NW grown by both MOVPE[59, 60] and MBE[61] became possible. These
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studies demonstrate that nucleation of WZ is more favorable at the triple-phase line (TPL),

while nucleation of ZB occurs at the corner of correct truncated facet fully immersed in the

liquid catalyst as shown in Figure 2.2. Different stacking sequences of the atomic layers result

in either the WZ crystal phase (ABAB stacking) and ZB crystal phase (ABCABC stacking). In

2020, in situ TEM studies on MBE grown self-catalyzed GaAs NW explored the change of

crystal phase over a wide range of droplet contact angles, and compared it to the Au catalyzed

case by modifying incoming material fluxes. They observed a WZ phase with vertical sidewalls

from intermediate contact angles rainging from 100° to 125°, whereas smaller or larger angles

resulted in ZB with tapered and truncated sidewall configuration respectively[62]. These

observations provide very valuable information for achieving pure crystal phase selection

and potentially realize crystal phase heterostructures. However, even with this technique, it

is virtually impossible to access the very beginning of the NW growth at the interface with a

crystalline substrate, which is crucial for determining the NW growth direction. This point will

be discussed in details later in the comming section.

2.1.2 Molecular Beam Epitaxy

NWs have been synthesized through different growth techniques including MBE, Metal Or-

ganic Vapor-Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE), Chemical Beam Epitaxy (CBE), Chemical Vapor Deposi-

tion (CVD) and Laser Ablation(LA). The most typical III-V NW growth techniques are MOVPE

and MBE. MOVPE is based on the surface enhanced chemical decomposition of precursors

on the substrates, and III-V NW arrays grown by SAE and also gold catalyzed VLS were suc-

cessfully realized through this technique [63–65]. The main difference of MBE with respect

to MOVPE is the ultra high vacuum (UHV) environment, directional beams and the fact that

precursors do not have to be decomposed. MBE may be preferred, when ultra high mate-

rial purity, monolayer-level control is essential but is less compatible with high-throughput

manufacturing.

The MBE system used for this study is a Dual chamber DCA P600 cluster tool. The minimum

achievable background pressure is 10−12 torr. Thanks to the long mean free path of the atoms

at UHV conditions, they do not interact with each other before arriving at the surface of the

substrate, where the epitaxial growth starts. As shown in Figure 2.3, this system consists of two

growth reactors, a storage chamber, a pre-heating chamber (degassing chamber), a load lock, a

hydrogen cleaning chamber and a central distribution chamber (CDC) with a robot handler to

move sample between chambers. Load lock and storage chamber can provide storage for up to

8 substrates with a diameter of 2 inches. The load lock is equipped with a halogen lamp heater

system for allowing out-gassing of cassette and the substrates before introducing substrates

into central distribution chamber. They are subsequently annealed at 500°C for 2 hours to

ensure a pristine surface free of water and organic molecules in a degassing chamber. The

substrates are then transferred to the growth reactor.

As illustrated in Figure 2.3 (a), the growth reactor is equipped with two cryopumps as well
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2.1. Self-catalyzed GaAs NW growth on Si

Figure 2.3: Dual chamber DCA P600 cluster tool. (a)The illustration of our MBE reactor,
(b)Schematic representation of different components of the system. Reprinted with permis-
sion from DCA Instruments Oy (http://www.dca.fi)

as liquid nitrogen filled cryopanels at the top and bottom of the chamber. A residual gas

analyzer (RGA) is used to monitor any contamination in the growth chamber. A beam flux

monitor (BFM) is used for the source material flux calibrations. The reflection high energy

electron diffraction (RHEED) system is dedicated for in-situ growth rate calibrations[66]. The

substrate is placed facing down in the fork of the manipulator which can be rotated (7 rpm for
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this study) and heated during the growth. The temperature can be monitored either by the

thermocouple at the back of the substrate, by the pyrometer at the bottom of the chamber,

or an IR camera. The ultra-pure source materials are filled in the effusion cells(Ga is in the

standard effusion cell and As is in the valved cracker effusion cell, where the bulk As is kept

at a constant temperature in the solid form in the separated chamber while growth flux is

controlled by a needle valve) or current cell (Si is in sublimation cell) positioned at 45° with

respect to the substrate normal. Each cell has a linear electro-pneumatic shutter for achieving

a fast switching for monolayer level sharp interface control as well as sharp doping profiles.

All cells are water-cooled by open-circuit water lines to prevent the rest of the chamber from

overheating during operation. The detailed growth conditions such as growth temperature

and material fluxes are indicated along with the results in the corresponding publications.

2.1.3 From disordered to ordered NW arrays

Figure 2.4: Why ordered NW arrays are interesting?

The Self-assembled growth approach, which does not involve pre-growth substrate patterning

steps, has been investigated in the quest to realize low-cost III–V NW and Si based functional

devices such as tandem solar cells. Pristine Si substrates or thin dielectric layer on top of sub-

strates are used for nucleating Ga droplet on the surface where NW growth is initiated. Pinhole

mediated VLS growth and droplet epitaxy (DE) are the two most common self-assembled

NW growth techniques. In case of pinhole mediated growth, Ga droplet wetting properties

and chemical composition of the different thickness of native oxide are found to play an

important role in determining NW growth directions[48]. DE involves crystallization of the

Ga droplet by the group V element flux. Under appropriate growth conditions, GaAs NWs

can be grown on top of the GaAs islands[67]. To some extent, NW density, diameter, and

growth directions can be tailored using a self-assembled approach. However, indeterministic

and non-simultaneous pinhole or GaAs island formation can result in random nucleation
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points, which can provide significant fluctuations to the final NW morphologies, structures

and compositions as well as dopant distribution along the NW[68]. Figure 2.4 depicts several

points why ordered NW arrays are more interesting than self-assembled NW arrays. First of

all, NW arrays are known to have enhanced light absorption[69, 70] as well as low reflective

losses[71] compared to conventional planar structures in corresponding material system. This

is attributed to the antenna effects and excellent light trapping. When incident light matches

to the allowed leaky mode resonance in high refractive index NW, enhanced absorption can

be achieved in a desirable wavelength by simply engineering the NW diameter[72]. Therefore,

from a spectral selectivity point of view, highly uniform and ordered NW arrays are particularly

important. As absorption cross-section in NW surpasses its physical cross-section[73], one

can substantially reduce the material usage by separating NW without compromising on

absorption features[74]. Aforementioned advantages can be still valid for self-assembled NW

arrays, but when it comes to device fabrication, highly reproducible and robust process flows

are essential. In this sense, ordered NW arrays are the reasonable choice over self-assembled

approach which might bring device fabrication failure.

Challenges in obtaining singular NW growth direction

From a selectivity point of view, it is straightforward to arrange pattern holes where we want

to grow NWs with nano-patterning processes. However, the main challenge comes from

the non-singular NW growth directions. NW growth directions are generally determined by

energetically favored crystal orientation during the liquid metal catalyst driven growth process.

The bulk crystal structures of Si and GaAs are diamond and zinc-blende (ZB), respectively,

and both can be described as a face-cubic-centered (fcc) structures with two tetrahedrally

bonded atoms in each primitive cell, separated by 1
4 of the width of the unit cell in each

dimension. For the most common growth conditions, the liquid metal catalyst forms a single

interface between initial seed crystal at the lowest-energy (111) plane, and consequently, NWs

preferentially grow in <111> direction. In the case of the binary compound semiconductor

GaAs, <111> directions can be classified into either <111>A (A-polar) and <111>B (B-polar)

depending on the surface plane termination, which is either Ga and As atoms respectively.

When it comes to growing polar semiconductor GaAs NW on non-polar semiconductor Si

(111) substrates, possible NW growth directions are either perpendicular to the surface if the

top surface of the NW is <111>B, or three equivalent out of plane [111] directions that are tilted

19.5°with respect to the surface if the NWs exhibit a <111>A growth direction, as shown in

Figure 2.5.

In reality, additional combinations of NW growth directions has been reported such as 34°,

51°or 0°and their occurrence is found to be closely related to the V/III ratio during the growth

process. A detailed analysis of the early stage of the tilted NWs using Scanning TEM-High

Angle Annular Dark Field (HAADF) imaging confirmed that the tilted NWs did not originate

from a single crystalline grain, but from poly-crystalline grains separated by twins at (111)

planes. Three dimensional multiple order twinning theory explains the appearance of other
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Figure 2.5: Possible GaAs NW growth direction on Si (111) substrate (a)Schematic represen-
tation of the atomic arrangement of GaAs on Si(111) interface, (b) Side view and top view of
schematic illustration of possible GaAs NW orientation depending on the seed type at the
interface with Si (111) substrate. One should note that other orientations are possible when
the seeds contain 3D twinning.

unexpected NW growth directions with the crystallography of a single grain. Depending on

how the poly-crystalline grains are geometrically built from the primary grain at the beginning

of the growth, different discrete NW growth directions are allowed[75]. Figure 2.6(a) contains

representative SEM images of unexpected NW growth directions, and corresponding 3D

atomistic models show the formation of a secondary crystalline seed through 3D twinning

in one of the (111)B facets of the initial seed either B or A polarity. These unexpected growth

directions (33.75°and 51.06°) are attributed to the formation of the secondary seeds. They

observe that the occurrence of non-vertical wires increases when the V/III ratio is decreased.

Their claim is that the change in the size of the initial Ga droplet at the early stage of the growth

with respect to the seed determines its wetting properties. Vertical growth is favored when

the droplet covers only the top surface of the seed and non-vertical growth is favored when

the droplet wets the side facets of the seed as described in Figure 2.6(b). Furthermore, by

tuning the growth temperature, they obtained a 100% yield of vertical NW by suppressing

three dimensional twinning in their following studies[76].

Over the last decade, extensive research efforts have been dedicated to master position-

controlled ordered GaAs NW array growth on patterned Si substrates. However, lack of under-

standing of fundamental aspects of this system results in lack of reproducibility in the growth

and appearance of non-vertical wires or parasitic growth. This motivates us to do in-depth
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Figure 2.6: 3D multiple order twinning theory. (a)cross-section SEM image of GaAs NWs
growing in different angles with respect to the silicon (111) substrate. NWs formed with 90°
angle, results from the growth from a single crystalline seed with B polarity (As terminated),
while the 19° growth direction results from the growth from a single crystalline seed with A
polarity (Ga terminated). The rest of growth directions can be explained with multiple order
twinning: the 0° angle is a result of multiple 3D twinning on a seed with B polarity, while 34 and
51° originate from a second order twinning with seeds exhibiting B and A polarity, respectively.
(b)schematic drawing of the initial and advanced stages of self-catalyzed NW growth and the
effect of the relative size of the Ga droplet with respect to the seed on the NW orientation as a
function of V/III ratio. Adapted with permission from [75] © 2011 American Chemical Society

analysis of the process in a systematic manner, which is the foundation of this thesis. In the

case of the ordered NW growth picture, thicker oxide mask sidewalls and open silicon surfaces

much bigger than self-assembled pinholes at the bottom of the patterned substrate can bring

additional degree of freedom for engineering Ga droplet wetting properties. Obtaining NWs

in pre-defined positions is realized by nanoscale holes defined on a dielectric mask using

Electron Beam Lithography (EBL) and standard dielectric etching process as illustrated in

Figure 2.7. We start from (111) Si substrates with thermally grown silicon oxide masks. We
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systematically investigated the influence of dielectric mask thickness and the size of the holes

with corresponding NW growth. Apart from the the importance of extreme cleanness of sub-

strate preparation steps which cannot be overemphasized, it is important to mention that we

make sure the surface is residue free and subsurface damage free by combination of Reactive

Ion Etching (RIE) and HF wet etching. In this way we could obtain reproducible profile of

the holes. In this context, key elements for achieving vertically aligned GaAs NW array with

respect to Si (111)substrate using patterned hole arrays will be presented in Chapter 3.1.

Figure 2.7: Position-controlled ordered GaAs NW growth on patterned Si(111) substrates.
(a)Schematic diagram of the NW growth process, (b)Process flow of substrate pattern prepara-
tion steps.

2.2 Application oriented III-V NW functionalities

Extensive research interests from all over the world enabled a better understanding on III-V

NW synthesis as well as engineering their properties in the last few decades. This field has been

developed very rapidly and many different applications based on III-V NWs are summarized
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Table 1: Summary of III-V NW-based application with representative reference. Adapted with
permission from [29], ©2019, American Chemical Society.

Application reference
Transistor see section 2.3.1 in ref[29]

Photodetectors and LEDs see section 2.3.2 in ref[29]
Photovoltaics see section 2.3.3 in ref[29]

X-ray detection [77]
THz detection [78, 79]

Tunnel junctions [80–83]
Photoelectrochemical cell [84, 85]

Optical interconnects [86]
Lasers [87–90]

Biology [91–93]
Gas/Chemical sensing [94–96]

Thermoelectrics [97, 98]
Quantum computing [99]

in Table 1. We refer to references of corresponding application for in-depth information which

is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, it is worth noting which functionalities of III-V

NWs can be beneficial for a specific application compared to III-V thin film counterpart in

terms of device application. First of all, photonic effects stem from the unique geometry

of NW including enhanced light absorption and excellent out-coupling thanks to the lower

defect density at the interface with low reflective losses would be advantageous in various

opto-electronic applications. Secondly, the possibility to have axially or radially defined

homojunctions as well as heterojunctions opens up the flexibility in device design and material

choices. A relaxed restriction in material combinations enables band gap engineering for

tuning the absorption or emission wavelength in a wide spectral range from infrared to

ultraviolet. Finally, high surface-to-volume ratio with small footprint of NW is favorable for

applications requiring high sensitivity, fast responses, and low power consumption such as

NW based sensors, photodetectors, and wrap-gated field-effect transistors.

From main-stream semiconductor technologies to emerging technologies, potential of III-V

NW functionalties have been motivating industrty and academia to push the limit to reach

the commercially available NW-based devices beyond the proof of concept. However, it is

important to keep in mind that achieving reproducibility and up-scalability of fabrication

method are essential for industrial production. Therefore, it is evident that significant research

efforts have been dedicated on integrating III-V NWs on silicon.

2.3 Doping in III–V NWs

A variety of material combinations which had been considered impossible in the thin film

form due to lattice and polarity mismatch, became available using the NW architecture. To
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fulfil their promises and bring widespread impact, fundamental understanding of doping is

essential for engineering carrier types and concentrations in NW system. This section includes

comprehensive review paper in III–V NW doping, highlighting the work have been conducted

so far and open questions to be answered in order to move forward for realizing NW based

functional devices in the future. Detailed Si/GaAs NW isotype heterojunctions (HJs) studies

will be discussed in Chapter 3.4
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2.3.1 Abstract

Semiconductor nanowires have been investigated for decades, but their application into

commercial products is still difficult to achieve, with triggering causes related to the fabri-

cation cost and structure complexity. Dopant control at the nanoscale greatly narrows their

exploitation as components for device integration. In this context, doping appears the truly

last missing piece of the puzzle for III-V NWs, for them to become commercially exploitable.

In this paper, we review the doping of bottom up III-V NW arrays grown by molecular beam

epitaxy and metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy, aiming to link material science challenges with

the critical aspect of device design. First, the doping methods and mechanisms are described,

highlighting the differences between self-assembled and ordered NW arrays. Then, a brief

overview of the available tools for investigating the doping is offered to understand the com-

mon strategies used for doping characterization. Both aspects are crucial to discuss the recent

advancements in reproducibility and up-scalability, which are discussed in view of large area

fabrication for industrial production. Finally, the most common doping-related challenges
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are presented together with the latest solutions to achieve high performing NW-based devices.

On this basis, we believe that new insights and innovative findings discussed in here will open

the low dimensional materials era, on the premise of multidisciplinary collaborative works of

all the sectors involved in the design and optimization of commercial products.

2.3.2 Introduction

Despite its abundance and implementation in industrial processes, silicon shows some limita-

tions for its future utilization in existing technologies such as solar cells and electronics[100,

101]. III-V compound semiconductors are one of the most promising candidates to lead the

post-silicon era with the additional ability to integrate the optoelectronic functionality. The

use of III-V semiconductors is still limited at the industrial scale by the high cost of substrate

materials and dedicated fabrication machines. Indeed, devices using high quality III-V materi-

als require to be grown onto substrates with specific properties (in terms of lattice and polarity

matching) which makes production extremely complex to develop and processes flexible

hardly enough to account for a wide range of applications[86, 102–106]. Recent progress in

nanotechnology enabled the possibility to manipulate and structure matter almost to the

atomic scale, as well as the opportunity to realize new classes of functional devices based

on nanostructures. Thanks to their small size, these structures exhibit much less limitations

with respect to the substrate and can be integrated virtually onto any substrate, ranging from

silicon, diamond to van der Waals materials[107–110].

The implementation of III-V nanostructured devices could bring benefits at many levels: boost-

ing performances in different technological areas[29], monolithic integration of mismatched

materials[2, 111], using reusable or economic substrates and the reduction of production cost

by reducing the amount of material into the devices. Among the III-V nanostructures explored

in the last decades, bottom-up nanowires (NWs) stood up due to their inherent small lateral

size, which effectively accommodates the strain stemmed from the lattice mismatch between

different materials[107, 112, 113]. The layer-by-layer growth mechanism, together with the

small footprint, also hinders the formation of antiphase boundaries resulting from the polar-

ity mismatch with the substrate[20, 114]. This advantage opened the way to monolithically

combine III-V semiconductor with a cheap substrate such as silicon, which would help also to

smoothen the transition towards new generation devices.

For several decades, the potential of NW grown by epitaxial methods has been demonstrated

from their outstanding material quality to the realization of a large number of applications. It

is therefore surprising that still today there is a substantial gap between NW-based laboratory-

scale prototypes and commercially available products. The wide range of modern commercial

electronics as well as cutting-edge emerging technologies are mainly based on well-established

planar and top-down process in the semiconductor industry. The question arises of what

is required for bottom up NW systems to fulfill its promise and bring widespread impacts.

Despite the extensive work – theoretical and experimental – there are still some unanswered
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questions that limit their industrial application.

In this context, NW doping has a central role. On one side, semiconductor doping is the key

for tuning the properties of the active material in almost any electronic and optoelectronic

device. On the other, it may strongly influence the growth mechanisms, the structure and

therefore the functional properties. As a consequence, the architecture and the design of the

device as a whole and the final performance depend on the capability to control the dopant

incorporation in the nanowires. Doping corresponds to the intentional minute introduction

of foreign impurities in a semiconductor crystal to significantly modify its electrical, optical

and structural properties. The techniques used to introduce these impurities in nanowires

are generally "in-situ", indicating that the incorporation of dopants occurs simultaneously to

the material synthesis. The introduction of dopants during synthesis may affect the physical

mechanisms involved in the process. As a consequence, the synthesis parameters need to be

adjusted in order to obtain the optimal result. Indeed, the optimization of the parameters is

highly dependent on the chemical nature of the semiconductor and of the dopant species. This

is discussed in Section II, where the growth mechanisms of doped nanowires are described

in detail. Here we will mainly focus on two epitaxial growth techniques, i.e. molecular beam

epitaxy (MBE) and metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE), which are relevant to obtain

III-V nanowires in a high quality and reliable manner. The overall picture is even more

complex when considering the effect of doping impurities at the nanoscale. Indeed, when

scaling down to few tens of nanometers, a tiny amount of dopant atoms can change drastically

the properties of the semiconductor. For example, 10 phosphorous atoms into a 10 nm silicon

cube yields a dopant concentration of 1019cm3, which is considered to be a high doping level

in semiconductor science[115]. In other term, doping concentration and distribution must

be precisely characterized to obtain an ultra-fine control over the growth conditions and to

produce high performing devices. In this perspective, doping characterization techniques

(discussed in Section III) are a bridging point between material science and device engineering.

Contrary to bulk and thin films semiconductors, bottom-up NWs-based devices are composed

by an ensemble of millions of individual nano-objects, called arrays. As the functional prop-

erties of such an array depend on the uniformity of the nanowire morphology and crystal

quality, two of the most studied aspects in this field in the last 10 years are the growth repro-

ducibility and the up-scalability. Recent progress such as selective area growth (SAG), novel

template-based approaches and horizontal NWs design aim to enable the growth of large

area arrays composed by millions of ordered nanowires with identical properties. Achieving a

reliable large area growth of identical nanowires would also directly impact the semiconductor

manufacturing industry, paving the way for a full commercial exploitation of nanomaterials.

Due to its relevance, these progresses will be reviewed in Section IV, where the impact of

the up-scaling strategies on the doping uniformity is discussed. Finally, Section V will be

devoted to the common doping-related challenges for the realization of highly performing

NWs-based device. The concepts discussed in this Section will help to underline the challenges

to overcome along the path towards the commercialization of nanostructured electronics and

opto-electronic devices. This involves a wide range of applications as summarized in Figure
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2.8. All these applications require a precise control of doping in a reproducible manner, and, of

course, scalability issues need to be addressed when it comes to device application to compete

with the conventional planar devices in the market. It is not an easy task but interdisciplinary

collaborative work from modeling, growth, characterization, innovative device design and

fabrication can hopefully bring a low dimension material era in the near future.

Despite these challenges, the NW community have been dedicating a lot of effort and passion

to master this topic and comprehensive reviews on growth and doping are already available in

the literature[27, 29, 116–118]. However, a significant gap still exists between the fundamental

aspects and the practical realization of commercial products. In this paper, we aim to provide

a comprehensive review, oriented to the production of NWs-based devices as an ultimate

technology to outdate silicon in the next future.

Figure 2.8: Development of devices based on III-V nanowire arrays as interdisciplinary collab-
orative work from modeling, growth, characterization, innovative device design and fabrica-
tion. Example of devices currently under research: Photo Detectors[Adapted with permission
from[102] © 2018, American Chemical Society], Solar Cells[Adapted with permission from[103]
© 2013, American Association for the Advancement of Science], Light Emitting Diodes[Adapted
with permission from[104] © 2010 American Institute of Physics], Lasers[Adapted with per-
mission from[119] © 2017, American Chemical Society], Sensors[Adapted with permission
from[105] © 2016, American Chemical Society], Photonic crystal[Adapted with permission
from[106] © 2011, American Chemical Society].

2.3.3 Doping mechanism in nanowires

The most common mechanisms exploited for the growth of III-V NWs are the so-called vapor-

liquid-solid (VLS), vapor-solid-solid (VSS) and vapor-solid (VS). In the former, a liquid/solid

metal catalyst forms and preferentially gathers vapor precursors and generate an alloy. Once

supersaturation of the components in the catalyst is reached, a solid phase precipitates at the

bottom of the droplet, resulting in the one-dimensional growth of a NW[25].

In VLS- and VSS-grown arrays, the position of the nanowires is determined by the location of

the catalyst particles on the substrate. In the case where the droplet distribution is stochastic,
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long-range order can’t be obtained. This result in a difference in nucleation and incubation

times arising from the droplet size dispersion, which usually lead to inhomogeneity in diameter

and length. NW arrays of such a type are indicated as “self-assembled NWs”.

The VS technique, instead, is a catalyst-free growth method. In the context of NWs, it consists

of a layer-by-layer growth on the substrate. As growth occurs in a highly kinetically-dominated

regime, the difference between growth speeds of different crystal planes will lead to an asym-

metrical crystal[120, 121]. In the case of III-Vs such as GaAs or InAs, the (111) family of

planes will govern the growth, and a mask opened in that direction will result in a vertical

NW growth[26]. Nanowire growth by a VS mechanism typically requires mask openings to

obtain the desired morphology. As the shape and position of the openings on the surface can

be easily controlled, a more uniform NW morphology can be achieved. This method can be

referred to “selective area epitaxy” (SAE), often corresponding to the fabrication of ordered

NW arrays. Notably, the correlation between growth mechanism, array ordering and nanowire

uniformity has weakened as new growth methods are constantly under development. For

instance, Ga-catalyzed NWs grown on patterned substrates enable the growth of ordered NWs

arrays by VLS or VSS[22, 122, 123]. The same result was obtained by controlling the catalyst

distribution on the substrate by nanoimprinting lithography[124]. It is worth-mentioning that

up to now ordered NW arrays has always been achieved through substrate patterning.

The growth mechanism strongly affects the incorporation of dopant atoms in nanowires.

In both VLS- and VS-driven nanowire growth, the addition of dopant may influence the

thermodynamics and the kinetics of the system as it may affect surface energies. The balance

among the two affects the crystal growth and the dopant incorporation. Both thermodynamics

and kinetics depend on the chemistry of the system, i.e. on the chemical nature of substrate,

III-V elements and dopant species, not to mention temperature, partial pressures and atomic

fluxes. It is thus highly complex to generalize dopant incorporation for III-V NWs. The

complexity of the topic can be appreciated from Table 2, which shows a summary of reported

dopant concentrations in binary III–V NWs, highlighting growth techniques and dopant

elements.

Despite the myriad of details concerning elements, growth techniques and the parameters

used for doping, it is possible to unveil principles common to all the NW doping process.

Figure 2.9 depicts the main dopant incorporation paths in NWs, which are either through

the catalyst (i.e. along the growth direction) or through the side facets. It is usual to see a

contribution of both mechanisms during the catalyzed growth of III-V NWs [195, 196].

In the case of VLS, dopant incorporation through the catalyst occurs at the liquid-solid growth

front interface[197]. The dopant concentration depends on the solubility of dopant material

in the catalyst and the segregation coefficient of dopant material into the solid NW. Intuitively,

this incorporation path affects the doping profile along the growth direction.

At the same time, dopant incorporation through the side facets can occur. This process is

mediated by the crystal orientation of the different facets[198]. If the two incorporation paths
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Table 2: Reported binary III–V NW with dopant element and doping concentration range (in
atoms·cm−3).

Material Growth method n-type p-type

AlN
MBE,CVD1,

MOVPE
SiH4[125] Mg[126] MgCl2[125, 127, 128] Cp2M g [129]

6.7×1020 −2.4×1021 1016 4.4×1020 −8.6×1021 1.2×1020 −7.7×1020

GaN
MBE,

MOVPE
Si[130–135] SiH4[136−−140] Mg[131–135] Cp2M g [136−−140] Mg3N2[141, 142]

3.0×1018 −2.7×1021 1018 −1020 1017 −1020 1016 −3.0×1018 1017 −1020

InN
MBE,

MOVPE
Si[143–145] Mg[144, 146] DEZn[147]

5.0×1017 −1.1×1020 2.0×1015 −6.0×1015 2.0×1021

GaP
MOVPE,

Sublimation
TESn[148] DTBSe[148] SiH4[148] S[149] DEZn[148] NH3[150]

N/A N/A N/A 5.0×1020 N/A 1018

InP
MBE,

MOVPE,
LCG2

Si[151] SiH4[152, 153] H2S[154−−157] Te[158] Zn[158] Zn3P2[159]
3.0×1017 −3.0×1018 1018 −3.0×1018 3.0×1018 4.0×1020 4.0×1020 1.2×1021

TESn[160–164] Se[159, 165, 166] DEZn[103, 105, 152–155, 157, 160, 162, 163, 167, 168] DMZn[161]
1017 −1019 2.0×1017 −1020 1.0×1017 −1.2×1020 N/A

GaAs
MBE,

MOVPE

Si[169–171] SiH4[172] Si2H6[173−−175] Si[170, 171, 176, 177] C[173] DMZn[178]
1017 −1020 3.5×1017 1017 −5.0×1018 1.4×1018 −4.0×1019 8.0×1018 1017

GaTe[179–181] TESn[65, 178, 182, 183] Be[171, 180, 181, 184, 185] DEZn[65, 156, 172, 175, 182, 183, 186]
4.0×1018 −2.0×1019 1018 −3.0×1018 1018 −1021 1017 −2.3×1019

InAs
MBE,

MOVPE

TESn[187–189] SiBr4[189] DTBSe[187, 189] SiH4[188] DEZn[188]
1.9×1018 −1019 N/A 1018 −1.2×1020 6.8×1016 N/A

Si2H6[190] H2S[189] Be[191, 192]
1017 −3.9×1018 6.2×1017 −3.1×1018 7.0×1017 −3.0×1018

GaSb
MBE, CVD,

MOVPE
Te[193] Zn[194]

1.7×1018 N/A

InSb
CVD,

MOVPE
N/A C
N/A 7.5×1017

1Chemical Vapor Deposition, 2Laser-assisted Catalytic Growth

are not properly coordinated, inhomogeneities in dopant distribution can arise, with pos-

sible detrimental effects on the functional behavior of the nanowires To mitigate this issue,

growth conditions can be tuned in order to suppress one of the two paths, like introducing

etching species[199]. Borgström et al. suppressed VS contribution by introducing HCl during

the growth of Au catalyzed InP NWs in MOVPE. However, Connell et al. [200] reported that

inhomogeneities can arise also during the sole incorporation through the droplet. Atom probe

tomographic (APT) analysis on Au-catalyzed B-doped Si and P-doped Ge NWs revealed that

dopants are preferentially incorporated near the VLS trijunction. The authors addressed the

observed dopant anisotropy to the faceting of the liquid-solid growth interface. Nonuniform

dopant distributions in NWs are also observed in different material systems, although con-

troversial reports can be found. An example is the incorporation of dopants in MBE grown

self-catalyzed GaAs NWs.

Preferential incorporation of Be atoms along 3-fold symmetric truncated facets under liquid

Ga catalyst has been reported by off-axis electron holographic analysis[201]. The dopant

diffusion into the NW core during the process lead to the radial and azimuthal variation of

dopant distribution. On the contrary, Zhang et al. reported a uniform Be dopant distribution

both along the length of the NWs and radially across the diameter in the same material

system[5]. Also Te dopant incorporation has been studied using several complementary

techniques[179]. Models show that Te is mainly incorporated by the VLS process through the

Ga catalyst, which results in both axial and radial dopant gradients due to Te diffusion inside

the NWs and competition between axial elongation and radial growth of NWs. By comparing

Raman spectroscopy and APT analysis, they demonstrated the activation of Te donor atoms is

100% at a doping level of 4 × 1018cm−3.

The amphoteric nature of the Si doped GaAs NWs (one of the most studied systems in III-V

NW doping) brings an additional element to consider[170, 171, 176, 177]. In particular, it
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Figure 2.9: Dopant incorporation paths in nanowires with VLS and VS mechanisms respectively
through the catalyst (i.e. along the growth direction) or through the side facets. It is usual to
see a contribution of both mechanisms during the catalyzed growth of III-V NWs, as shown on
the left picture.

has been shown that Si incorporates mainly in As-sites in Ga-assisted growth. For concen-

trations higher than few 1018cm−3, Si atoms drive Si-Si pair formation, resulting in doping

compensation[176]. In 2019, Hijazi et al. presented a model elucidating the importance of cat-

alyst droplet composition as a function of temperature, which allow for better understanding

of Si doping of Au catalyzed and self-catalyzed GaAs NWs[202]. They explain why most VLS

Si-doped GaAs NWs are p-type and demonstrate n-type Si doping of Au-catalyzed GaAs NWs

grown by Hydride Vapor Phase Epitaxy (HVPE) using high As concentration in the liquid Au

catalyst. Furthermore, very recently, Dubrovskii et al. pointed out that III-V VLS NW doping

process are sensitive to the chemical potential oscillations related to depletion of group V

atoms in a catalyst droplet using analytic model which quantifies the doping oscillation over

the monolayer formation cycle[203].
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Using a solid metal catalyst, vapor-solid-solid (VSS) NW growth may result in a more control-

lable doping process [204] due to reduced solubility of growth precursors as well as dopant

elements in the catalyst. In this case the achievable doping level might be compromised. The

trade-off between improved control and maximum doping concentration achievable needs

to be evaluated to determine whether VSS growth is a valid option for the desired nanowire

system.

One can think to remove the metal catalyst and to obtain homogeneous doping profiles in

VS-grown NWs. In case of particle-free growth, facet-dependent dopant incorporation can be

present (as multiple crystal facets are growing simultaneously), thus leading to uneven doping

profiles. In addition, typically VS-grown NW presents heavily defective crystal structures

which might be detrimental for electrical functionalities. Few post-growth processes such

as etching[205] and thermal annealing[206] have been successfully applied to modify the

electrical properties at the micron-scale. Their use to tune doping at the atomic level in future

is unlikely as they are not controllable at this scale.

Control over the dopant distribution down to the monolayer represents one key to unlock the

use of III-V nanowires in a wide range of applications. Unfortunately unveiling the complicated

nature of NW doping is not an easy task. The majority of the studies were so far conducted on

self-assembled nanowires. As self-assembled growth is inherently indeterministic, it leads to

an intrinsic statistical uncertainty. When NWs are randomly positioned on the substrates, each

has a different surrounding during the growth, and the adatom collection area is therefore

affected. The consequent variation of their morphologies, composition and structural proper-

ties can also provide significant instabilities to the dopant distribution. Therefore, the great

potential of NW arrays can only be relevant if we master NW doping in ordered array systems.

In this perspective, position-controlled ordered NW arrays are essential for systematic doping

studies.

To the best of our knowledge, the effects of doping in ordered array systems have not been

fully investigated yet. However, thanks to the recent advances in ordered NW growth[123],

their use for studying and engineering NW doping in a more systematic manner is expected.

The possibility to exploit ordered arrays of nanowire will help disclosing the relation between

growth mechanism and dopant incorporation.

It will be interesting to see how doping studies on ordered nanowire arrays will affect the

current understanding of surface driven effects such as depletion, dopant deactivation and

Fermi level pinning. As device dimensions are scaled down, surrounding surface of semi-

conductor will become more important and will possibly rule the electronic properties. For

example, in 2009, IBM demonstrated the discrepancy between physical radius and electronic

radius of NWs[207]. They presented the effect of doping deactivation by measuring the electric

conduction of phosphorous doped Si NWs as a function of radius, temperature and dielectric

surrounding. The increase in ionization energy with decreasing nanowire radius proved the

effect of surface states and dielectric mismatch. This effect is even more pronounced in GaAs
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which has very high surface recombination velocity compared to other III-V semiconductors.

Chang et al. calculated free carrier density as a function of doping concentration for GaAs NWs

with various diameters[208]. When doping concentration is below 1017cm−3, NWs are fully

depleted at the diameter of 100 nm. Indeed, this phenomenon has a significant impact on the

functional properties of individual NWs and therefore on the development of nanowire-based

device. In this context, arrays made of millions of identical NWs are a precious platform for

the doping studies in the next future.

As a small amount of dopant can drastically change the growth dynamics[167, 168], accurate

characterization of dopant concentration is necessary. For this reason, the following section

will discuss available doping characterization methods, highlighting their strength, weaknesses

and complementary nature.

2.3.4 Characterization methods

A large range of methods have been used to characterize bulk and thin film semiconductors[209–

211]. The use of these techniques to probe nanostructures, such as nanowires, involves several

challenges. On one side, the reduced dimensions and material volume requires techniques

with high sensitivity. On the other, a very high spatial resolution is necessary to reveal the

physics of the dopant incorporation and its relation to the growth mechanisms. At the same

time, dopant distribution affects the electrical properties, i.e. due to the amplified effect of

surfaces in depleting carriers[212, 213]. In this regard, doping analysis and interface engi-

neering are fundamental for the future development of nanowire-based devices. To account

for this complex picture, doping investigations in III-V nanowires are usually approached by

multi-scale methods which require high spatial resolution and chemical/electrical/optical

sensitivity. This strategy aims to tackle the task by obtaining information at different scale

and/or on different doping-related properties, ideally on the same nanowire[214]. Analysis

on multiple nanowires or on nanowire arrays can be also performed. In this case, the result

is considered an average over the ensemble. For this type of measurements, SAE nanowire

arrays, which are expected to yield a higher uniformity, are preferable over self-assembled

ones[106, 215, 216]. This may be highly helpful also for the development of nanowire-based

device in the near future as high uniformity have to be ensured also to obtain a reliable device

on a large scale surface[68]. This Section reviews several methods used to characterize the

doping in semiconductor nanowire. The discussed techniques are divided in 4 subsections

to emphasize similarity, differences, advantages and disadvantages of each of them. We be-

lieve that the following classification is highly beneficial for readers interested in particular

doping-related issues.
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Figure caption is on the next page
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Figure 2.10: Examples of doping characterization done by structural (blue-framed), electrical
(yellow-framed), optical (red-framed) and scanning probe(green-framed) methods. In the
center, a visual guide to the figure. The grey arrow indicates the order these methods are
discussed in the text and the labelling. a) SIMS: dopant concentration as a function of depth
for different Be:GaAs NWs. In the inset, a SEM image of the as-grown array[Adapted with
permission from[217] © 2015 American Institute of Physics] b) APT: on the left, 3D reconstruc-
tion of a NW with Ga atoms, Si dopants and contamination elements H, O and C mappings;
on the right, 2D atoms distribution map of the Ga and Si and 1D radial relative composition
profile of Si dopants and contamination elements[Adapted with permission from[218] © 2013
Elsevier B.V.] c) Schematic and SEM image of a micro-system for resistivity, FE and Hall effect
measurements[Adapted with permission from[219] © 2014, American Chemical Society]. d)
Resistivity measurements: four-points resistance of Si:InAs NWs as a function of the distance
of metal contact to the cross section ratio (l/A) for wires with a different doping (color-coded).
The straight lines correspond to the linear fits for each doping factor[Adapted with permission
from[190] © 2011 American Institute of Physics]. e) FE and Hall measurements: charge carrier
concentrations in S:InP as a function of dopant gas molar fraction used during the growth. The
error bars show the standard deviation within the measured NWs. In the inset, the SEM image
of the measurement micro-system[Adapted with permission from[220] © 2016, American
Chemical Society]. f) Raman spectroscopy: on the left, Raman spectrum of a single Si:GaAs
NW. The vibrational mode at 393 cm−1 corresponds to the incorporation of silicon in arsenic
sites. On the right, spatial distribution of the dopant concentration defined by the intensity
ratio between the LVM and TO modes along the NW[Adapted with permission from[177] ©
2010, American Chemical Society]. g) PL: on the left, spectra of Si:GaAs NW arrays grown under
various dopant flow rates[Adapted with permission from[221] © 2016 American Institute of
Physics]. On the right, PL spectrum of a single Zn:GaAs NW and related fitting (red line). The
predicted PL from undoped GaAs is given by the orange dotted curve, demonstrating the PL
redshift due to doping. The inset shows a p-doping map for this wire[Adapted with permission
from[222] © 2019, American Chemical Society]. h) THz spectroscopy: on the left, SEM images
for Si- (top) and C- (bottom) doped GaAs core-shell NWs. On the right, comparison of the
decay of normalized photoconductivity for n-type (blue) and p-type (red) doped wires with an
undoped NW reference sample (black)[Adapted with permission from[223] © 2016, American
Chemical Society]. i) EBIC: on top, schematic of Si:InGaP NWs on B:Si stems, EBIC map
and corresponding EBIC current profile along the longitudinal axis. On the bottom, doping
estimation as a function of the dopant flow used during the growth[Adapted with permission
from[224] © 2019 American Institute of Physics]. j) CL: on top, SEM image and corresponding
CL map of a single Si:GaAs NWs. On the bottom, FWHM extracted form CL measurement as
a function of the carrier concentration for different doping levels[Adapted with permission
from[225] © 2017, American Chemical Society].

Structural characterization techniques

The most intuitive strategy to characterize the doping of semiconductor materials relies on the

analysis of the chemical nature and position of the dopants. The identification and mapping

of atoms in bulk or thin film materials has traditionally been performed by energy-dispersive

x-rays spectroscopy (EDX), secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) and, more recently, atom
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probe tomography (APT).

These techniques are characterized by very high chemical selectivity and high spatial reso-

lution, enabling to obtain elemental data and/or maps concerning the composition of the

probed material. The main difference among these techniques is related to the limit of de-

tection (i.e. the minimum detectable quantity of a given species). This is the most important

parameters when investigating the doping by this kind of techniques. As an example, con-

sidering that in 1 cm3 of GaAs are present roughly 1022 atoms a limit of detection of at least

0.001% is necessary to detect dopant concentrations in the order of 1017cm−3. This is the

main reason why EDX, extensively used in semiconductor technology, is poorly suited for

doping analysis in III-V nanowires: due to its high limit of detection (around 0.1% in the best

conditions[226]), it has been used only for microwires where a very high dopant concentration

was expected[227].

SIMS is better-suited for the purpose[228, 229]. Standard time-of-flight (ToF) SIMS measure-

ments can detect concentrations as low as 1017cm−3 in thin films[230]. Its nanoscale version

exhibits high spatial resolution (∼ 50nm lateral resolution, ∼ 20nm depth resolution)[231, 232],

which makes it highly suitable for the investigation of NWs[217]. An example is the work of

Chia and coauthors[233] on MBE grown Au-catalyzed GaAs NWs, where doping profiles for

n- and p-dopants have been measured (Figure 2.10a). The results lead to key insights on the

growth mechanisms with useful feedback for the device design.

Although nano-SIMS is a powerful tool to probe individual NWs, it is less suited to map the

dopant distribution in specific locations, i.e. interfaces, since a much lower limit of detection

and a spatial resolution in the order of nm are necessary.

Interface engineering is critical in view of commercial devices: for example, it is key to control

the dopant incorporation down to the monolayer to estimate the sharpness of an electrical

junction and for the study of quantum objects embedded in NWs. Novel advances in SIMS

such as 1.5D and self-focusing SIMS show promise to tackle these problems[232].

More commonly, these challenges are addressed by APT, which provides a very high spatial

resolution (∼ 1nm[234]) and a lower limit of detection (roughly 1016cm−3)[235]. Therefore,

APT is strongly favorable for the analysis of atomic distributions in NWs[236–238]. Agrawal et

al.[239] used this method to measure the distribution of Mg atoms in high band gap III-V NWs,

obtaining both axial and radial maps. The technique has been subsequently refined, enabling

full 3D volume reconstruction, as in the work of Du and coauthors (Figure 2.10b)[218]. The

main drawback of this method is that both sample preparation, data acquisition and analysis

are highly time-consuming. For this reason, a systematic analysis of an entire NW array is

virtually impossible, at the moment. Still, APT is highly valuable, especially in combination

with other techniques. This strategy allowed to describe the incorporation of dopants and to

have a deep understanding of the physical phenomena occurring in NWs[179, 240].

Last but not least, it is worth noting that all the structural characterization techniques imply a

risk of permanently damaging the investigated material, and can be thus of destructive nature.

In this case, they cannot be simultaneously performed on the same position, thus limiting

their execution on the same nanowire.
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Electrical characterization techniques

Semiconductor doping aims to engineer the conductivity, – or more generally the electrical

properties – of semiconductors. It is therefore natural to analyze the electrical properties to

characterize the carrier concentration and mobility to investigate the doping efficiency. This

strategy is commonly used for thin film technologies where electrical techniques are routine

methods to assess the doping concentration. The adaptation to the nanoscale was enabled by

the advancements in nanofabrication of test structures for single nanowire analysis[241, 242].

A flawless fabrication is crucial since the contacts define the access of charge carriers to the

material (Figure 2.10c)[177, 243, 244].

Current-voltage and field effect (FE) measurements are often exploited in combination (Figure

2.10d) to estimate the average carrier concentration and mobility in nanowires. The former,

performed in 2-points and/or in 4-points configurations, enables the assessment of the

resistivity, while the latter allows to assess the charge type and the carrier concentration by

monitoring the variation of the source-drain current as a function of the gate voltage[190, 241].

Combining the data, also the charge mobility can be estimated using Drude-like models,

potentially enabling a full characterization of the transport properties in single NWs.

An alternative to FE measurements is to perform Hall measurements. In this type of analysis,

the Lorentz-type interaction between the current flowing in the NW and a perpendicular

magnetic field leads to the build-up of an electric potential, which can be easily related to the

carrier concentration[219, 244].

The accuracy of the values obtained through these electrical characterization methods is

intimately related to the reliability of the parameters to be used in the models describing the

current-voltage dependence[245]. For example, capacitance values are usually difficult to

estimate, due to their dependence on surface and bulk properties as well as on the nanowire-

gate geometry[246, 247]. As a result, charge trapping at the surface is often neglected and I-V or

C-V hysteresis are under-reported. The difficulty to include these phenomena in a theoretical

or semi-empirical model may represent the main sources of error in doping estimation. Hultin

et al.[220] compared FE and Hall measurements on S-doped InP NWs. In their study, the

authors conclude that FE measurements are more sensitive to the surface properties while Hall

measurements give a better estimation of the bulk properties. They highlight the significant

impact of the electrical modeling of the nanowire. Still, in this study, the carrier concentration

obtained with the two techniques differ only slightly (Figure 2.10e).

Among other electrical methods, recently techniques based on thermoelectric effects have

been developed, although less commonly used for the analysis of III-V nanowires[240, 248].

For a more technical description of the conventional electrical characterization techniques for

semiconductor materials, please refer to ref.[249].

Optical characterization techniques

Material research involves several cycles of design, growth, characterization and analysis in

order to achieve high-quality results. This is even more important when developing nanos-

tructured materials since the interplay of many factors plays a fundamental role during the
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growth. In this context, rapid characterization techniques on the as-grown material are highly

desirable. Optical characterization typically falls in this category.

The most commonly used techniques are Raman spectroscopy, photoluminescence (PL) and

optical-pump THz spectroscopy. Raman spectroscopy relates the vibrational modes of the

crystal with the presence of impurities and therefore can be a sensitive to the concentration

of dopants, when the local vibrational modes, LVM, are Raman active. An estimation of the

dopant density can be obtained by comparing the intensity of the LVM peaks[176, 250]. In Si

doped p-type GaAs this approach can ensure a sensitivity around 1018cm−3 at best. However,

due to the non-destructive nature and absence of time-consuming sample preparation, Raman

is widely used to study as grown-nanowire arrays. For example, it was used on GaAs microwires

to study the incorporation of dopant along the length of the nanowires[176, 251] (Figure 2.10f).

Also more complex doping-related phenomena were studied, such as the amphoteric nature

of Si atoms in GaAs NWs[176, 252].

Similarly, PL is widely used to investigate nanowires. The working principle of PL analysis

relies of the inter-band transition of carriers under optical excitation and subsequent radiative

recombination. Hence, this technique is used to study the incorporation of dopants in the

material, which leads to the formation of intragap states and to an increase of the population

in the conduction or valence band. Experimentally, the presence of dopant states result

into a broadening and shifts of the luminescence peaks (such as band gap narrowing and

Burstein-Moss shift), dependent on the doping concentration[253–255] (Figure 2.10g). Thanks

to the extensive literature on this topic, quantitative estimation of the doping concentration

can be obtained by analyzing the shift in the luminescence spectra, with sensitivity up to

∼ 1017cm−3, enabling its use for systematic studies. For example, Arab et al. investigated the

incorporation of Si in GaAs nanowires grown by MOCVD by relating the dopant flow used

during the growth to the carrier concentration in the nanowires[221]. On a more applicative

note, -PL maps were also use to evaluate the effect of p-doping level on the lasing properties

of GaAs nanowires[222].

Raman spectroscopy and PL analysis can be used efficiently together to study III-V NWs

by probing the impurity concentration and the resulting electronic structure[250]. Despite

their easy implementation, both techniques are strongly limited in spatial resolution due

to the excitation wavelength in the order of few hundreds of nm. For this reason, optical

characterization methods are used mainly to investigate nanowire arrays, although a few

analyses on single nanowire can be found in dedicated studies[166, 251].

Another established method is optical-pump terahertz spectroscopy, where the collective

oscillation of free charges is excited enabling the estimation of the doping concentration from

complex conductivity spectra (Figure 2.10h)[256].

III-V NW ensembles have been investigated through this technique to retrieve not only doping

concentration but also material parameters such as carrier lifetimes, mobilities and surface

recombination velocities [166]. In this field, it is indeed worth mentioning the work of Herz

and coauthors to investigate unintentional and intentional doping level in InAs, InP, GaAs and

InAsSb NWs[223, 257–260].
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Scanning characterization techniques

Scanning probe characterization techniques respond to the need to investigate a large number

of nano-objects with high spatial resolution by combining nanometric probes (such as an

electron beam) and scanning over macroscopic areas. When applied to doping analysis, this

category of experimental tools finds his major advantage in the possibility to perform large

statistical analysis with poor (or even without any) nanofabrication[95, 139, 261]. An example

is given by electron beam induced current mapping (EBIC), extensively used for both thin

films and nanostructured semiconductor analyses[262, 263]. EBIC enables to correlate the

charges excited by the electron beam to the electronic band structure of nanowires containing

electrical junctions[264, 265]. This technique has been largely used on III-V NWs to determine

the type of doping obtained with a given dopant species[266], but also to perform quantitative

doping estimation across p-n junctions (Figure 2.10i)[267], with a limit of detection of roughly

1017cm−3.

EBIC can be used also to investigate doping-related phenomena such as metal/semiconductor

Schottky coupling and depletion regions in electrical junctions, which are fundamental for the

development of optoelectronic devices[163, 268–270]. An additional technique is cathodolu-

minescence (CL). Contrary to EBIC, CL does not require the presence of a rectifying interface to

enable material analysis since it relies on the inter-band transitions occurring under electron

beam excitation[271–273]. In the case of doping, the analysis of data is extremely complex and

it requires a thin film calibration sample, enabling a comparative estimation. Nevertheless,

reliable values of carrier density can be obtained, as demonstrated by the work of Lindgren and

coauthors[274], who showed a consistent agreement with Hall measurements. More recently,

Chen et al.[225] developed a data analysis method relying on a spatial integration of the CL

signal to define the peak position and FWHM representative of the carrier concentration in

Si:GaAs NWs (Figure 2.10j). Additional scanning techniques have been developed and refined

over the last years. Indeed, electron holography is recently gaining a lot of consideration into

the research community due to the possibility to combine structural analysis and electrical

potential mapping at the very nanoscale (spatial resolution ∼ 1nm)[275], although several

challenges related to surface states still needs to be addressed to obtain a quantitative doping

estimation[214].

Other techniques such as scanning microwave impedance microscopy (SMIM) and X-ray

fluorescence (XRF) are used in dedicated studies[276, 277] and progressive improvements are

expected in the years to come.

2.3.5 The challenge of scalability

Currently, a systematic functional analysis of each individual nanowire in a NW array is

virtually impossible. The question is whether this is necessary, especially if all NWs would be

identical. Self-assembled nanowires exhibit a relatively large NW size distribution, especially

compared to position-controlled NW array systems. This is due partially to the variance

in the interwire distance[278], which in turn results in a fluctuation of the local precursor

partial pressures[122]. Conductive AFM performed on self-assembled GaAs NW arrays and
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compared to top-down nanowire structures clearly illustrate this phenomenon[68]. In the

self-assembled system, adjacent p-n NW junctions can exhibit significant differences in

their electrical behavior, ranging from linear to diode-like characteristics. These variations

have been attributed to a change in doping concentration and/or distribution along the

wire. In ordered arrays, the position of the NWs is determined by the substrate patterning.

Consequently, a higher degree of similarity in the morphology is found, although NWs are

not all identical in length and diameter[122, 279]. Surprisingly, recent works indicate that the

electrical properties may also vary considerably in well-ordered arrays.

All this raises questions concerning the scalability of NW doping: do we understand where

inhomogeneities come from and can we find our way around them? Concerning freestanding

NW growth, it is known that the geometrical parameters of an array (i.e. interwire distance

and hole size) can have an impact on the morphology and crystal structure of NWs due to the

variation of the adatom flux resulting in different local value of V/III ratio[280–283]. A variation

in the precursor flux implies also a relative modification of the local dopant flux. Morphological

variations can also lead to variations in dopant concentration, and thus nonuniformity from

NW to NW. One can consider that for NWs with a reduced size and low nominal doping

levels, a fluctuation of few dopant atoms can lead to strong variation in their concentration.

Moreover, the so-called "edge effect" contributes to the overall inhomogeneity. As NWs grow

closer to the edge of a regular array, an additional adatom flux through diffusion from the

dielectric mask can increase the NW growth rate. Non-linear position dependent NW growth

dynamics[278, 284] increases the complexity in dopant incorporation and junction parameter

designs. In the context of a p-n junction, a difference in the axial and radial growth rate will

lead to electrical junction inhomogeneities between center and edge of an array. This effect

could be more pronounced for an axially defined junction because a non-intentional radial

growth will potentially decrease the junction performance by short circuiting the junction.

However, one can imagine to take advantage of the different axial and radial growth rate by

obtaining NWs of different sizes on purpose to enhance light absorption[74]. One could for

example integrate NWs with different heights and diameter in a same array, to absorb light

more efficiently and increase the internal efficiency of a solar cell[285] as illustrated in Figure

2.11a. The suggested multiterminal NW solar cell device scheme is based on three different

dimensions and composition of III-V NWs as a unit cell which enables an efficient lateral solar

spectrum splitting.

Scalability issues are often considered as an important factor for bringing a device concept

to the market. Considering that both MBE and MOCVD techniques are currently capable of

producing high quality epitaxial films on industry scale 300mm wafers, scalable nanopattern-

ing process gains significant importance. There are many different kinds of nanopatterning

techniques and comprehensive review on recent progress of top-down lithography techniques

is available in the literature[287]. Among different techniques, e-beam lithography (EBL) is

the most widely used method for defining nanoscale features due to its high-precision and

versatile nature. However, it is not yet appropriate for a large and dense area patterning due

to low throughput and high cost. EBL-free patterning can bring a huge impact on the com-

munity but still there is nothing can stand comparison with EBL when it comes to resolution
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Figure 2.11: NW based future device scheme. a) Schematic illustration of the triple junction
NW array on a Si substrate. Each unit cell contains high, low, and two medium band gap
nanowires (the higher the band gap value, the higher the wires)[Adapted with permision
from [285] © 2015, American Chemical Society] b) horizontal NW networks for Majorana zero
modes (MZM) topological quantum computing inspired by Karzig et al.[286]

and reproducibility. From the perspective of doping, horizontal NW configuration makes

them very attractive compared to vertical NW configuration in terms of scalability because

well-established planar doping process can be directly transferred and facilitate post-device

fabrication processes on the original substrate. In domains of application such as quantum

computing[288] or photodetectors[289] where the number and density of devices on a chip is

relatively low, up-scalability can be achieved either by horizontally defined in-plane selective-

area growth (SAG) technique using a template or mask to selectively grow one semiconductor

material on top of another[99, 290–295] or using dielectric templates which are referred to

as template-assisted selective epitaxy (TASE)[18, 296, 297]. These systems are promising for

creating large-scale device-ready junctions in a reproducible way like seen in Figure 2.11b.

Moreover, the recent use of modulation (or remote) doping permits to significantly decrease

impurity induced scattering in such systems by coupling the core material with a doped one
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and designing the band structure to enhance the charge diffusion where desired, (schemat-

ically depicted in the inset of Figure 2.11b). In this way dopant induced scattering can be

reduced by a separation of free carriers and physically doped layer, therefore increasing carrier

densities and mobility[110, 256, 259, 298–303]. The integration of such a doping technique

into NW arrays can be a strong advantage not only for the material quality but also in terms of

reproducibility. In fact, such a strategy allows to decouple the optimization of crystal qual-

ity and the control over the electrical properties, with a great simplification of the growth

process. Unfortunately, not all the architectures are compatible with remote doping and its

implementation in each particular device should be carefully evaluated.

2.3.6 Devices and doping related challenges

The achievement of commercially available NW-devices requires innovative engineering. Be-

side the challenges concerning growth, characterization and large area production discussed

in the previous sections, several application-specific obstacles also come into play. Indeed,

the trade-off between material properties and the device requirements is critical for any kind

of semiconductor device, independently of the scale of the active region. However, the signifi-

cant impact of surface phenomena at the nanoscale makes nanowires unique systems and

therefore, specific device-related challenges have to be faced to achieve high performance.

In this Section, we will first focus on one very common element in nanowire devices: the

electrical junctions. The design and fabrication of a nanoscale junction is strongly influenced

by the material doping and it has a strong impact on the device functionality. We will detail

the critical aspects of an electrical nanowire junction highlighting the issues that may arise

due to limitations in controlling the doping concentration in interfaces and reduced volumes.

Then, we will point out additional nanowire properties and phenomena which are related to

doping. Although they may appear negligible, they actually play a crucial role in improving

the performance and figure of merit of the final device. Keeping in mind this purpose, we

discuss the most common strategies to optimize the doping-related aspects of the design of

nanowire-based device.

Electrical junction in nanowire devices

All the electronic and opto-electronic devices respond to electrical and optical input by means

of current rectification to manage their input or output signals. In a majority of cases, semi-

conductor technologies make use of electrical junctions as rectifying elements. In this context,

III-V NW-based devices also need an electrical junction such as a nanoscale p-n (or p-i-n)

junction. Only in a few applications, current rectification is achieved by exploiting other

elements: examples are Schottky contacts in III-N NWs piezoelectric generators[304, 305] and

hetero-barrier induced local electric fields in UV-photodetectors[306–308] When designing an

electrical junction in III-V nanowires two architectures are available: axial and radial junctions.

In fact, due to the 3D geometry of NWs, the electrical junctions can be embedded in NWs

along their longitudinal[243, 267, 309] and along the radial direction[170, 261, 310, 311]. The

latter case is often referred as core-shell junction since one semi-junction is fully wrapped
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into the other one. The debate on the pros and the cons of these two architectures is still

ongoing and no clear advantage of one over the other has still emerged[312, 313]. In some

applications the junction design has a very high impact on the functionality of the device. For

instance, performance of nanowire solar cells containing an axial junction tends to be higher

than their core/shell counterpart, although theoretically it should be the opposite due to the

effect of surface recombination[65, 261]. On the contrary, the design of LEDs and transistors

with radial junctions appears more promising[314, 315], as demonstrated by gate all-around

(GAA) transistors which are slowly finding their way in the industry world[316]. Indeed, the

material growth parameters reflect the desired axial or radial architecture[317]. Therefore, the

quality and properties of the junction are intimately related to the mechanisms ruling dopants

incorporation.

As an example, we can emphasize on nanowires and mention growth-related challenges

inherent to axial junction, such as tapering. Depending on the growth conditions, as the

nanowire grows, its diameter may taper due to the radial VS growth contribution. It is believed

that the nanowire diameter will decrease linearly along the length. However, to maintain a

constant doping concentration, the needed concentration of impurities varies hyperbolically

with the diameter (Figure 2.12a). This is the reason why tapering phenomena are very likely to

lead to doping fluctuations along the nanowire.

A common phenomenon occurring in VLS NWs containing axial compositional and electrical

junctions is the infamous reservoir effect. It is generally accepted that having a crystal or a

liquid acting as a “secondary reservoir” is detrimental to the accuracy and reproducibility of

the growth: ideally, one wants a complete control over the incoming flux of materials, and a

reservoir effect can cause an inertia in switching materials or doping elements, as depicted in

Figure 2.12b. This will lead to a lack of sharpness in heterostructures (when different alloys

are involved) or in the doping profile (when switching from a dopant species to another), as

shown in Figure 2.12a.

In addition, VLS do not guarantee a homogeneous distribution of dopants into the wire during

the growth, which must be carefully evaluated. The overall effect of these issues is the loss

of control over the dopant concentration and distribution within the wire[200], with a direct

impact on the band structure and on the junction parameters. The consequences of the

reservoir effect on the electrical properties can range from a decrease of the electric field

across the junction, to the onset of compensation mechanisms and consequent shift of the

junction interface, up to a completely faulty junction[162, 180]. In other terms, a significant

unbalance in the doping design can compromise the functionality of the device. This is

why a large literature section is devoted to the analysis of the doping concentration and

profiles and of the abruptness of the junction, both from the experimental[162, 318, 319] and

theoretical[320, 321] perspective (Figure 2.12c).

Many approaches have been explored to mitigate this effect such as the use of solid

catalysts[204] and vapor source pulsing[322]. Another strategy is the exploitation of VS growth

mechanisms, thus eliminating the need for a liquid catalyst. However, as discussed in Section

II, VLS-grown NWs have advantages with respect to VS ones and therefore a trade-off is usually

considered.
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Figure 2.12: Growth-related doping issues in nanowire. a) Schematic representation of the
influence of tapering and reservoir effect on the doping concentration (on top) and distribution
(on the bottom). To maintain a constant doping concentration, the needed concentration of
impurities varies hyperbolically with the diameter; b) Schematic representation of the reservoir
effect which can cause an inertia in switching materials or doping elements [adapted with
permission from [318] © 2014, American Chemical Society] c) Investigation of the abruptness
of an axial junction in GaAs NWs [adapted with permission from [319] © 2016, American
Chemical Society].

The use of quick characterization techniques allows to obtain rapid feedback and to improve

the design in very short time. In this context, tools as EBIC and CL (described in Section

III) are emerging, demonstrating how they can be used for both investigating and boosting

devices[261, 267, 323]. In the field of NW solar cells, Otnes et al. have shown exemplary

junction parameter optimization[163].

Iterative current-voltage (I-V) and EBIC measurement on single NWs and fully processed NW

array devices enabled them to optimize performance of InP NW array based solar cells. Their

studies on interplay between growth parameters, processing conditions and the solar cell

power conversion efficiency (PCE) result in a more than 7-fold improvement in solar cell PCE

(from 2% to 15.0%, certified by Fraunhofer ISE), achieving the highest reported value for a

bottom-up synthesized InP nanowire solar cell. Similarly, several groups have used scanning

probe techniques to identify limitations of NW devices and improve the design accordingly,

obtaining an increase in performance[139, 324, 325]. In this context, these techniques can be

used in a highly versatile way to face the challenges related to the band structure of III-V NWs.

Both tapering and reservoir effects may be influenced by local phenomena such as shad-

owing or substrate imperfections (which may influence the geometry of the droplet). This
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phenomenon may potentially lead to wire-to-wire inhomogeneity within the device. Also in

this case, the use of scanning probe techniques can be precious for identify non-uniformity

and correct the design[310, 323].

Doping control in nanowire is fundamental also to determine reproducibly the electrical

properties at the interface with the substrate. Indeed, low dopant concentration close to the

substrate can be a major problem for devices relying on nanostructured heterointerfaces.

This is, for example, the case of nanostructured tandem solar cells[326]. In such a system,

two solar cells (one in the nanowire array and one in the substrate) are condensed in a two-

terminal device. This scheme requires current matching between the two junctions through a

tunnel diode, i.e. a junction between degenerate semiconductors[327, 328]. Indeed, the most

intuitive way to achieve the tunnel junction is to implant high doping level in the substrate

and to grow nanowire with very high doping stem. In this case, the ability to control the doping

incorporation in the early stage of the growth is critical. Wallentin and coauthor reported

the growth of InP/GaAs tunnel diode and Zeng and coauthors demonstrated the insertion

of an InP/InGaP tunnel junction in the center of a bottom-up nanowire[156]. Sarwar and

coauthors demonstrated the efficiency boost in UV LEDs made of III-N NWs with a tunnel

junction placed 100 nm above the interface with the Si substrate[329].

To the best of our knowledge, no report on tunnel diode at the heterointerface between

bottom-up NWs and substrate is still available.

Largely studied systems such as Si-doped GaAs NWs may be suited to investigate dopant

incorporation at the substrate interface. Unfortunately, doping compensation limits the

maximum achievable concentration down to roughly 5×1018cm−3 (as previously mentioned),

hindering the development of this type of tunnel diode on Si. Nevertheless, the only report on

a nanostructured tandem solar cell relies on the coupling of these structures[326]. Deleterious

effects can also arise when no junction is expected at the nanowire/substrate interface. Poor

control over the local doping may result in an additional resistance (i.e. power losses in solar

cells), which may be wrongly attributed to high defect density or band offset[330, 331].

Other doping related challenges

The functionality of electronic devices is highly affected by any doping variation since their

figures of merit are directly related to the local and overall charge density as well as the re-

sulting internal electric fields. An example is given by the Gate-All-Around (GAA) FETs where

an optimum source-drain doping concentration maximizes the ON current[332]. Where no

optimization is achieved, the technologies cannot be fully exploited as in the case of III-V NWs

for quantum transport application: on one side, high charge density is required to minimize

the resistivity; on the other, the ionized impurities increase the electron scattering hindering

the required ballistic regime[99]. Facing and solving this kind of challenges – or taking ad-

vantage of them, whenever possible - is one of the key to enable the fabrication of nonplanar

electronic devices based on high mobility III-V NWs such as InAs and InSb[333, 334]. One

practical solution is the use of so-called modulation (or remote) doping, already mentioned

in Section IV. This approach has been used very effectively with InAs NWs. For example in
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vertical intrinsic nanowires, epitaxially capped by p-doped InP shell, the tunability of the

hole concentration was demonstrated by changing dopant concentration and thickness of

shell[335]. More recently, this approach has been successfully applied to horizontal nanowires

networks designed for quantum transport applications[336]. Due to the difficulty of improving

the electrical properties at the nanoscale, iterative characterization gained a lot of attention as

a fundamental part of the optimization process for nanowire-based devices.

Another relevant aspect for nanowires concerns the high surface-to-volume ratio and the

strong impact of surface phenomena, which implies a consequence common to all the nanos-

tructured device: the importance of the nanometric electrical connections. Beside the pos-

sibility of having deleterious rectifying contacts, a low charge density localized close to the

surface may induce a very high resistance into the system, i.e. a localized energy loss. Doping

engineering must account also for this aspect, which involves the material coupling with metal

contacts and the assessment of the electrical properties at the substrate interface[337].

In high surface-to-volume structures such as nanowires, one should in addition consider the

effect of surface phenomena such as the Fermi energy surface pinning on the nanostructures

as well as the dopants deactivation through the increase of their ionization energy[207, 212]. In

some cases, surface states can have a positive effect on the electrical properties. For example,

intrinsic InAs NWs exhibit a high n-type conductivity due to the high density of donor-type

surface states[338]. As a consequence, the electron accumulation layer at the surface may

be beneficial for achieving low contact resistance; however, it also makes it challenging to

achieve high p-type doping in InAs NWs due to compensation mechanisms. The opposite is

happening in GaAs NWs where acceptor-like surface states are forming at the interface with

the native oxide, pinning the Fermi energy close to the mid-gap value, creating a depleted

surface layer which limits the maximum doping concentration[339, 340]. A wide research

work has been done on the optimization of surface and interfaces, mainly through surface

passivation.

By “passivation”, it is indicated the growth of few atomic layers of a dielectric[153] or semicon-

ductor material[341] (ideally having an epitaxial relationship with the core semiconductor)

aiming to reduce the densities of dangling bonds and charge trap at the surface. It is well-

established that passivation of the lateral areas can strongly enhance the carrier lifetime by

reducing the non-radiative recombination rate. Moreover, by choosing the proper material

coupling, also optical properties and internal stress can be tuned. For GaAs, the best passiva-

tion is achieved with AlGaAs[208] which prevents the formation of native oxide and have a

higher band gap (so it is suited to work as a window layer in solar cells). However, being very

thin and hard to dope, these outer layers may form a highly resistive contact in actual device.

This is one of the main reason why several materials are still under research as passivating or

capping layer for a broad range of semiconductor nanowires[342–344].

Variation of doping concentration may induce more complex phenomena in optoelectronic

devices. For instance, photodetector figures of merit such as photoconductivity gain and

photosensitivity are related to the dark current flowing in the device. Several investigations

have been published on GaN NWs photodetectors, showing how doping can impact the

dark current and the collection of photogenerated carriers, together with its influence on
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optical properties (Burstein-Moss shift, compensation of eventual quantum Stark effect)[307,

308, 345, 346]. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that doping impacts the environmental

sensitivity and the presence of persistent effects[347]. The case of LEDs is different as the

optical properties of the active material have the highest influence on the figures of merit.

Nevertheless, current injection and light extraction can be affected by the doping as in the

case of the so-called “current crowding”, which leads to a decrease of the IQE[348, 349].

2.3.7 Conclusion and outlook

In this review, the doping of bottom-up III-V NWs is discussed to highlight the impact of the

scientific challenges on the integration of this technology in the industrial environment.

Indeed, the interplay between the kinetics of the growth and thermodynamic aspects affects

the nanowire morphology in addition to the doping concentration and profile along the

different directions. In this regard, novel strategies have recently open new possibilities to

achieve a superior control over the grown materials. On one side, the development of scanning

characterization techniques and their implementation in the material design process can

help in identifying and solving issues arising from lack of doping control. On the other, the

exploration of selective area growth epitaxy may ensure a higher reproducibility, therefore

reducing the nanowire-to-nanowire performance scattering. Indeed, the research in this field

will help to clarify unexplored aspect of dopant incorporation and to achieve an increasingly

higher control over doping of ordered III-V NWs in the next future. In addition, creative

solutions are currently explored to speed up the development of NW-based devices, such as

arrays made of morphologically different NWs and horizontal architectures. All these strategies

can make the difference in transferring the nanowire know-how from the academic to the

industrial environments. Nevertheless, a large effort must still be devoted to facing challenges

related to the fundamental physics occurring at the nanoscale to achieve high-performing

devices. While some strategies are quite established in the field (such as the exploitation

of VS growth to avoid reservoir effects and the use of passivation layers to reduce Fermi

energy pinning), other approaches have been applied to nanowire only recently, as the use of

modulation doping to improve the ballistic charge transport.

In conclusion, the recent advancements in the field of III-V NWs are oriented to improve

the reproducibility and up-scalability of the fabrication methods through the control over

doping. On this base, we believe that new insights and innovative findings will open the low

dimensional materials era, on the premise of multidisciplinary collaborative works of all the

sectors involved in the design and optimization of commercial products.
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This chapter consist of four sections that are illustrated in Figure 3.1. First of all, understanding

the fundamental growth mechanism of GaAs NW from patterned silicon substrate serves as a

basis for the work performed during my PhD. We have focused on gallium droplet positioning

on patterned holes having different dimensions prior to growth and then investigated the

initial stages of growth. We demonstrate that there is a critical aspect ratio of the pattern

holes(diameter/height) which guarantees the high vertical yield GaAs NWs on silicon in

a reproducible manner and find a theoretical explanation on this. Contrary to common

understanding, we pointed out how the initial GaAs crystal at the bottom of the hole nucleated

in the form of step or ring having heights much larger than a monolayer. A uniformly

distributed nucleation along the oxide/substrate interface line at the bottom of hole in the

form of ring allows for formation of vertical NWs.

Figure 3.1: Overview of this chapter. (a)Fundamental understanding on the growth (The
inset shows zoomed image of ordered GaAs array), (b)NW length distribution studies at the
early stage of the growth (Adapted with permission from[350]) (The inset shows 20° tilted
SEM image of GaAs NWs grown by MBE for 4.5 min, the scale bar corresponds to 200 nm),
(c)Engineering NW dimensions to the extreme, (d)Electrical characterization of GaAs NWs
and Silicon heterojunctions.

Once we have achieved a reproducible ordered NW array growth, we proceed to investigate

the length and diameter distributions. Desirable NW dimensions are all different upon the

corresponding applications. This work, we are particulary interested in the early stage of

the growth, where NW lengths are less than 500 nm. We performed growth time series and

investigated the growth evolution at the center part of the array to decouple the edge effects. A

reproducible NW growth allows us to derive a model on the evolution of NW dimensions with
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time. We found the long incubation time (3.5 min) at our standard growth conditions, and

after 4 min of growth, a rapid increase in mean NW height and length distribution broadening

are detected as the NWs start emerging from the substrate. In addition, we could decrease

incubation time to 1 min by increasing the As4 flux, and effectively narrow down the length

distribution without degrading NW vertical yield.

In the following study, I focused on NW diameter change to achieve ultrathin NWs in a

controllable way. The idea was to tune the NW diameter on-demand during growth. NWs are

often considered as a 1D system but still we are not fully exploiting electronically confined

properties which are expected to have a great potential for novel quantum and opto-electronic

applications. The quantum-confinement effect in semiconductor is observed when the size of

the material becomes smaller until it reaches the size comparable to its Bohr exciton radius.

Therefore, only when the diameter of a NW is sufficiently small, band-structures and density

of the states can be engineered. In the case of GaAs, NW cross-section is required to be in

the sub-20 nm range to show quantum-confinement effects. However, obtaining such a thin

NW directly by VLS or VS growth is extremely challenging due to several reasons, including

difficulties in achieving very small and stable catalyst/pattern holes and non-intentional

radial expansions during NW growth. With a relatively simple growth strategy, we could

demonstrate the GaAs NW diameter modulation down to 20 nm or even less in an ordered

array system.

Lastly, p-doped GaAs NW grown on p-doped silicon iso-type heterojunctions (HJs) are charac-

terized by fabricating single NW and NW array-based devices. By comparing experimental

I-V curves with theoretical calculations, we pointed out the significant importance of top

metal contacts which can determine the electrical characteristics of the system. In addition,

Schottky barrier on top contacts could be decreased while increasing doping level in GaAs NW

and rectifying I-V curves became symmetric. HJs uniformity within the array system as well as

improving hetero-interfaces and contact require further studies.

3.1 Fundamental aspects to localize self-catalyzed III-V nanowires

on silicon
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3.1.1 Abstract

III-V semiconductor nanowires deterministically placed on top of silicon electronic platform

would open many avenues in silicon-based photonics, quantum technologies and energy

harvesting. For this to become a reality, gold-free site-selected growth is necessary. Here, we

propose a mechanism which gives a clear route for maximizing the nanowire yield in the

self-catalyzed growth fashion. It is widely accepted that growth of nanowires occurs on a

layer-by-layer basis, starting at the triple-phase line. Contrary to common understanding,

we find that vertical growth of nanowires starts at the oxide-substrate line interface, forming

a ring-like structure several layers thick. This is granted by optimizing the diameter/height

aspect ratio and cylindrical symmetry of holes, which impacts the diffusion flux of the group

V element through the well-positioned group III droplet. This work provides clear grounds

for realistic integration of III-Vs on silicon and for the organized growth of nanowires in other

material systems.

3.1.2 Introduction

Integration of compound semiconductors on silicon has been the holy grail of epitaxy and

optoelectronics in the last 40 years[32, 351]. Combining these two families of semiconductors

would add optical functionality to the existing silicon electronics platform. Lattice and polarity

mismatch remain the most challenging bottlenecks that result in detrimental dislocations and

anti-phase boundaries in planar compounds. Epitaxy at the nanoscale through the formation

of nanowires has been shown to circumvent these issues[2]. Semiconductor nanowires are fil-

amentary crystals with a tailored diameter between few and hundred nanometers. It is thanks

to their reduced diameter that anti-phase boundaries can be extinguished and dislocations

either completely suppressed or reduced to misfit defects at the interface with the substrate,

with minimal impact on the functional properties[352].

Among the methods to integrate compound semiconductor nanowires on silicon is the va-

por–liquid–solid (VLS) growth, whereby solid nanowires precipitate from liquid droplets,
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supersaturated with the vapor phase precursors. The most commonly used external catalyst

for the VLS growth is gold, which is unfortunately incompatible with silicon technology[353].

As an alternative, self-catalyzed (or self-assisted) growth arises as the gold-free VLS method

fully compatible with silicon platform[41, 42, 75, 354, 355]. One well-known example of self-

catalyzed VLS growth is gallium-assisted growth of GaAs nanowires by molecular beam epitaxy

(MBE). Here, a gallium nanodroplet is used instead of gold to gather arsenic precursors to

precipitate GaAs underneath[356]. Especially for the growth on silicon, preparation of gallium

droplets turns out to be the key for a successful process[48, 357].

The initial stage of growth, that is, the moment when the initial seeds of the nanowire are

formed, is known to be crucial for the successful integration of nanowires on foreign substrates

such as silicon[48, 72, 75, 357]. In situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies of

nanowires as they grow has overturned our picture of the entire VLS process and led to its

improvement[59, 204, 358]. In situ TEM studies at the interface with a crystalline substrate are

extremely challenging and, to the best of our knowledge, inexistent.

Current understanding of nanowire growth is consistent with a layer-by-layer kind of

process[73, 359, 360]. In this work, we show that quite surprisingly, formation of the nanowire

growth seeds proceeds in a multiple layer fashion adopting unexpected configurations. Our

work provides a clear guide for the optimal initiation of GaAs nanowire growth on silicon.

The findings are general and thus provide the base for the successful integration of a wide

range of compound semiconductors on silicon platform. The proposed paradigm shift has

implications in the current understanding of nanowire growth in general.

3.1.3 Results and Discussion

Optimal pattern design for a high yield

We start by showing how the high vertical yield of deterministically positioned vertical GaAs

nanowires can be obtained on silicon avoiding gold as the growth catalyst. While few groups

have already achieved this goal in a certain parameter space, the fundamental experimental

aspects for the successful nanowire growth remain in largest measure unformulated. We

believe that the least known step is the formation of GaAs crystals within the lithographically

defined holes in silicon oxide, filled with liquid gallium. Apart from the extreme cleanliness

of the substrate achieved in state-of-the-art cleanroom facilities, neither the oxide thickness

h nor the hole diameter d seems to be the key in a unique way. We claim here that it is

rather the hole aspect ratio d/h that has a prominent role in producing the best nanowire

seeds and hence achieving the high yield of nanowires. This finding is summarized in Fig.

3.2, where we also include the results from another group[41] for completeness. The figure

shows the statistics of vertical yield for GaAs nanowire arrays grown on silicon as a function

of the d/h ratio for different thermal oxide thicknesses h (10, 15, and 20nm), along with the

representative scanning electron micrographs (SEMs). The top and bottom rows correspond

to SEMs representing the best and worst yield, respectively. The gallium pre-deposition time

was fixed at 10min. The substrate preparation and growth conditions for all our samples were

identical, with the details given in the supplementary material (Supplementary Figures 1 and
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2). Clearly, the yield of vertical nanowires reaches its maximum for the d/h ratios between

4 and 6 for all three oxide thicknesses used in this work. The same trend is observed for

nanowires reported in ref. [41]. The morphology and size of the holes are only relevant in the

initial stages of growth where the nanowire growth begins. These results suggest a fundamental

mechanism occurring at these stages.

Figure 3.2: Optimization of the yield of vertical GaAs nanowires by the hole aspect ratio.
Different values of the aspect ratio d/h were obtained using three different oxide thicknesses
h of 10, 15, and 20nm (corresponding to the red, blue, and green data points, respectively),
and different diameters d. The hole arrangement and atomic force microscopy (AFM) profile
measurements of the holes can be found in Supplementary Note 1. All samples were grown
under the same conditions (details in supplementary material, Supplementary Figs. 1, 2). 20°
titled SEMs shown in the inserts illustrate the samples with the best and worst yields for each
h where the nanowires were formed (yield that equals zero for the case of h=15 and 20nm only
parasitic growth was formed); color code of the insert frames is the same as for the data points.
Scale bars correspond to 2 µm. Supplementary Note 2 gives the yield versus the aspect ratio
over the full arrays. The maximum yield is obtained for the aspect ratios between 4 and 6. The
yellow points represent the results of ref.[41], following the same trend
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Droplet positioning

One aspect to explain the improvement of the yield with the aspect ratio could be the prepa-

ration of growth by correctly filling the holes with gallium. For each given pre-deposition

condition there would be an optimal diameter for complete filling of holes. The latter may in-

deed favor homogeneous contact angle of the gallium droplets close to 90° with the substrate,

because the holes exhibit vertical walls. It has been shown that a 90° contact angle is optimal

for orienting the nanowires perpendicularly to the substrate[48]. We monitored the gallium

droplet formation inside the holes as a function of time, the step that we call pre-deposition.

Pre-deposition of gallium in the holes has previously been reported as influencing the final

yield[41, 43, 357]. Going back to Fig. 3.2, one can see that larger holes and thicker oxide

(but still with the optimal aspect ratios between 4 and 6) never reached the best yield of 90%.

Hence, one can infer that the yield in larger diameter holes (for example, 75 and 90nm) should

be improved simply by a longer gallium predisposition to ensure their filling. By increasing

the gallium pre-deposition time from 10 to 15min, we can indeed increase the yield in the

larger diameter holes. In some cases the yield increases from almost zero up to 50%, which is

a significant improvement. Still, as the yield does not improve beyond 50%, it indicates that

other conditions need to be fulfilled.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements of the gallium droplets as a function of the

filling time were performed ex situ at room temperature. The results for the 45nm diameter

holes are illustrated in Fig. 3.3a. The droplet always starts at the edge of the hole. For surface

energetic reasons, it first pins at the oxide-substrate interface line and grows from there toward

the other end of the hole. For this geometry of the hole and deposition conditions, we are

able to achieve symmetric gallium droplets with a contact angle of ∼90° with 7min of pre-

deposition time. Shorter pre-deposition leads to incomplete filling of the holes. For longer

pre-deposition, the droplet swells by increasing the contact angle larger than 90° and finally

starts crawling out of the hole onto the oxide surface. To better understand the filling process,

we computed the evolution of the droplet filling the holes using Surface Evolver[361] (the

details of these calculations are given in the supplementary material, Supplementary Figs. 10,

11, 12). We model the equilibrium shape of liquid gallium in the constrained configuration,

given by the geometry, droplet volume and relative surface energies of different interfaces.

Figure 3.3b depicts the evolution of the droplet equilibrium morphology as a function of its

volume, in a SiO2 cylindrical cavity with a fixed volume V0 and an aspect ratio of 4 on a Si(111)

substrate. The droplet nucleates at the edge of the hole to minimize the total surface energy,

because the interface with the mask has a lower energy than with the vapor. After that, the

droplet evolves asymmetrically from the edge by filling a part of the hole. Symmetrical droplet

shapes are achieved only by the complete filling of the hole. For larger droplet volumes, they

continue to fill the cavity in a symmetric way and by increasingly wetting the sidewalls. The

conditions to achieve symmetric filling of the hole depend on both the size of the hole and the

volume of the droplet, the latter controlled by the pre-deposition time. Intuitively, complete

filling of the holes may lead to an improvement of the yield. One may think that this should

naturally lead to homogeneous layer-by-layer growth at the bottom of the hole.
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Figure 3.3: Filling of the nanoscale holes in SiO2 mask on silicon. a AFM images of the
gallium droplets in a 45nm diameter hole for three different pre-deposition times. Scale bar
corresponds to 50nm. b Illustrations of the evolution of the equilibrium droplet shape for
increasing values of their volume. V0 is the total volume of the hole. At small volumes, the
droplet starts wetting asymmetrically from one side of the hole until the bottom interface
is in full contact with the liquid phase. Further filling proceeds by increasing the wetting
at the sidewalls. The morphologies were obtained using Surface Evolver for sessile droplets
constrained in a cylindrical cavity with an aspect ratio of 4

Ring-like nucleation at the mask-substrate interface line

The fundamental mechanisms affecting the vertical yield should be related to the very initial

stages of growth down to the first few monolayers. To gain access to this stage, we characterized

the seeds below the gallium droplets, formed in the initial stage of growth after the gallium pre-

deposition. We have recently shown that the incubation time required to start the nanowires

can be as long as a few minutes[362]. We have also found that the distribution of the incubation

times can be quite broad for low degrees of supersaturation in the vapor phase[362]. This

broad distribution gives a more representative picture of possible initial configurations of the

nanowire growth seeds. These results are consistent for all samples investigated. Time-series

have been conducted, and all the samples displaying growth times that are comparable to

the incubation stage were showing identical behaviors. We have thus chosen the growth

conditions yielding a broad distribution of the starting times for nanowire growth, so that the

evolution of seeds can be observed in a single sample and in a consistent manner.

Figure 3.4a–c shows the representative SEM and AFM images of the arrays grown for 2min. We

selectively removed the gallium droplets by dipping the sample in 37% HCl for 15min. This

enables us to see the first nanowire layers inside the holes, previously hidden by the droplet.

We present the results for the arrays corresponding to the best and worst yields, for the holes
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of 45nm diameter (close to 90% yield) and 90nm diameter (almost zero yield), at an oxide

thickness of 10nm.

Figure 3.4: Seeding the nanowire growth. a SEM images of 400nm pitch arrays grown for
2min in 45 and 90nm holes. Scale bar is 400nm. b AFM images of GaAs crystals in the holes
revealed after the droplet removal. The Images were taken from the same sample as in a, but
over 200nm pitch area. Scale bar is 200nm. c Closer view of the structures shown in b. Scale
bars are 100nm (left), 200nm (right). d Two different configuration of the droplet within the
opening—hole fully filled and partially filled and bellow illustration of GaAs crystals of height
z (in red) forming a step (φ< π) or full ring (φ= π) underneath the large and small gallium
droplets. e Free energy of forming a GaAs crystal for the plausible parameters of the system.
Each curve on the plots corresponds to the different values of relative volumes V/Vhol e that
is measured in the units of Vhol e =2πr 3. The preferred width of the crystal equals r only for
small volumes of deposited GaAs (the curve at V/Vhol e =0.02). After that, the local minimum of
free energy develops and stabilizes at ∼ 0.2r , corresponding to the formation of 3D ring-like
or stepwise structures. The arrows on the plots indicate the increase of value of the relative
volume. The values of V/Vhol e are: 0.015, 0.02, 0,03, 0.05, 0.1 for φ=π and 0.003, 0.004, 0.005,
0.007, 0.01 for φ=π/4

Removing the droplet reveals the surprising shapes of GaAs seed crystals. Namely, we observe

multi-layer terraces and rings starting at the Si/SiO2 interface instead of a more expected single

layer structures. A clearer view can be found in the magnified images in Fig. 3c. We observe

more regular rings in the optimized sample with 45nm holes. Conversely, the seed shapes

turn to be extremely different in the bad sample with 90nm holes. Here, the growth starts with

clearly faceted islands, evolving randomly at different points of the oxide-substrate interface

line and propagating toward the other side of the hole. These seeds remind of the crystal

shapes observed in the initial growth stage of GaAs nanowires tilted by three-dimensional (3D)

twinning effect[75].
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Nucleation of GaAs crystals at the bottom of the hole in the form of step or ring having heights

much larger than monolayer (additional AFM profiles of these structures are presented in

the supporting material, Supplementary Fig. 7) is highly unexpected and calls for discussion.

Indeed, for the standard VLS growth of developed nanowires far away from the substrate,

theoretical considerations[57, 363–365], and in situ growth monitoring[59, 204] reveal layer-

by-layer growth so that the flowing steps advance on a single layer basis[61]. However, growth

within the holes is different—first, GaAs crystal forms on the lattice mismatched silicon

substrate and, second, the crystal has lateral solid-solid interface with the SiO2 mask rather

than free sidewalls in contact with vapor. So far, in situ investigations of the initial stages of

growth on a patterned substrate have not been achieved.

To describe the multiple layer height of the nanowire seed within the hole, we developed a

model for which the full description is given in the supplementary material, Supplementary

Figs. 8 and 9. Here, we just describe its main ingredients. We calculate the free energy of

forming a GaAs crystal at the bottom of the hole below the gallium droplet and restricted by

vertical walls of the oxide mask. This energy contains contributions from the surface energies

of different interfaces[362] and, very importantly, the strain-induced term provoked by the

lattice mismatch between GaAs and the underlying silicon substrate[2, 366–368]. We consider

both homogeneous ring-like and localized shape, described by the angle φ and width w, as

depicted in Fig.3.4d. Within the model, the φ value is determined by the filling factor of the

initial gallium droplet in the hole as described above.

We then calculate the free energy as a function of the w/r ratio for different volumes of GaAs

(with r=d/2 as the hole radius), as shown in Fig.3.4e. Clearly, w/r=0 corresponds to growth

along the SiO2 edge, while for w/r=1 layer-by-layer growth becomes more favorable. The

energetically preferred w/r is determined by the free energy minimum. The graphs in Fig.3.4e

show that layer-by-layer growth at w/r=1 is preferred only for very small volumes of deposited

GaAs (typically <5% of the hole volume), regardless of φ For larger volumes of GaAs, the growth

seeds tend to nucleate as 3D structures at the hole edges, with the optimum w/r saturating at

∼ 0.2 for these parameters. Localized nucleation results in the formation of a nano-crystallite

on a corner. The formation of nano-facets in the case of incomplete filling facilitates 3D

twinning and therefore a tilted growth[75]. On the contrary, extended nucleation in the form

of full ring at the oxide-substrate interface line in the case of the complete filling allows for

the formation of regular GaAs seed and further vertical growth of nanowires. Transformation

from layer-by-layer to 3D growth after exceeding a certain critical deposition thickness is

strongly reminiscent of the Stranski–Krastanow islands;[369] however, here 3D growth occurs

in different morphology.

Diffusion field supporting ring-like nucleation profiles

While the above model explains the energetically preferred shape of the nanowire seeds and

the importance of symmetrically filing the holes, it does not yet clarify the role of the d/h ratio.

We now consider an additional effect which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been studied

so far—the role of a gradient in the group V species in the droplet (As4 in our case). Figure
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3.5a illustrates the configuration of the gallium droplet in the symmetrically filled hole and the

effect of the directionality of the As4 flux in MBE[45]. As adatom, arsenic does not diffuse on

the surface. If it is not incorporated it is further desorbed[370]. In our machine, the molecular

flux impinges on the surface at an angle of 45°. The arsenic flux into the gallium droplet is

thus shadowed by the oxide mask at the interface with the substrate. The concentration of

arsenic dissolved in the gallium droplet should thus be inhomogeneous, creating a gradient

toward the substrate. The aspect ratio of the hole affects the shadowing and thus the direction

of the gradient of dissolved arsenic in the droplet. Figure 3.5b shows AFM measurements of

gallium droplets filling 30 and 90nm diameter holes in a 10nm-thick oxide mask, obtained

after 10 min pre-deposition. These two configurations lead to the nanowire vertical yields of

65% and 3%, respectively (optimal yield is obtained for 45 nm holes, wetting configuration

similar to 30nm). Both droplets sit symmetrically in the nanoscale hole. However, for the small

d/h ratio, the gallium droplet is pinned on top of the hole, exhibiting a contact angle close to

90°. For the high d/h ratio, the droplet is pinned at the bottom of the hole, wetting very little

the sidewalls. We calculated the arsenic concentration profile for these configurations (the

intermediate configurations are given in the supporting material, Supplementary Fig. 11), by

numerically solving Fick’s equation, taking into account the sample rotation in MBE. Figure

3.5c depicts the steady state concentration profiles in droplets with the same d/h aspect ratio

and configuration as measured by AFM. We present both the 3D plot and a cut through the

droplet center. Different droplet colors illustrate the gradient of the arsenic concentration

and thus the direction of its diffusion, also indicated by arrows in the cross-sectional plots

(right column of the figures). For low d/h ratios, the arsenic flux is directed towards the oxide-

substrate interface line. This results in a strong shadowing effect in the holes with low d/h

values. The lack of arsenic in these zones creates a permanent concentration gradient. By

increasing the d/h ratio, the arsenic diffusion flux is turned outward from the substrate-oxide

interface line. When the d/h ratios are too large, concentration gradient toward the oxide-

substrate line becomes negligible. Hence, the arsenic diffusion towards the substrate becomes

homogeneous throughout the hole.

Let us now discuss the relevance of the effect using some numerical estimates. The diffusion

coefficient of arsenic atoms in liquid gallium at the growth temperature was estimated at

2×10–12m2/s[371]. Therefore, the characteristic time for arsenic to diffuse through the droplet

is about 5×10–2s. This is much smaller than the characteristic time of the single layer formation

in the steady state nanowire growth (∼ 1s)[59, 61], while the nanowire nucleation delay is

much longer and may take a few minutes[122]. As expected, diffusion of arsenic cannot be

the limiting factor for the nanowire growth or nucleation. However, it is expected that the

diffusion profile influences the location of nanowire nucleation and in this way contributes

to the vertical yield. For the symmetrical gradient toward the hole periphery, the liquid wets

the hole’s bottom edge and thus nucleation will occur there. Subsequent growth will cause

this nucleus to cover the bottom edge, as discussed above. On the contrary, a reduced arsenic

flux toward the oxide-substrate interface line or asymmetric diffusion profiles in the case

of asymmetric hole filling lead to a higher degree of tilted growth. Finally, we address the

decrease of the yield for the smallest d/h ratios. We believe that this decrease is mainly due
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Figure 3.5: The diffusion model explaining the role of the hole aspect ratio d/h in improving
the yield. a Top: schematics of the droplet configuration within the opening with respect to
the impinging arsenic flux; bottom: schematics of the arsenic gradient created due to the
sidewall shadowing. b AFM measurements of gallium droplets for 10min pre-deposition time
at an oxide thickness of 10nm, showing the modification of the droplet shape from full wetting,
through partial wetting of the mask walls and ultimately non-wetting of the mask walls for
largest d/h ratio; top sketches showing the two wetting configurations in the cross-section c
3D representations and 3D cuts of the calculated arsenic concentration profiles for the two
wetting configurations corresponding to different d/h (top: d/h=2, bottom: d/h=6). The values
in the color scale correspond to the arsenic concentration (a.u.)

to the difficulties in keeping symmetrical hole at small diameters. Given the strong gradient

toward the oxide-substrate interface line at small d/h ratios, any inhomogeneity in the hole

circularity breaks the cylindrical symmetry of the flux. The decreased yield in this case is

due to a higher arsenic gradient and its sensitivity to the hole asymmetry, which strongly

increases for the smaller hole diameters (Supplementary Fig. 11). Precise nanofabrication of

more symmetrical holes in the oxide layer is expected to increase the yield for the smallest d/h

values.

3.1.4 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have provided evidence of several factors that affect the yield of deter-

ministically positioned GaAs nanowires obtained by the gallium-assisted method on silicon

substrates. In particular, we have demonstrated the role of the droplet positioning, the hole

aspect ratio and symmetry in connection with the flux of the dissolved arsenic towards the

oxide/substrate interface line. We have elucidated the reason why the initial nanowire growth

seeds emerge as 3D objects rather than growing in the layer-by-layer mode. All these details

allowed us to optimize the yield of GaAs nanowires grown in regular arrays. We believe that

these results open the way for the realistic integration of self-catalyzed III-V nanowires on sili-

con. They also provide original insights on the formation of nanowires and can be translated
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to other material systems that can be grown with low surface energy catalysts such as GaSb,

GaP, InAs, InP, GeSn, and Si[372–377].

Methods

Patterns. Si substrates with a thin layer of thermally grown silicon oxide were patterned with

arrays of holes of different diameters. The nominal diameters of the holes varied from 30

to 90nm in increments of 15nm (Fig. 3.2) while their different aspect ratios were achieved

by using different oxide thicknesses: 10, 15, and 20nm. The patterning process was realized

by electron beam lithography followed by dry (reactive ion etching –RIE) and wet etching

(buffered hydrofluoric acid—BHF). The last step in the substrate preparation before growth

was the so-called “last dip”. It refers to the 2s dip in the BHF bath to remove the native oxide

created at the bottom of the holes. The diameters of the holes, as with the oxide thickness,

can differ with respect to the nominal diameters due to variations in the etching processes,

especially in the “last dip”.

Nanowire growth. All of our growth experiments were performed using the same material

fluxes and the same growth temperature: gallium flux corresponding to the GaAs growth rate

of 1Å/s, the As4 partial pressure of 2×10−6 Torr and the substrate temperature of 635°C as

measured with the calibrated pyrometer. The Ga pre-deposition time was varied, same as the

growth time.

Characterization. The substrates were thoroughly studied by AFM and spectroscopic ellipsom-

etry (SE). AFM was used to precisely determine diameter of the holes, shape of the droplets

and morphology of the nanowire seeds. The morphology and yield of the nanowire arrays and

substrates were also investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

Simulations/theory. The morphological evolution of the droplet filling a cylindrical cavity

formed by the SiO2 sidewalls was computed through the software Surface Evolver. The

equilibrium shape was found for different volumes of the droplet filling holes having aspect

ratio equal to 2. The interfacial energies controlling the resulting final shape are implemented

by the value of the contact angle, 51° for gallium on silicon and 116° for silicon oxide.

The nucleation model of GaAs nanocrystals from differently shaped gallium droplets in the

holes is based on minimization of the free energy of the system for different droplet volumes.

The free energy includes the surface energy terms originating from different interfaces and

elastic energy contribution due to the lattice mismatch between GaAs and silicon at the bottom

of the hole.

The concentration profile of the Arsenic diffusing into Gallium droplet was computed by

solving the Fick’s law by means of Finite Element Approach. The boundary conditions are

the zero-diffusion through the substrate and the presence of an oriented impinging flux. The

concentration profiles shown are the result of a time average done for rotating flux, in order to

resemble the experimental conditions. The effect of the material shadowing is analyzed by

changing the aspect ratio of the walls of the cavity.
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Data availability

The data sets generated and/or analyzed during the current study as well as the code are

available on https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2541732

Supporting Information

Experimental details and theoretical models are described in Appendix A.1. Supporting

information section.

3.2 Engineering the Size Distributions of Ordered GaAs Nanowires

on silicon

Apart from controlling NW growth orientations, engineering NW diameter and length in

regular array system can be critical for applications that require the precisely controlled NW

dimensions. In position controlled growth picture, pre-growth parameters such as pattern

hole diameters and inter-hole distances (pitches) are important factors determining final

NW dimensions together with the growth parameters. In case of the VLS NW growth, growth

precursors are incorporated into liquid catalyst through direct impingement, diffusion from

the substrate, or along the NW sidewalls and re-emission from the neighboring NWs. Once

liquid catalyst alloy reaches the supersaturation levels, a two-dimensional island can nucleate

at the liquid-solid interface and subsequently fill the complete monolayer (ML) before next

nucleation can emerge. Due to the low solubility of group V elements in liquid catalyst, right

after the new ML formation, liquid catalyst needs to be refilled until the next nucleation can

start. This effect is called nulceation antibunching and it has been theoretically demonstrated

that sub-Poissonian length distribution can be achieved due to saturation of the variance of

the distribution to a time-independent value rather than growing infinitely with time[378].

On the other hand, an incubation time which is a nucleation delay of NWs emerging from

the substrate and desorption of NW material through liquid catalyst[350] could contribute to

broadening of the NW length distribution. In addition, as NW length increases, shadowing

effect may result in changing local environments which add complexity in the system. In 2019,

Schroth et al. demonstrated the impact of the Ga flux shadowing in self-catalyze ordered GaAs

NW array system using in-situ X-ray analysis. This study shows that pitch distance plays an

crucial role on the evolution of NW crystal structure[280].

Even from perfectly defined uniform pattern hole arrays, one still can observe position depen-

dent NW growth result which is attributed to so called "edge effects". NW at the edge of the

array and the one at the center of the array might have different adatom flux through diffusion

from the dielectric mask. This effect is especially pronounced when neighboring NWs are

close enough and thus their adatom collection areas are overlapped as illustrated in Figure 3.6.

The reference sample is grown for 60 min with the gallium flux corresponding to GaAs growth

rate of 1 Å/s, the As4 partial pressure of 2×10−6 Torr, at a substrate temperature of 635 °C.

These data were acquired by measuring at least 50 NWs from different interwire distances

on the same sample. NW diameter distributions are shown in the linebox plots, where 50%
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Figure 3.6: SEM images taken at a 20 ° tilt from normal showing GaAs nanowire arrays (600 nm
of interwire distances) from the (a)center, (b)edge of the pattern, corresponding NW diameter
distribution from the (c)center, (d)edge of the pattern. The scale bars indicate 200 nm

of the distribution is within the box and statistical median of the distribution is indicated

as the horizontal line inside of the box. The bottom and the top of the line include 80%

of the distribution, while the points outside of the line correspond to outlying points that

fall farther from the main distribution. NW diameters increase while increasing interwire

distances and saturate from the interwire distance value of 1800 nm. In addition, the NW

diameter difference between the center and edge part of the pattern is getting smaller while

increasing interwire distances, which indicate edge effects are insignificant. Therefore, for

having an uniform NW dimension regardless of the position in the pattern, one can think

of placing NWs far from each other to decouple adatom collection areas. However, it is not

an ideal solution for the applications that require various NW dimensions as well as their

arrangement in order to fully take advantage of NW array functionalities. An extra frame (also

called skirt area[379]) patterning around the pattern hole array could be used as a material

sink for obtaining uniform NW arrays.
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3.2.1 Abstract

Reproducible integration of III–V semiconductors on silicon can open new path toward CMOS

compatible optoelectronics and novel design schemes in next generation solar cells. Ordered

arrays of nanowires could accomplish this task, provided they are obtained in high yield and

uniformity. In this work, we provide understanding on the physical factors affecting size

uniformity in ordered GaAs arrays grown on silicon. We show that the length and diame-

ter distributions in the initial stage of growth are not much influenced by the Poissonian

fluctuation-induced broadening, but rather are determined by the long incubation stage. We

also show that the size distributions are consistent with the double exponential shapes typical

for macroscopic nucleation with a large critical length after which the nanowires grow irre-

versibly. The size uniformity is dramatically improved by increasing the As4 flux, suggesting a

new path for obtaining highly uniform arrays of GaAs nanowires on silicon.

3.2.2 Introduction

Semiconductor nanowires (NWs) are filamentary crystals with a tailored diameter rang-

ing between few and ∼100 nm. Their anisotropic morphology and small lateral size re-

sult in many interesting properties that are different from bulk materials. NWs have thus

inspired a large variety of applications and fundamental studies, such as miniaturized

optoelectronics[352, 380, 381], next generation energy harvesting[73, 382], quantum commu-

nication, and computing[383]. Very importantly, small footprint in contact with the substrate
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allows for facile strain relaxation in heteroepitaxy, enabling defect-free growth of NWs on

lattice-mismatched substrates. This has opened the path for monolithic integration of high per-

formance III–V materials with Si electronic platform. Obtaining NWs in predefined positions

constitutes the first step toward their utilization as devices in scalable platforms. Electronics,

optoelectronics, and energy harvesting require a clear outline of the device structure on a

chip[382, 384–389]. In addition, in a bottom-up growth process, the structure of NW arrays

can be extremely dependent on the interwire distance and the initial conditions such as the

droplet size[278, 284, 390, 391]. Preparing growth initiation in predefined sites is essential for

understanding the fundamental aspects of the entire NW growth process that can otherwise

be hidden in a self-assembly process. Only with this comprehension, we will reproducibly

engineer the NW morphology and dimensions and thus promote their further transfer from

laboratory to industry. NWs are usually obtained by the bottom-up vapor–liquid–solid (VLS)

method, in which a liquid metal droplet directs the NW growth. One of the approaches

to fabricate ordered arrays of NWs relies upon the positioning of lithographically defined

nanoscale droplets. Gold, the most used metal in VLS, should be avoided in any silicon plat-

form with electronic or optoelectronic functionality[377, 392]. Instead, self-catalyzed growth

has arisen as a reliable alternative to gold-assisted VLS growth. In the case of GaAs, gallium

droplets can also initiate and direct the growth of GaAs NWs. In order to obtain growth in

predefined sites, nanoscale holes are created in a dielectric layer. Gallium is then selectively

deposited into the holes, thereby initiating NW growth in these sites[41, 393]. GaAs NW arrays

on silicon substrates have been achieved by few groups, although yields close to 100% are

rare[41, 42, 357, 394]. Achieving a yield close to 100% is key for a real integration of III-Vs on

silicon. Achieving such high yield necessitates a very thorough understanding of both the ini-

tial stages of growth (wetting of the Ga droplet and nucleation mechanisms) and the nanowire

elongation. In this work, with the base of having achieved a yield close to 90% we focus on the

latter. To the best of our knowledge, fundamental studies of the initial stages of NW nucleation

and growth and in particular the influence of the incubation time on the resulting length and

diameter distributions within the NW ensembles in ordered arrays are still lacking. Recently, it

was predicted theoretically[279, 395, 396] and confirmed experimentally[279] that Ga-assisted

GaAs NWs may exhibit narrow diameter distribution under optimized conditions. Theoretical

studies also showed that the NW length distribution can be narrowed with respect to Poisso-

nian by a nucleation antibunching process[397–399], but only in the absence of delay for NW

nucleation on the surface[400]. Unfortunately, a sub-Poissonian length distribution has never

been observed in NW ensembles. This applies for both Au-catalyzed and self-catalyzed VLS

NWs as well as non-VLS NWs grown by selective area epitaxy on in the self-induced approach.

A careful study on the NW length distributions necessitates a frame that guarantees that each

NW grows under the same conditions and starts at the same time. Here, for the first time,

we present the size (length and diameter) distributions of Ga-assisted GaAs NWs grown in

the ordered arrays on Si. The high yield obtained allows us to reliable derive a model on

the evolution of the NW elongation and diameter with time. Overall, this study opens a new

avenue for the deterministic integration of III–V nanowires on silicon.
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3.2.3 Results and Discussion

We start by illustrating the initial stages of GaAs NW growth on patterned silicon substrate.

The growth is performed on a (111)Si substrate covered with a 10 nm thick thermal oxide, in

which we etch nanoscale holes with reactive ion etching (details on substrate fabrication and

design can be found in the Methods section and SI 1). The yield of vertical NWs was higher

than 85%. Figure 3.7a–i shows the typical scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of GaAs NW

arrays obtained on 45 nm wide holes as a function of time. For this series of samples, we used

the gallium flux corresponding to the GaAs growth rate of 1 Å/s, the As4 partial pressure of

2×10–6 Torr (unless indicated otherwise), at a substrate temperature of 635°C.

Figure 3.7: Time series of GaAs NW arrays: (a–i) SEM images of the array grown for from 0 min
(droplet deposition) up to 10 min. The scale bar is 200 nm, and tilt angle is 20°; corresponding
height (j) and diameter (k) distributions obtained by AFM. Far field SEM images showing the
homogeneity of the whole array can be found in SI.

Wide field SEM pictures of the arrays showing the consistent yield across a 100×100 µm2 area
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are shown in SI 2. The high and uniform yield can only be achieved with a 10 min Ga prede-

position step, denoted as growth time of 0 min in Figure 3.7a. The SEM images present the

NW morphology evolution after the intervals of 2, 3.5, 4, 4.25, 4.5, 5, 7.5, and 10 min in Figure

3.7b–i, respectively. Here, the images for each time interval are all taken from newly grown

samples and not from resumed growth. The measurement of the elongation statistics on newly

grown samples is justified here because of the extremely high reproducibility of the samples.

Samples obtained under the same conditions lead to identical statistical results. If instead one

would restart growth from the same sample, one would expect to achieve less relevant results

as the oxidation of the GaAs nanowire and Ga droplet could perturb the reinitiation of growth.

In order to follow more precisely the initial stages of growth, we have performed the atomic

force microscopy (AFM) analysis of the same area. The average height and diameter of the

nanostructures versus time are given in Figure 3.7j,k, along with the corresponding statistical

data for the size distributions for each point. These data were acquired by measuring at least

125 NWs for each sample. The data are illustrated in the line–box plots, where 50% of the

distribution is within the box and the horizontal band inside corresponds to the statistical

median of the distribution. The bottom and the top of the line include 98% of the distribution,

while the points outside of the line correspond to the measurements that fall farther from the

main distribution. The NW growth does not start right after the Ga predeposition. Rather,

we observe a delay of 3.5 min under these growth conditions. The delay is detected in both

the SEM micrographs and in the height evolution as plotted in Figure 3.7j. After 4 min of

growth, we detect an increase in height and a sudden decrease in the diameter. The mean

NW height increases very rapidly and the length distribution broadens once the NWs start

emerging from the substrate. This effect is well-understood because increasing the number

density of NWs that start at different time necessarily leads an enlargement of the distribution

width. A similar long nucleation step has been previously reported for a variety of systems,

including Au-catalyzed InAs NWs[279], In-catalyzed InAs NWs, and Ga-catalyzed GaAs NWs

grown without any gallium predeposition[395]. We now turn to modeling the initial stages of

NW growth in regular arrays. Figure 3.8 illustrates the parameters that are used to describe

the evolution of NW height and diameter. Initially, the gallium droplets exhibit a radius R0

at the base, which can be smaller than or equal to that of the hole. The contact angle of the

droplets resting on the surface is denoted βD and should be close to 90° (See SI3). During the

incubation stage, most droplets just swell on the surface by increasing their base radius RD

without changing much their contact angle, while almost no NWs start. The NW nucleation

requires that the droplet is lifted up to a certain macroscopic value of the height. In our model

we use the dimensionless length s = L/h À1 Figure 3.8-III) (with h = 0.326 nm as the height

of GaAs monolayer). The NW initiation process is expected to exhibit a barrier activated

character and proceed via macroscopic nucleation. This means that the critical length sc ,

i.e., the length after which the NWs begin to grow regularly in vertical direction and at a fixed

contact angle of the droplets on their tops, is much larger than unity. After growth has started

(s > sc ), the droplets acquire the contact angle βNW which is larger than βD . This abrupt

change of the droplet shape leads to the corresponding decrease of the droplet base radius.

The total height of the structures (droplets and NWs) equals H = L + R(1 – cos β)/sin β, where
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Figure 3.8: Proposed scheme of Ga-catalyzed VLS growth of GaAs NWs in regular arrays: I,
droplet predeposition (t = 0); II, formation of the initial NW monolayers after the incubation
phase (t > 0); III, initial elongation of the NW and IV definition of the NW morphological
parameters.

L is the NW length excluding the droplet, R is the droplet base radius, and β is the contact

angle. The volume of spherical cap droplet is given by V = (πR3/3)f(β) = iΩGa . Here, i is the

number of gallium atoms in spherical cap (we neglect the influence of arsenic on the droplet

volume due to its low concentration[359],ΩGa = 0.02 nm3 is the elementary volume of liquid

gallium, and f(β) = (1 – cos β)(2 + cos β)/[(1 + cos β)sin β] is the geometrical function relating

the volume of spherical cap to the cube of its base. The droplet base radius is related to i as R

= RGa (β)1/3
i , with RGa(β) = [3ΩGa/(π f (β))]1/3 being the shape-dependent characteristic size.

We start the modeling of the growth process by relating the material conservation with the

model geometry shown in Figure 3.8. If we assume that all gallium atoms impinging onto

different surfaces will subsequently reach the droplet[401], the number of gallium atoms in

the droplet changes in time according to[397]

di

d t
= vGa

ΩGa As

[
(4Λ2 −πR2)cosαGa +2RLsi nαGa + πR2

si n2β

]
− πR2

ΩGa As

dL

d t
(2.1)

Here, vGa = 6.6 nm/min is the gallium rate in our conditions andΩGa As = 0.0452 nm3 is the

elementary volume of solid GaAs. The first term in the right-hand side of eq 1 stands for the

gallium collection from the surface area per NW, with 2Λ ∼= 400 nm as the array pitch and

αGa = 45° as the incident angle of the gallium beam. The second term describes the atoms

collected by the NW sidewalls, the third gives the number of gallium atoms collected by the

droplet, and the fourth is the sink due to the NW axial growth. In the first approximation, the

axial growth rate is proportional to the effective arsenic influx v As , including a contribution

from re-emitted arsenic species[356, 359, 402]

dL

d t
=χAs v As (2.2)
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In these conditions, the main contribution to di/dt in eq 1 is given by the size-independent

term (vGa/ΩGa As)4Λ2 cosαGa , explaining why we observe a pronounced regime of radial

growth rather than droplet shrinking or self-stabilization[356, 370, 402]. From eqs 1 and 2, the

“invariant” variables for which the growth rates are size-independent are given by the number

of gallium atoms in the droplet and the number of GaAs monolayers in the NW[401]:

di

d t
= 1

τ
,

d s

d t
= 1

τs
(2.3)

The time τ ∼=ΩGa As/(4Λ2vGa cosαGa) with our parameters is estimated at 1.5×10–8 min. The

time τs = h/(χAs v As) approximately equals 0.012 min (the χAs v Asvalue approximately equals

28 nm/min, and it is determined by fitting the data as will be discussed shortly). Equation 3 for

di/dt applies for droplets as well as NWs. Integrating it, we obtain the base radius in the form

RD =
[

R3
0 +RGa

3(βD )
t

τ

]1/3
(2.4)

The droplet height is obtained simply by using the total height of the structure, H, with RD

given by eq 4, and setting L = 0 by the droplet definition:

HD = RD
(1− cosβD )

si nβD
(2.5)

Here, βD is the contact angle of the droplets resting on the surface. Assuming that the transfor-

mation from droplets to NWs occurs at a fixed volume of liquid gallium, the radius and height

of NWs are given by

RNW =
[ f (β0)

f (βNW )

]1/3
RD

HNW =χAs v As t +RNW
(1− cosβNW )

si nβNW

(2.6)

where βNW is the contact angle of the droplets seated at the NW tops. Our goal now is to un-

derstand the evolution of NW array as an ensemble. The NW ensemble evolves from droplets

to NWs, passing through an initial stage where there is coexistence of droplets and NWs.

Consequently, the description of radius and height evolution should also include nucleation

statistics. The mean radius and height within an ensemble containing both droplets and

NWs should be obtained as a weighted average of the two populations. We use macroscopic

nucleation theory in open systems to describe the statistical size distributions. We define

pNW (t) as the normalized number density of NWs. In macroscopic nucleation theory[398],

this pNW (t ) is the double exponential function of time

pNW = 1−exp
[
−exp

( t − t∗
∆t

)]
(2.7)

Here, t is moment of time corresponding to the maximum nucleation rate of NWs and∆t is the

duration of the incubation stage. The NWs that start at time t will subsequently correspond

to the maximum of the size distributions. The normalized number density of droplets, pD ,
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corresponds to pD (t ) = 1 – pNW (t ). Using these number densities as probabilities to observe

either a droplet or NW in a given site, the mean radius and height of the structures (denoted

〈R〉and〈H〉, respectively) are obtained as

〈R〉 = RD pD +RNW pNW

〈H〉 = HD pD +HNW pNW
(2.8)

These expressions describe a competition between the two populations of droplets and

nanowires throughout the incubation stage and the follow-up nucleation stage within the

time interval 0 ≤ t ≤ tc = t + ∆t. At t > tc , the population of droplets diminishes to zero and the

NWs continue growing with the mean radius and height given by

〈R〉 =
[
〈R〉3

c +RGa
3(βNW )

a(t − tc )

τ

]1/3

〈H〉 = 〈L〉c +bχAs v As(t − tc )+〈R〉 (1− cosβNW )

si nβNW

(2.9)

Here, the a and b factors describe possible differences in the material supply to longer NWs.

Best fits of the mean diameter and height as a function of time following eqs 8 and 9 are shown

in Figure 3.9. They were obtained with βNW 130°, t = 4.5 min, ∆t = 0.5 min, τ = 6×10–8 min,

χ5v5 = 28 nm/min, a = 14, and b = 1.

Let us now discuss the choice of the model parameters. The contact angle of the droplet

sitting on the NW top is set to its typical value during growth[396]. We set b = 1, ignoring any

difference between the NW elongation rate at the initial and steady state growth stages. The

times t∗ and ∆t are determined from our experimental data. As mentioned above, t∗ = 4.5

min is the time moment corresponding to the maximum nucleation of NWs emerging from

the substrate and 2∆t = 1 min the duration of the incubation stage, which is approximately

symmetrical around the maximum. Therefore, the nucleation of NWs effectively starts after t∗
– ∆t = 4 min. We thus deduce an incubation time of 4 min in these growth conditions, which

corresponds to the NW nucleation delay due to difficult emerging from the substrate. The

fitting value of = 6×10–8 min is close to that obtained earlier from geometrical considerations

(1.5×10–8 min). The obtained value χ5v5 of 28 nm/min appears reasonable, in agreement

with an atomic V/III flux ratio of 4.2. The value of a = 14 implies that droplets receive a larger

gallium influx in the steady state stage with respect to the beginning of growth. This can be due

to re-emission or additional contributions of gallium adatoms diffusing from the NW sidewalls,

the terms that were omitted in material balance given by eq 1. We now move to modeling the

NW size distributions. According to refs [366, 370, 403–405], whenever the number density of

NWs is given by eq 7, there will be a broadening of the size distributions for both lengths and

diameters in the initial stage of growth, simply because the distribution width increases from

initially zero to its final value where the nucleation stage is completed. In the steady-state

growth stage, the size distributions can be further broadened due to kinetic fluctuations.

These Poissonian contributions to the broadening should contribute less than 5% for our
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Figure 3.9: Mean NW height H(including the droplet height) and top diameter 2R versus time
(symbols) for GaAs NWs grown from holes of 45 nm nominal diameter (due to the HF dip,
the actual hole size at the beginning of gallium deposition is actually larger, about 60 nm).
The growth time of 4 min can be associated with the incubation time of the nanowires. In
our modeling, t∗ = 4.5 min is the moment corresponding to when most NWs emerge from
the substrate. 2∆t = 1 min is the duration of the incubation stage, which is approximately
symmetrical around the maximum. Therefore, the nucleation of NWs effectively starts after t∗
– ∆t = 4 min. The error bars represent standard deviation. The curves show best fits obtained
from the model equations.

short growth times (see SI 4). As a consequence, we ignore the effect of kinetic fluctuations in

our model. The width of the resulting length distributions are now mostly determined by the

incubation stage. The equations used to fit our experimental size distributions for the 10 min

growth were the following:

f (L,L∗) = Aexp
[L∗−L

∆L
−exp

(L∗−L

∆L

)]
(2.10)

for the NW lengths without the droplet, with L as the most representative length and ∆L

= χAs v As∆t as the distribution width. Note that here we consider the NW length without

droplets, that is, L = H – HD . For the diameter distribution, we use the similar expression

f (R,R∗) =C R2exp
[R∗−R

∆R
−exp

(R∗−R

∆R

)]
(2.11)

with the width ∆R = R3
Ga(βD )∆t/(3R∗2τ). Details of derivation of these expressions are given

in SI 4. The length and diameter histograms of NWs after 10 min of growth are shown in Figure

3.10, along with their best fits by the double exponential shapes given by eqs 10 and 11. With

our parameters, the calculated values of the distribution widths equal ∆L = 14 nm, 2∆R =

4.5 nm (see SI 4), while from the fits they are 16 and 6.5 nm, respectively. While obtaining a

high yield of GaAs arrays is relevant for the integration of III-Vs on silicon, it would be even

more important to obtain the most homogeneous size distribution possible. This brought
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Figure 3.10: (a) Length histogram of Ga-catalyzed GaAs NWs after 10 min of growth (without
droplets), fitted by the double exponential distribution with ∆L = 16 nm. (b) Diameter his-
togram of Ga-catalyzed GaAs NWs after 10 min of growth, fitted by the double exponential
distribution with ∆D = 6.5 nm.

us to explore the conditions that could further narrow the length and radius distributions of

NWs. So far, our model indicates that the length distributions are primarily determined by

the incubation stage, i.e., different start times for the regular VLS growth of different NWs.

In order to achieve more uniform arrays, we increased As4 beam flux. Our intention was to

achieve a higher supersaturation in the Ga droplet and thus increase the GaAs nucleation

probability[366, 403], or to decrease the nucleation time ∆t, which primarily determines the

width of the length and diameter distributions. This should shorten the incubation time

for NW growth and hence the decrease the initial size distribution width. We compare the

elongation and diameter distributions of NWs obtained after 4 min of growth since this

corresponds to the incubation time for NWs obtained at lowest As4 fluxes. We show results

for As4 equivalent beam pressures of 2×10–6, 2.5×10–6, and 3×10–6 Torr in Figure 3.11. We

include both the SEM micrographs and the corresponding size distributions. As expected,
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by increasing the As4 flux both the NW incubation phase and the nucleation step shorten.

The length distribution width is also considerably narrowed. The mean values for lengths

are (75 ± 25), (125 ± 12), and (180 ± 10) nm, for histograms in Figure 3.11a–c, respectively.

From the values of standard deviations, one can observe that the distribution narrows for

more the factor 2 when As pressure was increased from2×10–6 Torr to value of 3×10–6 Torr.

These results confirm that increasing supersaturation in the Ga droplets is a good strategy

for increasing the NW homogeneity in the arrays. The values indicated with arrows in Figure

Figure 3.11: As series grown for 4 min. (a–c) NW length distributions for As pressure 2×10–6,
2.5×10–6, and 3×10–6 Torr, respectively, (d–f) Corresponding SEM micrographs. The scale bar
is 200 nm, and the tilt angle 20°. (g–i) NW diameter distributions. The effect of As pressure is
evident in terms of higher growth rates and narrowing the distributions, particularly for the
NW length.

3.11b,c are probably the wires for which droplets were consumed or polycrystalline material

(unsuccessful nucleation of NW). These features cannot be distinguished solely from AFM

scans. In SI 4, we have also looked at the time evolution of NW growth under the highest

supersaturation conditions. Figure 3.12a–d depicts representative SEM micrographs and the

statistical morphological analysis as a function of the growth time. The incubation time of the

NWs is shorter than 1 min. This represents a factor of 4 in reduction of the incubation period

by just a 50% an increase in the As4 equivalent beam flux pressure. This confirms the strong

nonlinear relation between nucleation statistics and supersaturation.
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Figure 3.12: Time series for 3×10−6 Torr. (a–d) SEM images of the arrays grown for different
times, (e) height distributions, and (f) diameter distributions as a function of time. Spurious
growth on the oxide occurs occasionally, and it is attributed to the presence of defects on the
oxide surface. We have not detected any effect of the presence of these droplets on the overall
nanowire yield and/or time evolution. Far field SEM images showing the homogeneity of the
whole array can be found in the SI.

3.2.4 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have provided a detailed study of the initial stages of growth of ordered GaAs

NWs on silicon. The NW nucleation leads to a rapid shape transformation of droplets in which

their base radius shrinks and the height increases accordingly. Our NWs grow under strongly

gallium-rich conditions corresponding to the droplet swelling. The widths of both radius and

length distributions do not follow Poissonian fluctuation-induced broadening for the short

lengths investigated, but rather are determined by the long nucleation stage. Interestingly,

our statistical histograms do not show any pronounced asymmetry toward longer left tails, as

in refs [400] and [47]. Instead, they are well-fitted by the double exponential shapes typical

for macroscopic nucleation with a large critical length after which NWs grow irreversibly.

Our model describe well the observed distribution shapes; however, unraveling the exact
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mechanisms of NWs emerging from the substrate requires a separate study. Shortening the

nucleation stage by increasing the As4 flux effectively narrows the size distribution. Our results

suggest that this parameter plays a key role for obtaining uniform arrays on silicon. In addition,

we believe that these results apply to other VLS growth using low surface energy metals such

as Sn/Ga-catalyzed GaP NWs or Sn/In-catalyzed InAs NWs.

3.2.5 Methods

Substrate Preparation

Four-inch 111 p-doped silicon wafers with a resistivity of 0.1-0.5Ω·cm; 10 nm were thermally

oxidized in a Centrotherm furnace at 950 °C. The thickness of silicon oxide was 15 nm. The

pattern was predefined in a ZEP resist with electron-beam lithography and then transferred

on the oxide layer by a 6 s dry etching using C HF3/SF6 chemistry followed by 2 s dip in

7:1 buffered hydrofluoric acid solution (BHF). Electron-beam resist was removed by oxygen

plasma. After patterning, the wafers were diced into 35×35 mm2 square chips sized for the

MBE sample holder. In order to ensure an oxide-free surface in the holes, the chips were

shortly dipped in the same BHF solution prior to the introduction in the UHV chamber. The

final thickness of oxide before loading was 10 ± 1 nm. The substrates were subsequently

annealed at 500 °C for 2 h in UHV in order to ensure a pristine surface free of water and

oRGanic molecules. The substrate was then transferred to the growth chamber. There, they

were degassed at 770 °C for 30 min to further remove any possible surface contaminants.

Supporting Information

Experimental details and complete derivation of the model are described in Appendix A.2.

Supporting information section.

3.3 Bistability of Contact Angle and Its Role in Achieving Quantum-

Thin Self-Assisted GaAs nanowires

Advantage of self-catalyzed growth over gold-catalyzed growth is evident in the case of growth

substrate is silicon. Apart from the substrates, self-catalyzed growth scheme has an additional

degree of freedom for engineering NW diameter during the growth since gallium droplet on

top of GaAs NW can either shrink or swell under high or low V/III flux ratios, respectively.

Depending on the growth conditions, supersaturation and nucleation at the liquid gallium/-

solid GaAs interface determine NW diameter at the growth front. Shaping NW as a tapered

waveguide or a reverse-tapered manner is proved to be useful for increasing light-extraction

efficiency with an additional anti-reflection coating[354, 406, 407].

In 2015, reverse-reaction growth method was suggested to obtain ultrathin GaAs NW. They

demonstrated optically highly efficient quantum wires by overgrowing AlGaAs shells on ultra-

thin GaAs core[408]. The basic idea is making NWs thinner by post-annealing process in the

growth chamber. As they used self-assembled growth approach, we first applied this method
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Figure 3.13: SEM images taken at a 20 ° tilt from normal showing GaAs nanowire arrays from
1000 nm of interwire distances (a)pristine, (b)after post-annealing (635 °C, 60 min) (C)after
post-annealing (677 °C, 6 min) without external Arsenic flux. Corresponding NW diameter
distributions from different interwire distances are presented below. The scale bars indicate
200 nm.

to our ordered array system having different interwire distances as shown in Figure 3.13. One

can notice that NW thinning process is more effective while increasing interwire distances.

After post-annealing process at 677 °C for 6 min, there was a stability issue above from the

certain interwire distances because bottom part of NW get thinner and in the end most of

the wires are broken and only few wires are survived as indicated in a red dotted line. To slow

down thinning process, we include external As4 flux during the post-annealing process. Direct

impingement as well as multiple re-emission of arsenic vapor from the substrate and NW

sidewall surfaces[370] are expected to play a role to reduce sublimation of GaAs. In Figure 3.14,

post-annealing studies at 677 °C for 6 min under different external arsenic flux are presented.

Post-annealing under As4 partial pressure of 2.1 × 10−6 Torr, final NW morphologies are highly

dependent on interwire distances which can be attributed to different local arsenic flux during

the annealing process as shown in Figure 3.14 (a). However, stability issues are still present

from the interwire distance value bigger than 1400 nm. On the other hand under As4 partial

pressure of 9.5 × 10−6 Torr, NWs are barely thinned down up to the biggest interwire distances

of 2000 nm.

Rather than focusing on post-annealing process, we proceed to find another solution with

gallium droplet shape engineering during the growth. The main goal of this project was

making gallium droplet small and continue to grow while keeping the small size of gallium

droplet.
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Figure 3.14: SEM images taken at a 20 ° tilt from normal showing GaAs nanowire arrays from
different interwire distances after post-annealing (677 °C, 6 min) under different external
arsenic fluxes of (a)2.1 × 10−6 Torr, (b)9.5 × 10−6 Torr. The scale bars indicate 200 nm.

Figure 3.15: Possible NW morphologies during the GaAs Nanoneedles growth steps

A great number of experimental efforts have been dedicated to find the optimal conditions

for obtaining ultrathin GaAs Nanoneedles (NNs) and possible NW morphologies during

the growth process are summarized in Figure 3.15. Typically, GaAs NWs are grown under

gallium-rich condition to maintain gallium droplet on top of NWs. Droplet shrinkage stage

could be obtained by abruptly increasing a V/III ratio for a certain amount of time. Thereafter,

a V/III ratio is tuned again for having GaAs NNs. If this value is too low, gallium droplet swells

and recover quickly the diameter of the NW stem. On the contrary, growth can be terminated
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if this value is too high. Therefore, it is important to find the balance between these two

extreme cases.
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3.3.1 Abstract

Achieving quantum confinement by bottom-up growth of nanowires has so far been limited to

the ability of obtaining stable metal droplets of radii around 10 nm or less. This is within reach

for gold-assisted growth. Because of the necessity to maintain the group III droplets during

growth, direct synthesis of quantum sized structures becomes much more challenging for self-

assisted III–V nanowires. In this work, we elucidate and solve the challenges that involve the

synthesis of gallium-assisted quantum-sized GaAs nanowires. We demonstrate the existence

of two stable contact angles for the gallium droplet on top of GaAs nanowires. Contact angle

around 130° fosters a continuous increase in the nanowire radius, while 90° allows for the

stable growth of ultrathin tops. The experimental results are fully consistent with our model

that explains the observed morphological evolution under the two different scenarios. We

provide a generalized theory of self-assisted III–V nanowires that describes simultaneously

the droplet shape relaxation and the NW radius evolution. Bistability of the contact angle

described here should be the general phenomenon that pertains for any vapor–liquid–solid

nanowires and significantly refines our picture of how nanowires grow. Overall, our results
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suggest a new path for obtaining ultrathin one-dimensional III–V nanostructures for studying

lateral confinement of carriers.

3.3.2 Introduction

Fundamental physical properties and applications of semiconductor nanowires (NWs) may

benefit from quantum confinement due to size-dependent modulation of the density of

states as well as modification of the photon energy for the allowed optical transitions[409].

In GaAs, quantum confinement occurs for a size below 25 nm[406, 410]. In addition to

quantum confinement, the optical properties can be engineered by modifying the NW shape.

For example, progressively tapered nanowires have exhibited adiabatic out-coupling in the

emission of quantum dots, thereby enhancing their brightness[411]. A similar design may

improve the light extraction or absorption in different optoelectronic devices including light

emitting diodes, solar cells, and optical biosensors[73, 74, 412–416]. Quantum confinement

in the core of radial NW heterostructures allows for the fabrication of high quality NW-based

quantum dots, which are a perfect platform for delicate quantum transport experiments[417,

418].

It is admittedly challenging to obtain very thin (quantum-confined) III–V NWs directly by

the vapor–liquid–solid (VLS) growth technique. There are several reasons for that (see ref

[365] for a review), including the Gibbs–Thomson effect of elevation of chemical potential

due to the curvature of the droplet surface and difficulties in obtaining very small droplets

on the substrate surface. Thin tips of VLS GaAs NWs with a stable radius down to 5 nm have

previously been grown by hydride vapor phase epitaxy[419, 420] (a technique that involves

very large material inputs and consequently high supersaturations in the liquid phase) but

with low density and random position. III–V nanoneedles (NNs) with atomically sharp tip (∼1

nm in radius) have also been fabricated in the catalyst-free approach in ref [421].

Gallium-assisted growth of GaAs NWs is of particular interest as a platform for monolithic

integration of III–V photonic nanostructures with silicon electronics. It has been demonstrated

that ordered arrays of GaAs NWs with high yields can be obtained by the gallium-assisted

molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth on patterned SiOx /Si(111) substrates[41, 43, 357].

In this specific case, achieving small NW radii is even more challenging because gallium-

assisted GaAs NWs are usually grown under effectively gallium-rich conditions to maintain

the gallium droplets on top of NWs. In self-assisted VLS growth of GaAs NWs, the droplet

serves as a nonstationary reservoir of gallium[67, 279, 395, 402, 422]. Hence, the amount of

gallium changes during growth and the droplet is able to either shrink under arsenic-rich

conditions, swell under gallium-rich conditions, or self-equilibrate to a certain stable size

under a balanced V/III flux ratio[279, 395, 402]. Gallium-rich conditions at the beginning of

growth necessarily lead to the droplet swelling, which is why the NW radius usually increases

with respect to the initial droplet size as, for example, in refs [122, 279, 402].
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3.3.3 Results and Discussion

Herein, we propose a new strategy for the fabrication of ultrathin self-assisted GaAs NNs on

top of GaAs NWs grown on silicon. To obtain spatially homogeneous ultrathin structures in

a highly reproducible manner, GaAs NWs are grown by MBE in regular arrays on patterned

SiOx/Si(111) substrates. The homogeneous position and spacing allow for achieving uniform

shape distribution over the substrate surface because the growth mechanisms of NWs are

known to depend on the interwire spacing[393, 408]. The initial growth step is performed

under gallium-rich conditions to achieve self-assisted VLS growth of regular GaAs NW stems

by the standard procedure described in detail in ref [122]. The nominal size of the holes in the

oxide layer corresponds to 45 nm. The final hole size is increased by approximately 10 nm due

to the substrate preparation step that includes a short HF dip process to ensures oxide-free

surface in the holes. The pitch of the square array of holes is kept in the range of 800–1000

nm. The NW growth is initiated by first depositing gallium, which is collected in predefined

holes in the oxide layer. Then the arsenic flux is increased to a beam equivalent pressure (BEP)

of As4 of 2×10–6 Torr and the NWs are grown at a surface temperature of 635 °C up to a total

length of around 4 µm. Figure 3.16a shows the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of

the standard GaAs NWs obtained after 60 min of growth that have large gallium droplets on

their tips, with an average contact angle of 130°. Such large droplets are commonly observed

in most gallium-assisted GaAs NWs[41, 122, 356, 359].

Figure 3.16: Twenty degree tilted SEM images showing the regular GaAs NWs with an array
pitch of 1000 nm: (a) reference NWs having large gallium droplets on tops, transitioning to
the NWs with tapered tops and without any droplets after 20 min under the As4 BEP of (b)
7.2×10–7 Torr and (c) 2.0×10–6 Torr. The scale bars correspond to 200 nm. The inserts show
zoomed images of standard NWs and NWs without droplets with flat tops.

If the gallium supply is turned off and the NWs are left under an arsenic flux, the droplets

are fully consumed, as demonstrated in Figure 3.16 after the exposition to the arsenic fluxes

corresponding to the BEPs of 7.2×10–7 Torr in Figure 3.16b and 2.0×10–6 Torr in Figure 3.16c.

This is not surprising because all the remaining gallium should crystallize with the available

arsenic producing some additional GaAs on the NW tips, as in ref [402]. The degree of tapering

at the NW tops is larger for higher arsenic flux. Similarly to ref [402], the NW tops are completely

flat, meaning that the droplets are consumed at a higher rate compared to the rate of NW

tapering. At some stage, the droplets become smaller than the NW top facet (otherwise, the

tops would have a needle-like shape following the gradually diminishing droplet radius).
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We now try to engineer the shape of the NW tops by abruptly increasing the As4 BEP under the

same gallium flux as in the standard growth step. The idea of this procedure is to shrink the

gallium droplets rather than fully consume them, and then try to maintain a small droplet size

to produce sharp NNs with a uniform radius on top of NWs. Figure 3.17a illustrates schematic

morphology evolution of NWs. Increasing the As4 BEP to 8.9×10–6 Torr for 2 min after the

standard growth step (Figure 3.17b) yields the structures shown in Figure 3.17c. Even though

the gallium flux is still on, the droplets have decreased to a radius below that of the NWs. By

keeping these conditions for 3 min longer, we observe the formation of conical-like NN tops,

as shown in Figure 3.17d. The top radius of conical-like NNs can be decreased to a very small

size, about 5 nm in the thinnest NNs seen in the figure. We expect the gallium droplets may be

fully consumed in a certain stage of this process. After that, the VLS growth should stop due to

absence of gallium and NNs cannot grow any longer. So far, we have obtained NNs up to ∼2

µm in length with that technique.

If, instead of maintaining the arsenic BEP at a constant value of 8.9×10–6 Torr in the droplet

shrinking stage, we decrease it down to 5.5×10–6 Torr from the step shown in Figure 3.17c, the

morphology changes dramatically. Figure 3.17e shows the representative SEM image of the

structures obtained after 20 min of growth at 5.5×10–6 Torr. It is clearly seen that introducing

the third growth step with a lower arsenic flux after shrinking the droplets results in the

formation of thin NNs that first taper and then acquire a uniform radius of approximately 10

nm. This stationary radius stays constant along ∼1 µm of the NN length. Figure 3.17f and g

show lower magnification SEM images of the NNs obtained by the same three-step procedure

in arrays with 1000 nm pitch, further illustrating the achieved high degree of homogeneity in

their size and shape. It is possible to grow the NNs even longer. Figure 3.17h shows the SEM

of a 5 µm long NN achieved by the three-step method. To summarize this part, three-step

growth allows us to obtain regular quantum-thin NNs on top of NWs by tuning the arsenic

flux only, which has never been achieved before to our knowledge.

To investigate quantum size effects in our structures, we have tested the phonon confinement

properties by the Raman spectroscopy. Room temperature Raman spectra of the GaAs NW

stem and the NN top obtained in the backscattering geometry and by exciting with a laser at

785 nm are shown in Figure 3.17i. The spectra originating from the GaAs stems are composed of

two peaks, the TO and LO modes at about 267.5 and 285.2cm−1, respectively, in agreement with

what is found in bulk GaAs[423]. The Raman spectra of the NNs systematically (see SI6) exhibit

the two peaks with a clear down-shift of about 2.5cm−1 for the LO modes and a broadening

with respect to the Raman spectra of the NW stems. The downshift and broadening are in clear

agreement with phonon quantum-confinement effects in the NN and further illustrate their

added functionality[424–426], which can be used in many applications discussed above. A

modification in the nature of phonons in the NNs could be used, for example, in thermoelectric

applications[427].

It is noteworthy that the gallium droplets on top of the standard NWs and ultrathin NNs exhibit

very different shapes; while the first ones are large (with a typical contact angle of ∼130° as

shown in Figure 3.17b), the second are much smaller, with an average contact angle decreasing

down to ∼90–95° (as shown in Figure 3.17c. The droplet that shrinks smaller than the NW top
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Figure 3.17: (a) Schematic morphology evolution of NWs and 20° tilted SEM images of 800
nm pitch arrays. (b) Standard GaAs NWs growth under gallium-rich conditions at an As4 BEP
of 2.0×10–6 Torr. (c) Abrupt droplet shrinkage by increasing the As4 BEP to 8.9×10–6 Torr for
2 min. (d) Further evolution of the tip under the same As4 BEP as in panel c, the tips are
conically tapered and the droplets are finally lost. (e) Straight, ∼10 nm radius NNs on top of
NWs obtained via the three-step procedure by decreasing the As4 BEP to 5.5×10–6 Torr after
the step shown in panel c and growing the NNs for 20 min. The scale bar indicates 200 nm.
The inserts in panels d and e show the tapered tip without any droplet and straight NN with
the droplet for higher and lower As4 BEP, respectively. Regular array of the GaAs NN-on-NW
structure with a spacing of 1000 nm. The scale bar indicates 10 µm in panel f and 1 µm in panel
g. (f) and (g) Lower magnification SEM images of regular NNs on top of NWs. (h) Extended
NN tip obtained after 40 min growth via the three-step procedure. The scale bar indicates 200
nm. (i) Raman spectra of the NW stem and the NN obtained in the backscattering geometry at
room temperature.
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facet in Figure 3.17c also exhibits a contact angle around 90°. The effect of droplet contact

angle being smaller for higher V/III ratios is well-known for gold-catalyzed III–V NWs[59, 428].

This is explained simply by the fact that the droplet contains more gallium under gallium-rich

and less gallium under arsenic-rich conditions and the contact angle changes accordingly.

However, in gallium-assisted growth, the droplet is almost pure gallium[359] and hence its

shape change with the arsenic flux is less clear and requires special treatment.

We now address the evolution of the crystal phase along the NW/NN length. Figure 3.18

presents the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) micrographs of a representative GaAs

NW with NN. The whole structure was imaged along the [1–10] and [11–20] axis zone for the

zinc-blende (ZB) and wurtzite (WZ) phases, respectively. Figure 3.18a shows a low magni-

fication overview of the full-length NW, showing a stem with a homogeneous radius of 75

nm, followed by a progressive radius reduction until stabilization at 10 nm. Figure 3.18b is a

zoomed-in TEM image of the NN. High-resolution (HR) TEM images from different parts of the

NW and NN are reported in Figure 3.18c–e, g, i, k, m, and o. Selective area electron diffraction

(SAED) patterns are given in Figure 3.18f, h, j, l, n, and p. The stem grown under gallium-

rich conditions appears pure ZB. The ZB crystal phase obtained here is not different from

most gallium-assisted GaAs NWs described in the literature[41, 43, 52, 65, 122, 357, 395, 429]

(although some WZ segments have also been reported[40]). Predominant ZB phase of gallium-

assisted GaAs NWs has previously been explained by a low energy of liquid gallium[52] that

suppresses the triple phase line nucleation[56] (the necessary condition for the WZ phase

formation) on surface energetic grounds. More recently, it was shown that some NWs may

exhibit a truncated facet at the growth interface and that such truncated geometry occurs for

larger contact angles of the droplet[59]. If the truncated geometry is present all the time, the

islands cannot nucleate at the triple phase line and hence the crystal phase should be ZB[59].

Interestingly, the WZ phase appears in the transition from the NW to the NN geometry and

eventually becomes the predominant crystal phase in thin NNs. This is consistent with the

result of ref [422], where the arsenic flux modulation also led to the appearance of the WZ

phase in thinner GaAs NWs. At about two-thirds of the NW height from the bottom, a transition

region is typically observed, shown in Figure 3.18k and l. After this, moving toward the NN,

long segments of both ZB (Figure 3.18i,j) and WZ (Figure 3.18g,h) coexist. Figure 3.18e and f are

taken at the onset of the NW shrinkage into the NN. Although with several defects, the crystal

phase of this section is mostly WZ. From here, the WZ phase begins to dominate, even though

the ZB insertions are visible until the very tip of the NN. We also note that the gallium droplet

is still present at the NN tip and its contact angle is close to 90°. The ZB-to-WZ transition

occurring as the standard NW shrinks to the thin NN should be associated with either smaller

radius of the NN or smaller contact angle of the droplet catalyzing its growth, similarly to

the earlier observations of the WZ phase formation at the very tops of gallium-assisted GaAs

NWs[52, 402].

To summarize the experimental results, we were able to shrink the droplet size by abruptly

increasing the arsenic flux and then to maintain the stable droplet at the NW top in the

three-step MBE procedure with the arsenic flux increasing in the second step and slightly

decreasing in the third step. These manipulations produce highly regular straight NNs on
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Figure 3.18: TEM analysis of the crystal phase along the NW and NN. (a, b) Overview of the
low magnification TEM micrograph of the entire structure; (c–e, g, i, k, m, o) HR TEM images
of different NW sections highlighted in panels a and b; (f, h, j, l, n, p) SAED patterns showing
predominantly WZ close to the NN (in panel h) and ZB while moving away from the tip (in
panels j, l, n, and p).

top of NWs, with a uniform radius of about 10 nm over 1 µm length or even longer. The

crystal phase changes from pure ZB in the NW stems with large contact angle droplets to

very predominantly WZ in the NNs with small contact angle droplets. Engineering of the

morphology of gallium-assisted GaAs NWs by the arsenic flux[402] as well as the crystal phase

trend versus the contact angle in the case of gold-catalyzed III–V NWs[59] is in principle

well-known. The new findings presented here are in demonstration of: (i) the existence of

two stable contact angles for self-assisted VLS growth of relatively thick GaAs NWs (∼130°)

and thin GaAs NNs (∼90°), respectively, and (ii) the sharp and well-controlled transition from

NWs to NNs having a stable radius of 10 nm, associated with the corresponding change of

the crystal phase from pure ZB to mostly WZ. Consequently, below we present theoretical

considerations explaining these new results and discuss how they can be extrapolated to other

material systems.

We start by providing understanding of the droplet and NW shape evolution under different
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scenarios. This involves the role of the contact angle as a function of tapering and for config-

urations in which the droplet is or not wetting the NW side facets, referred to as wetting or

nonwetting facets in the following. According to the recent analysis[430], in the mononuclear

VLS growth regime whereby one monolayer of semiconductor material is instantaneously

removed from the catalyst droplet[359, 363, 365, 430, 431], the difference of surface energies

of forming truncated nonwetted facets (Gn–w
θ

) versus vertical nonwetted facet (Gn–w
0 ) is given

by

Gn−w
θ −Gn−w

0 = γθV

cosθ
−γ0V − (γSL +γLV cosβ)t anθ (3.1)

Here, γθV are the solid–vapor surface energies of the tapered NW side facets inclined by the

angles θ with respect to the vertical, γ0V is the solid–vapor surface energy of the vertical facet,

γSL is the solid–liquid surface energy of the NW top facet, γLV is the liquid–vapor surface

energy, and β is the contact angle of the droplet. On the other hand, the difference of surface

energies of forming truncated wetted facet (Gw
θ

) versus vertical nonwetted facet equals[430]

Gw
θ −Gn−w

0 = γθL

cosθ
−γ0V −γSL t anθ+γLV si nβ (3.2)

with γθL as the solid–liquid surface energy of the truncated wetted facet. The surface energies

and the geometry used in the model are illustrated in Figure 3.19.

It has often been assumed[279, 359, 365, 402, 430] that, for a given material combination, the

contact angle of the droplet is fixed by the surface energetics and hence is maintained by

changing the NW top radius under varying V/III flux ratio. This property would have been

particularly well justified for gallium-catalyzed GaAs NWs because in this case the droplet is

almost pure gallium regardless of the group V flux, and is seated on top of pure GaAs. However,

our experimental results clearly show the occurrence of the two stable contact angles in the

stages of the NW radial growth and shrinking, suggesting that the real growth picture is more

complex. We note that the necessary refinement of the growth theory can be obtained simply

by analyzing more carefully eq 1. Indeed, the Nebol’sin-Shchetinin value of the stable contact

angle in the standard nonwetting VLS mode, cos βs = γSL/γLV (ref [432]) follows from eq 1

only if γθL/cos θ = γ0V , that is, when the surface energy of the NW sidewalls is insensitive to

their orientation. In this case, the only stable configuration of the droplet is present with the

contact angle βs because any increase or decrease of the contact angle will immediately be

compensated by introducing widening (θ < 0) or narrowing (θ > 0) truncated facet, respectively.

We speculate, however, that this simple situation is unlikely because the initial (110) sidewall

surface in the case of cubic (ZB) NWs should be stable against faceting and hence γθL/cosθ >

γ0V . When this condition is fulfilled, the surface energies of narrowing and widening facets

cross with the one of vertical facet at two different contact angles, as shown in Figure 3.19a.

The left crossing point corresponds to the minimum stable contact angle βmi n for the VLS

growth with vertical facets; any decrease of β below βmi n (due to a decreasing droplet volume)

is compensated by introducing narrowing facets and the top NW radius shrinks. The right

crossing point corresponds to the maximum stable contact angle βmax for vertical growth,

whose value is maintained by introducing widening facets as the droplet swells and the top NW
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Figure 3.19: Surface energetics and the overall growth picture. (a) Surface energy curves for
narrowing nonwetted (θ = 19.5°, red solid line), widening nonwetted (θ = 19.5°, blue dashed
line) and narrowing wetted (θ = 19.5°, magenta dash-dotted line) facets. Zero level corresponds
to the surface energy of vertical nonwetted facets. The two stable contact angles βmi n and
βmax approximately equal 90° and 130° for our model parameters, corresponding to the exper-
imentally observed values. At low V/III flux ratios, the droplet volume increases by increasing
the contact angle until βmax . After that, the stable contact angle is maintained by introducing
widening facets and the droplet volume further increases by increasing the top radius of the
NW. Above ∼127°, the growth front becomes truncated. At high V/III ratios, the minimum
contact angle βmi n is reached by inward tapering at the beginning, and then maintained by
introducing narrowing facets, which is why the NW top radius shrinks. (b) Growth picture
under gallium-rich conditions (widening at βmax ), with introduction of widening facets and
increasing the NW radius first at the top and then along the entire length by step flow; NW
narrowing at βmi n by introducing narrowing facets and shrinking the top radius until the
droplet volume stabilizes. This asymptotic stage corresponds to straight NN on top of NW.
When the arsenic flux is very high, the contact angle may decrease below the equilibrium
Young’s angle β∗ and then the droplet should shrink smaller than the top facet to resume the
equilibrium shape (the droplet shrinkage). The crystal phase of the NW stems is ZB because
their growth interface is wetted truncated. Predominantly WZ crystal phase of the NN tops is
explained by the planar growth front at βmi n , which allows for the triple phase line nucleation.

radius increases. Vertical growth with a time-independent top radius should be possible for

any contact angle between βmi n and βmax because the droplet is allowed to change its contact

angle without introducing any truncation of the growth interface. This picture should hold

for any <111>-oriented NWs whose sidewall facets are stable against faceting, not necessarily

self-catalyzed III–V NWs. Of course, the particular values of the stable contact angles βmi n

and βmax are defined by the surface energies entering eq 1 and hence will change depending

on the NW material and the catalyst metal.

The curve given by eq 2 intercepts with zero at a contact angle corresponding to the energet-

ically preferred introduction of wetted truncated facet at the growth front, which can only

grow to a finite size above the nonwetted NW base[433]. If this angle is smaller than βmax
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but larger than βmi n , as shown in Figure 3.19a, the transition between the stable contact

angles βmi n and βmax is associated with the corresponding change in geometry of the growth

interface, from nonwetted vertical at βmi n to wetted truncated at βmax . According to the

current view[59, 430, 433], such growth picture fully explains the observed crystal phase trend

of our GaAs NWs. For vertical NWs at βmi n , nucleation of two-dimensional islands occurs at

the triple phase line[56] and the crystal phase is predominantly WZ, with some insertions of

ZB layers. For truncated growth interface at βmax , islands cannot nucleate at the triple phase

line[433] and the crystal phase is pure ZB.

The dependences of the surface energy difference on the contact angle given in Figure 3.19a,

yielding our experimentally observed stable contact angles around 90° and 130°, were obtained

by using γLV = 0.67 J/m2 for pure gallium liquid at the growth temperature[52], γ0V = 0.81

J/m2 for the lowest energy (110) side facets of ZB GaAs NWs (ref [434]), γSL = γθL = 0.40 J/m2

(ref [435]), and θ = ± 19.5° as for (111)A and (111)B facets of ZB III–V NWs[56]. The unknown

surface energies of truncated facets were adjusted to get the measured values of βmi n = 90°

andβmax = 130°, which can be ensured, for example, by choosing γθV /cos θ – γ0V = 0.135 J/m2

and 0.012 J/m2 for narrowing and widening nonwetted facets, respectively. With these model

parameters, the overall growth picture is shown in Figure 3.19b. Scenarios “(i) Widening” and

“(ii) Narrowing” schematize the VLS growths with the time-independent contact angles and

the NW radius increasing or shrinking depending on the V/III flux ratio (low or high). When

the top NW radius increases, step flow growth starting from the outward tapered facets helps

to preserve the uniform NW radius from base to top, as in ref [42]. Stabilization of the NW

radius should be due to the droplet volume reaching its stationary value for a given V/III ratio,

leading to a NN with constant radius. Finally, the droplet is stable against random horizontal

shift smaller than the top facet only when the contact angle exceeds the equilibrium Young’s

angle β∗ given by cos β∗ = (γSV – γSL)/γLV , with γSV as the solid–vapor surface energy of

the top facet (ref [279]). The Young’s angle equals approximately 70° at γSV = 0.64 J/m2 (the

surface energy of (111) top plane should be about 20% lower than that of (110) plane according

to ref [435]). For high enough arsenic flux, the contact angle may decrease faster than the

inward tapered facets are introduced and then shrink smaller than the top facet to resume

the equilibrium droplet shape, as illustrated by scenario “(iii) Shrinkage” in Figure 3.19b. This

scenario explains why the top facets are flat after the complete droplet consumption (Figure

3.16b,c) and why the droplets shrink smaller than the NW in Figure 3.17c. Increasing the

contact angle above β∗ and finally acquiring the stable angle βmi n is most probably due to

the initial tapering of the NNs restricted by the energetically preferred narrowing nonwetted

facets, as in ref [279].

To quantify the observed shapes of the NN-on-NW structures, we write down the two kinetic

equations for the axial NW growth rate and the time evolution of the total number of gallium

atoms in the droplet:

dL

d t
=φ5Ω35I5(1+a) (3.3)
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d N3

d t
=πR2

[
φ3I3 −φ5I5(1+a)+ 2Λ3

πR
I3

]
(3.4)

The elongation rate dL/dt is assumed proportional to the arsenic atomic influx I5, as in

refs [402] and [279], and includes the fraction of re-emitted species aI (refs [359] and [370]),

with a certain factor a, which depends on the contact angle β. The Ω35 = 0.0452 nm3 is the

elementary volume of solid GaAs and φ5 is the geometrical factor of MBE growth that depends

on the arsenic beam angle α5 and the droplet contact angle β as given in ref [397]. Theoretical

justification of eq 3 can be found in refs [359] and [436], and experimental verifications in

refs [356, 359, 370]. In simple terms, the elongation rate scales linearly with the arsenic flux

because the droplet is a reservoir of gallium and highly volatile arsenic species are not known

to diffuse on the NW sidewalls. According to eq 4, the number of gallium atoms in the droplet

N3 changes with time due to the gallium to arsenic influx imbalance[421] because the arsenic

influx equals the gallium sink due to NW growth. The total influx of gallium contains the direct

impingement rate φ3I3, with I3 as the vapor flux of gallium and φ3 as the geometrical factor

for gallium that depends on the gallium beam angle α3 and the contact angle β. Additionally,

there is a diffusion collection of gallium adatoms from the top NW part with the effective

collection lengthΛ3. The last contribution in eq 4 is inversely proportional to R ifΛ3 is treated

as radius-independent[437].

In gallium-assisted VLS growth, the droplet overwhelmingly consists of gallium[67, 279, 359,

395, 402, 422, 436]. Hence, we can write N3Ω3
∼= (πR3/3)f(β), with Ω3 = 0.02 nm3 as the

elementary volume of liquid gallium and f(β) = (1–cos β)(2 + cos β)/[(1 + cos β) sin β] as the

geometrical function relating the volume of spherical cap droplet to the cube of its base R,

which equals the top NW radius. In our MBE system, the arsenic and gallium beams are 45°

inclined to the substrate normal (α3 =α5 =α = 45°) and thus the geometrical factors for arsenic

and gallium equal each other and depend only on the contact angle [φ3 =φ5 =φ(β)]. Eqs 3 and

4 are then reduced to

d

dL

[R3

3
f (β)

]
= Ω3

Ω35
R2

[
1− I3

(I5(1+a))
+ 2Λ3

πRφ(β)

I3

I5(1+a)

]
(3.5)

In principle, this equation allows one to treat the shape evolution in terms of both the NW top

radius and the contact angle[395]. According to our analysis, however, the droplet should first

acquire one of the two stable contact angles (βmi n at high V/III ratios and βmax at low V/III

ratios) before the NW radius starts to change. Therefore, we can take a time-independent value

of β in the stage of radius relaxation[279, 402]. By integrating eq 5 at β = const with the initial

condition R(L = L0) = R0, where the NW length L0 and radius R0 relate to the beginning of each

growth step, after some simple manipulations we get explicitly the relationship between the

NW length and the tip radius in the form

L = L0 + F53

ε(F53 −1)

[
R0 −R +Rs ln

(Rs −R0

Rs −R

)]
(3.6)

The NW shape is thus controlled by three parameters, the β-dependent effective V/III influx
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ratio F53, the shape constant ε, and the stable radius Rs , defined as follows

F53 = I5[1+a(β)]

I3
,ε= Ω3

Ω35 f (β)
,Rs = 2Λ3

πφ(β)

1

(F53 −1)
(3.7)

The stable radius exists only when F53 > 1, as in ref [279]. Otherwise, the radius always grows

with time or with the NW length as in refs [402] and [22]. According to the expressions given

in ref [397], φ(βmax ) = 1/si n2 βmax = 1.70 for βmax = 130° and α = 45°, decreasing to φ(βmi n)

= 0.854 for βmi n = 90°. The ε values equal ε(βmax ) = 0.0545 and ε(βmi n) = 0.221 for arsenic-

poor and arsenic-rich conditions, respectively. Figure 3.20 shows the representative shape of

the NW obtained from the TEM image given in Figure 3.18a, with a 4250 nm long stem of a

constant radius of 75 nm, followed by a tapered section which is transitioned to the top NN

with a constant radius of 10 nm after ∼5250 nm length. The best fit for the shape of the tapered

section is obtained from eq 6 at the known Rs = 10 nm and initial conditions with F53 = 1.63.

This F53 is larger than unity, explaining why the stable NN radius exists. From eq 7 for Rs, we

obtain a very short diffusion length of gallium on the NW side facets of only 8.4 nm. This small

value may look surprising at first glance, compared with the previously reported Λ3 on the

order of several hundreds of nanometers (see ref [365] for a review). However, in ref [402], the

diffusion length of gallium in the regime of radial growth of gallium-assisted GaAs NWs was

found negligible, and this was explained by a high density of surface steps on the sidewalls.

Similar explanation looks even more reasonable for highly tapered NN sections where we

apply eqs 6 and 7. Indeed, if we assume monatomic steps, the observed 65 nm decrease of the

radius along ∼1200 nm length would require 6 nm long steps, which is close to the estimate

for the diffusion length obtained from the shape fit.

As for the VLS growth of the NW stem, it should proceed under gallium-rich conditions

without any stable radius. According to the data of ref [122], the droplet radius scales almost

linearly with time after an incubation stage. Assuming linear radius-length dependence in the

standard growth mode, as in ref [402], we neglect the logarithmic term in eq 6 and fit the linear

shape between the initial radius of 23 nm (the data points of ref [122]) and the measured NW

radius after 60 min of growth (75 nm), as shown in Figure 3.20. This yields F53 = 0.82 for NWs,

while it equals 0.59 from the As4 BEP ratio of 2.75 and F53 = 1.63 in the thinning stage. This

discrepancy is most probably explained by different fractions of re-emitted arsenic collected

by the droplets seated on top of NNs and NWs, with the collection coefficient a being slightly

lower for smaller contact angle droplets. In any case, the F53 value is smaller than unity for the

standard NWs, which explains why their radius never stabilizes.

3.3.4 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the radius modulation of self-assisted GaAs NWs in

the form of NNs with the stable radius down to 10 nm or even less. The two growth regimes

originate from the existence of the two stable contact angles which stabilize the droplet shape

with an increasing or constant radius. The findings are validated both by experiments and a

theoretical model, which is able to predict the NW-to-NN shape evolution quite accurately.

The refinement of the growth theory beyond the standard assumption of a single stable
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Figure 3.20: Experimentally measured NN-on-NW shape (symbols) fitted by the model equa-
tions (lines). Red line shows the droplet base radius versus length in the case without shrinking
the droplet on top of the NW stem, magenta line gives the shape when the droplet instanta-
neously shrinks from 75 to 60 nm. Transition from tapered to straight geometry of the stem is
due to the radial growth by step flow. The experimental values of the radius of NW stem as
a function of length for the standard NW growth phase are taken from the data points of ref
[122] (see SI3.).

geometry of the growth interface should apply to a wide range of VLS NWs. The demonstrated

structures can be very useful in applications with a requirement for strong lateral confinement

of carriers, such as quantum light sources and detectors. We also believe that this relatively

simple growth strategy can be used in other material systems including self-assisted GaP and

InAs NWs and further extended to gold-catalyzed VLS growth.

3.3.5 Methods

Thermal oxide is used as a mask to define the arrays of holes on four inch <111> P-doped

Silicon wafers with a resistivity of 0.1-0.5Ω·cm. Substrates are coated with ZEP-520A resist

at 8000 rpm for 1 min followed by baking at 200 °C for 5 min. This process yields a nominal

resist thickness of approximately 100 nm. A VISTEC EBPG 5000+ E-beam tool operating at 100

kV was used to define the pattern. The pattern consisted of a square arrangement of holes

of sizes ranging between 30 and 90 nm; the interhole distance or pitch was varied between

200 and 2000 nm on the same substrate. The pattern is transferred on the oxide layer by a

combination of wet-chemical etching based on 7:1 buffered hydrofluoric acid solution (BHF)

and reactive ion etching (RIE) using SPTS APS (dielectric etcher) with C HF3/SF6 chemistry.

After patterning, the wafers were diced into 35×35 mm2 square chips sized for the MBE sample

holder. To ensure an oxide-free surface in the holes, the chips were shortly dipped in the

BHF solution prior to the introduction in the UHV chamber. All NWs growth took place in

DCA P600 MBE machine. The final oxide thickness before loading to machine was 10 ± 1
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nm for all substrate. The prepared chips were subsequently annealed at 500 °C for 2 h in

UHV to ensure a pristine surface free of water and organic molecules. The samples were

then transferred to the growth chamber. There, they were degassed at 770 °C for 30 min to

further remove any possible surface contaminants. In the first step, Ga was predeposited for

10 min at beam equivalent pressure (BEP) of Ga of 1.4×10–7 Torr (corresponding to a nominal

Ga growth rate of 1.1 Å/s) by keeping the shutter opened. Once growth temperature had

been reached, As4 source was opened as following for 60 min at beam equivalent pressure

(BEP) of As4 of 2×10–6 Torr, at a substrate temperature of 634 °C measured by pyrometer,

and with 7 rpm rotation. The morphological and structural properties of GaAs NWs were

characterized by using a Zeiss MERLIN SEM microscope and by using an FEI Tecnai OSIRIS

TEM microscope operated at 200 kV in the conventional and HRTEM modes. The microscope

has a point resolution of 0.24 nm. We acquired the Raman spectra by means of a commercial

micro-Raman Renishaw spectrometer. The laser (power density about 2.6 kW/cm2) was sent

to the sample by a 100× objective and the scattered light was collected through the same

objective and sent to a diffraction grating with 1800 l/mm. The Raman signal was detected by

a charge-coupled device (CCD) after suppression of the Rayleigh signal by a notch filter.

Supporting Information

Contact angle analysis, additional TEM and Raman spectroscopy analysis on nanowires and

nanoneedles are described in Appendix A.3. Supporting information section.

3.4 Electrical studies of GaAs/Si heterojunction in nanowire geom-

etry

3.4.1 Introduction

Monolithic Integration of high quality III-V compound semiconductors on silicon has been

the holy grail of semiconductor industry in order to combine the advantages of the two mate-

rials. A wide range of III-V compound semiconductor applications such as photovoltaics[337,

438–440], photonic integrated circuits[441, 442], high speed electronics[443] and opto-

electronics[444–446] are expected to benefit from the synthesis of III-V materials on cost-

effective silicon substrates. Direct epitaxial growth of III–V compounds on Si would be the

ideal solution but as discussed in the Chapter 1, substantial crystalline defects stemmed

from lattice, thermal, and polarity mismatch between the two materials hinders this system

from being exploited in widespread applications. Despite the recent progress in synthesis

of III-V compound semiconductor nanostructure on silicon, to the best of our knowledge,

systematic electrical study on Si/GaAs HJs is nonexistent. In this work, we investigate the

electrical properties of silicon-doped, self-catalyzed GaAs NW arrays grown on a patterned

silicon (111) substrate. As grown single NW as well as NW array-based devices are fabricated

and characterized by a nano/micro probing system and compared with theoretical calculation

with different doping levels and contact barriers.
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3.4.2 Methods

NW growth

GaAs NW arrays are grown on boron doped silicon (111) substrates with a resistivity of <0.03

Ω·cm (doping level of 2.24x1018 cm−3) in the MBE. We use thermal oxide as a mask to define

arrays of holes using electron beam lithography (EBL) with the combination of standard wet

chemical and dry etching processes. NW arrays having different silicon dopant flux during the

growth are prepared. Si dopants are supplied by a solid dopant cell via thermal sublimation

induced by the resistive heating of the cell. We give the Si-dopant flux by the heating current

of the thermal Si sublimation source in units of Amperes. Nominal dopant concentration

of corresponding silicon cell flux is obtained by Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS)

calibration on 2D equivalent film.

Figure 3.21: Schematic process flow. (a) single NW based devices, (b) NW array-based devices.

Device fabrication

A schematized device fabrication steps are presented in Figure 3.21. Bottom contacts are real-

ized by sputtered aluminum on the backside of the silicon wafers. NW array-based device are

then fabricated by selectively deposit top metal (Pd/Ti/Au) contact pads using EBL and sput-
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tering techniques after planarization using SU8 polymer and RIE in order to study electrical

properties of NW array from different sub-areas as shown in Figure 3.22, whereas no addi-

tional post device fabrication processes are required for a single NW electrical characterization.

Details on fabricated devices are summarized in Table 3.

Figure 3.22: Top contact pad design for NW array based device. (a) pattern consists of 49(7×7)
square big pads of (100µm)2 in size and 36(6×6) square small pads of (50µm)2 in size on a
(3mm)2 nanowire pattern, (b) optical microscope image of final devices.

Table 3: List of Si/GaAs NW HJs device.

Device p-Si substrate Dopant heating current Nominal conc.
(Ω·cm) (A) (atoms·cm−3)

Single NW (intrinsic) <0.03 intrinsic 0 2.7x106

Single NW (p-40A) <0.03 Si 40 2.0x1020

NW Array (p-20A) <0.03 Si 20 4.9x1015

NW Array (p-30A) <0.03 Si 30 1.8x1018

NW Array (p-40A) <0.03 Si 40 2.0x1020

Measurement setup

A measurement setup is composed of optical microscope, scanning electron microscope

(SEM), robotized stage, source meter (KEITHLEY 2450, 6487) and robots (Imina mibot) with a

metallic probe. We have characterized single NW based devices in the SEM equipped with

nano probing system and NW array-based devices have been measured under the optical

microscope with micro probing system. The silicon side was positively biased with respect to

the GaAs during the electrical measurement.
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3.4.3 Results and Discussion

Nextnano simulation

We first calculate Si/GaAs HJs I-V curves using the Nextnano software package[447]. 1D

Schrödinger–Poisson equation is solved self-consistently given geometrical structures to

obtain the band diagram and the continuity equation, to obtain current-voltage chracteristics.

Material doping parameters for simulation are taken from nominal doping concentrations of

the NWs in order to compare with the experimental I-V measurements as shown in Table 4. As

the p-type Si and Al contact is well established for achieving Ohmic contacts, we compared

I-V curves when the p-type GaAs and the metal contact is either Ohmic or Schottky. In the

case of both top (GaAs/metal) and bottom (Si/metal) contacts are Ohmic, and if doping level

of GaAs is high enough, we have linear I-V characteristics. Otherwise we have asymmetric

I-V characteristics as shown in Figure 3.23(a). When the top contact is Schottky (ΦB = 0.53

eV), regardless of different doping levels, we will end up having rectifying Schottky diode I-V

characteristics as shown in Figure 3.23(b).

Table 4: Simulation parameters.

Name Material Doping level
(atoms·cm−3)

pSi silicon 2.24x1018

p-GaAs GaAs 4.9x1015

pGaAs GaAs 1.8x1018

p+GaAs GaAs 2.0x1020

Figure 3.23: Calculated I-V curves from different doping levels of Si/GaAs HJs (a)when both
top and bottom contacts are Ohmic, (b) when top contact is Schottky and bottom contact is
Ohmic. The Si side was biased positive with respect to that of the GaAs
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Experimental I-V measurement

Typical I-V characteristics from these devices are presented in Figure 3.24. One can notice

that single NW based devices are showing a rectifying Schottky diode I-V behavior regardless

of doping, which is attributed to the Schottky barrier between the GaAs and probe material,

tungsten. In the case of the NW array-based device, a top contact pad metal (Pd/Ti/Au) is

ideally used for achieving Ohmic contact on p-GaAs NW[184]. Interestingly, only the device

with the highest doping level (Si cell current of 40A) can overcome the Schottky barrier and

shows symmetric I-V characteristics. This preliminary results are encouraging as I could

effectively engineer Si/GaAs NW HJs properties by in situ doping.

Figure 3.24: Typical current-voltage measurement results from (a) single NW based devices (b)
NW array-based devices. The Si side was biased positive with respect to that of the GaAs.

3.4.4 Conclusions and Outlook

We have investigated Si/GaAs NW HJs electrical properties using nano/micro probing systems.

By comparing experimental I-V curves with theoretical calculations, we pointed out the

significant importance of top metal contacts which can determine the electrical characteristics

of the system. The Schottky barrier of the top contacts could be decreased by increasing doping

level in the GaAs NW, and rectifying I-V curves became symmetric. It is worth noting that

achieving a high enough doping level in GaAs NWs is essential for photovoltaic applications in

the futrue. Understanding details of these HJ’s properties, including position dependent HJs

properties within ordered array systems as well as improving HJs interfaces and top contacts

of single NW based device requires further studies. A complementary Conductive Atomic

Force Microscope (C-AFM) measurement would be beneficial for studying HJs uniformity and

optimize junction parameters for the electrically driven HJs devices.
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This thesis work includes the investigation of gold-free, self-catalyzed GaAs nanowires (NWs)

on patterned silicon (111) substrates by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). A deterministic

position-controlled NW growth scheme is essential, not only for understanding their growth

dynamics but also for investigating their functionalities in terms of device applications.

Given the technological and also economical impacts that this system could bring once

we successfully integrate III–V compound semiconductor on silicon, extensive research

efforts have been dedicated for several decades into this topic. However, lack of fundamental

understanding of NW growth using patterned dielectric masks on silicon hinders the

achievement of reliable and reproducible growth results and further opportunities in NW

array-based applications in a wide range of opto-electronic and energy harvesting devices.

First, we could obtain surface residues free and substrate damage free Si surfaces inside of the

nanoscale holes by carefully optimizing the etching process with the combination of Reactive

Ion Etching (RIE) and HF wet etching. A reproducible profile of the holes from different mask

thickness enabled systematical investigation of the influence of dielectric mask thickness

and the size of the holes on NW growth. We demonstrate that there is a critical aspect ratio

of the pattern holes(diameter/height) which guarantees the high vertical yield of NWs once

we have well positioned Ga droplets with a contact angle of ∼90°. Contrary to common

understanding, we pointed out initial GaAs crystal nucleated in the form of steps or rings

having heights much larger than a monolayer. A uniformly distributed initial nucleation along

the oxide/substrate interface line at the bottom of the hole allows for formation of vertical

NWs, and this understanding results in reproducible and high vertical yield (∼ 95%) of GaAs

NW arrays on silicon. We believe that this progress in growth can be beneficial for various

future applications based on ordered III-V NWs on silicon.

After having obtained reproducible high yields of vertical GaAs NW arrays, the following time

series study explored the initial stage of the growth evolution in regular array system. A NW

diameter and length distribution study revealed that we have a long incubation time (3.5 min)

at standard growth conditions and rapid increases in mean NW height and length distribution

broadening were detected after 4 min of the growth. We found that increasing As4 flux can

effectively narrow down the length distributions by decreasing the incubation time to 1 min

without degrading the NW vertical yield. This suggests that growth parameters at the early

stage of the growth has strong impacts on determining NW dimension uniformity in ordered

array system.

NWs are often considered as 1D systems, but still we are not fully exploiting quantum-confined

properties which are expected to have a great potential for novel quantum and opto-electronic

applications. To the best of our knowledge, the quantum-thin ordered GaAs NW arrays have

not been reported so far. The goal of this study was tuning the NW diameter in the middle

of the growth by taking advantage of the self-catalyzed growth. After growing a NW stem, a

Ga droplet shrinkage stage was obtained by abruptly increasing a V/III ratio while keeping

the Ga flux. Thereafter, a V/III ratio was tuned again for having ultrathin GaAs nanoneedles
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(NNs) structures. In the end I could obtain GaAs NW having diameter of 20 nm or less in

ordered arrays. This study paved the way for obtaining ultrathin NW arrays for studying 1D

electronically confined system.

Finally, we studied the electrcial properties of Si/GaAs NW HJs. Understanding on these HJs

electrical properties is essential for the applications in a broad range of opto-electronic and

energy harvesting devices. In this work, we incorporate silicon as a dopant while growing

GaAs NW arrays and characterize them by fabricating single NW and ordered NW array-based

devices. We highlighted the importance of the top metal contacts, which can determine the

electrical characteristics of the system. By increasing silicon dopant fluxes, we could overcome

the Schottky barrier and rectifying I-V characteristics became symmetric. Our preliminary

study suggests that we can effectively engineer Si/GaAs NW HJs by in situ doping in the MBE.

To summarize, in this thesis we focused on understanding the key elements for obtaining

ordered self-catalyzed GaAs NW arrays on silicon (111) substrate in a reproducible manner

and explored their properties from the NW growth engineering point of view to electrical

application perspectives. We believe that fundamental understanding of the pattern assisted

growth opens up many opportunities for further studies of bottom-up III-V compound semi-

conductor integration on silicon using the NW geometry. This promising platform can serve as

a basis for NW array synthesis and thus, more device application oriented studies are available.

As future work, many fundamental aspects still need to be understood in order to fully unleash

the potential of III-V compound semiconducting NWs on silicon and bring commercially

available products out of them. As discussed in Chapter 2, mastering doping related aspects

in NW requires substantial research efforts. Depending on the specific applications, required

NW properties are all varied. Therefore, when it comes to engineering NW properties, charac-

terization techniques which can provide rapid feedback are essential for iterative parameter

optimization. Despite of the scientific challenges, expected substantial technological and

economical impact of this material system will definitely bring low dimensional material era

sooner or later. I am very excited to see new insights and innovative findings that will come

out through this journey.
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In this appendix, the supplementary Information of the publications presented in the specified

chapter are reported.
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Supplementary notes 

Supplementary Note 1. Experimental details 

Substrate design and preparation 

For the growth experiments, we used (111) Si substrates with a thin  layer of thermally grown 

silicon  oxide  that was  patterned  by  arrays  of  holes with  different  diameters.    The  nominal   

diameters of  the holes were  from 30  to 90 nm with  the  increment of 15 nm  (Suppl. Fig. 1.), 

while different aspect ratios were achieved by using different oxide thicknesses: 10 nm, 15 nm 

and  20  nm.  Each  substrate  had  arrays with  different  inter‐hole  distances  (pitches),  but we 

found that yield does not depend on this parameter. Therefore, we performed the analysis on 

the arrays with 400 nm pitch. Patterning process was  realized by electron beam  lithography 

followed by dry (reactive ion etching – RIE) and wet etching (buffered hydrofluoric acid ‐ BHF). 

Combining  these  two etching steps was necessary  to obtain good and  reproducible profile of 

the holes. The  last step  in the substrate preparation before growth was so called “last dip”.  It 

refers to the 2 s dip  in the BHF bath to remove the native oxide created at the bottom of the 

opening. The diameters of the holes as well as the oxide thickness can differ from the nominal 

values due to the etching processes, especially due to the “last dip”. For this reason, substrates 

were  thoroughly  studied  by  atomic  force microscopy  (AFM)  and  spectroscopic  ellipsometry 

(SE). AFM was used to precisely determine the diameter of the holes and to check their profile, 

while SE was used to measure the exact oxide thickness (a summary of these results obtained 

for one batch of samples is presented in Suppl. Fig. 2.). 

 

Supplementary Figure 1: Substrate design. 
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Supplementary Figure 2: Substrate characterization. AMF  is used to complete the ellipsometry 

measurements of the oxide thickness, determine the hole diameter and verify that the holes are 

well defined. Results shown here are obtained for one batch of samples. 

Growth conditions 

All  our  growth  experiments  were  performed  using  the  same  material  fluxes  and  growth 

temperature:  a  gallium  flux  corresponding  to  the GaAs  growth  rate  of  1  Å/s,  an As4  partial 

pressure of 2×10−6 Torr and a temperature of 635°C. The gallium pre‐deposition time and the 

growth time were varied.   

 

Supplementary Note 2. Aspect ratio of the holes influencing the yield 

As presented  in  the main  text, we  found  that  the optimal aspect  ratios  (d/h) of  the holes  is 

between 4 and 6, which is consistent with the work of Plissard1 et al.  Here, Suppl. Fig. 3. shows  

the overview of the arrays with different aspect ratios, obtained by varying the oxide thickness 

(10, 15 and 20 nm) and hole sizes (30, 45, 60, 75, and 90 nm nominally; the real hole sizes are 

slightly bigger due  to  the  last BHF dip).   One can see how  the best yields shift  toward  larger 
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holes with increasing the oxide thickness, which demonstrates a strong correlation between the 

aspect ratio of the hole and the yield.  

 

Supplementary Figure 3: 20o  tilted SEM  images of  the arrays with different oxide  thicknesses 

and hole diameters, demonstrating the correlation between the hole aspect ratio and the yield. 

  

Supplementary Note 3: Droplet – hole configuration and its impact on the yield 

Besides  the  aspect  ratio, we  found  that  the  droplet  configuration within  the  openings  also 

influences the yield. As explained  in the main text, we found that only droplets symmetrically 

filling the hole give rise to the subsequent vertical growth of nanowires. This can clearly be seen 

in  Suppl.  Fig.  4.  Suppl.  Fig.4  a.  shows  the  AFM  images  of  the  droplets within  the  holes  of 

different sizes  (30, 60 and 90 nm),  formed after different gallium pre‐deposition  times  (5, 10 

and 15 minutes). One can observe how  the droplets start at  the edge, continue  to grow and 

finally fill the hole. Suppl. Fig. 4 b. shows the comparison of the yields in differently sized holes 

for different gallium pre‐deposition times. Clearly, the best yields shift toward larger holes with 

increasing the gallium pre‐deposition times. The same results are presented in the Suppl. Fig. 5, 

in a more quantitative way, by showing the statistics and zoomed‐in SEM images of some NW 

arrays. The improvement of the yield in 75 nm holes from almost 0 % for 5 and 10 minutes of 
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gallium pre‐deposition to 50 %  for 15 minutes of gallium pre‐deposition clearly demonstrates 

the importance of fully filling the holes with gallium.  

 

Supplementary Figure 4: (a) AFM images of the gallium droplets within the holes formed after 

different gallium pre‐deposition times and their line profiles. (b) The overview of the arrays with 

different hole sizes and gallium pre‐deposition times; the scale bar is 20 μm. 
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Supplementary Figure 5: The yield statistics  in the arrays with different hole sizes and gallium 

pre‐deposition times. Violet parts of the bars correspond to the yield of vertical nanowires. The 

gallium  pre‐deposition  time  is  indicated  for  each  bar,  with  the  representative  SEM  images 

shown on top.  The scale bar on the SEM images is 2 μm and the tilt angle is 20˚. 

 

Supplementary Note 4: Equilibrium shape of gallium droplets in cylindrical holes 

The  figures  shown  in  the main  text  represent  the  computed  shapes  corresponding  to  the 

minimum surface energy of a liquid droplet wetting cylindrical hole as a function of the droplet 

volume.  These  results  are  based  on  the  simulations  of  the wetting  behavior  of  constrained 

sessile droplets performed using Surface Evolver, a finite element based software. 

The  simulations were  performed  as  follows.  First, we  identified  5 main  pinning  sites  of  the 

droplets, as shown in the insets to Suppl. Fig. 6. For each configuration, the calculations toward 

the  equilibrium  state  were  performed  at  a  fixed  droplet  volume  and  contact  angles.  The 

variations  of  the  normalized  energies  of  the  liquid  as  a  function  of  its  volume  for  different 

configurations are shown in the main panel of Suppl. Fig. 6. 
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Supplementary Figure 6: Normalized energies of the droplet versus its volume for five different 

configurations  illustrated  in  the  insert:  ring‐like  (pink  line), complete wetting  (red  line), at  the 

side (black line), in the center (orange line) and at the edge (blue line) of the hole.  

Using  the  interfacial energies estimated  from  the experimentally measured contact angles,  it 

was possible to define the wetting morphology of the system considered. The values used are: 

51° for the contact angle at the bottom of the hole (corresponding to wetting of the bare silicon 

with  gallium),  and  116°  at  the  walls  (representing  the  unfavorable  wetting  of  the  oxide 

sidewalls). 

 Starting from each predefined initial shape, Surface Evolver computes the position of vertexes 

according to the forces acting upon them in order to minimize the surface energy of the system 

for a given volume. The  iteration methods used  in our  calculations are  the gradient descent 

method and the conjugate gradient method. By setting a convergence criterion for the energy 

difference between  the consecutive  iterations, we  find  the equilibrium  shapes of  the droplet 

for each shape and compare their energies to determine the preferred configuration. 

Based on these calculations, we conclude that at very small volumes, the droplet prefers to wet 

the nanohole center, avoiding the sidewalls. As the volume  increases, the preferential droplet 

position is at the edge of the hole, but such configuration is geometrically limited by the aspect 

ratio of the hole itself. Therefore, further increasing the volume leads to the complete wetting 

configuration, consistent with our experimental results.  
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Supplementary Note 5: Shapes of GaAs crystals forming in the holes 

After removing the gallium droplets, we found unexpected geometries of the remaining GaAs 

crystals, such as step‐like or ring‐like (donut) geometry. By performing a detailed AMF analysis, 

we  determined  that  heights  of  these  structures  are  much  larger  than  monoatomic,  as 

demonstrated in the Suppl. Fig. 7. 

 

Supplementary  Figure  7:  AFM  images  and  the  corresponding  line  profiles  of  different  GaAs 

crystals  at  the  bottom  of  the  holes,  showing  their  heights  that  appear  much  larger  than 

monoatomic.     

 

Supplementary Note 6: Modeling of GaAs nucleation in SiO2/Si(111) templates 

In  this modeling, we  try  to  understand  the  unusual  geometry  of  GaAs  underneath  gallium 

droplets in the holes, with either stepwise or ring geometry at the outer periphery of the holes 

and restricted by the steps that are much higher than monoatomic. In the standard VLS growth 

of developed nanowires  far away  from  the  substrate,  theoretical  considerations  [1‐3] and  in 

situ  growth monitoring  [4,5]  reveal mononuclear  formation  of  planar  nanowire monolayers 

which proceeds layer‐by‐layer so that the flowing steps are always monoatomic. However, the 

VLS growth within the holes is different – first, GaAs crystal nucleates on the lattice mismatched 
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silicon  substrate  and,  second,  the  crystal  has  lateral  solid‐solid  interface with  the  SiOx mask 

rather than free sidewalls in contact with vapor.   

 

 
Supplementary  Figure  8:  Schematics  of  the  geometry  of  GaAs  (in  red)  growing  from  liquid 

gallium  in a SiOx/Si(111) hole. The hole walls are SiOx and  the bottom  is  silicon. The opening 

angle  can vary from 0 to  depending on the gallium droplet and seed size. The GaAs crystal 

is a section of cylindrical ring of height hand width w , with the aspect ratio  hw / .    

 

Initially, the gallium droplet may occupy a part of the hole (for smaller gallium volumes) 

or completely fill the hole (for larger gallium volumes) as shown schematically in Suppl. Fig. 8. In 

the  former case, the gallium droplet should be positioned at the edge of the hole  for surface 

energetic reasons [6,7]. The initial droplet volume can be characterized by the angle showing 

which  portion  of  the  hole  bottom  is  covered with  liquid  gallium  (     for  incomplete  and 

  for complete filling). Assuming cylindrical geometry, we consider free energy of forming a 

GaAs crystal at the outer periphery of the hole, with the opening angle 2  (    corresponds 

to incomplete and     to complete ring), width w  and height  z  [see Suppl. Fig. 7.], at a fixed 

volume of GaAs.  The  latter  is  given by zSV  , where  )2()( 222 xxrwrrS   is  the 

surface  area  of  the  base  and  rwx / is  the width  of  the  crystal  divided  to  the  hole  radius 

2/dr  (the case  0x  corresponds to planar growth on the inner sidewalls of SiOx and  1x

to planar growth on the silicon bottom). Disregarding the volume term with chemical potential 

(which is the same for any configuration of the GaAs crystal at a fixedV ), we can write         
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Here,  the  first  term  describes  the  elastic  energy  contribution  induced  by  the  lattice 

mismatch between GaAs and Si [8‐11], with   1.41011 J/m3 as the effective elastic modulus 

of bulk GaAs,  0 0.04 at the lattice mismatch, and  A  7.5 as the relaxation coefficient [10]. 

Very importantly, coherent growth of GaAs on silicon requires the radius of the GaAs crystal to 

be smaller than the critical radius of 53 nm [11], which is fulfilled in our case and hence all GaAs 

NWs  should be  free of dislocations  at  the base.  The next  three  terms  stand  for  the  surface 

energies  of  vertical  sidewalls  of  GaAs,  with  * representing  the  surface  energies  of  the 

corresponding vertical interfaces as shown in Suppl. Fig. 7 (the GaAs‐SiOx and GaAs‐Ga surfaces 

are created and the SiOx‐Ga one is eliminated upon nucleation). The last term stands for the in‐

plane surface energy change, with   representing the surface energies of the corresponding in‐

plane interfaces (the GaAs‐Si and GaAs‐Ga surfaces are created and the Si‐Ga one is eliminated 

upon nucleation).   

Introducing dimensionless free energy )/( 2
0VGf  , after some simple manipulations 

we get  
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* GaSiOGaGaAsSiOGaAs xx     as the vertical and  GaSiGaGaAsSiGaAs     as the  in‐

plane surface energy change. When 2x , Eq. (2) is simplified to  
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,                                                                                                                 (4) 

where  we  do  not  write  an  unimportant  x ‐independent  constant.  The  parameter 

)/()2/( 3
holeVVrVv   is proportional to the ratio of the GaAs volume to the effective total 

volume of the hole  32 rVhole   at the hole height rh 2 corresponding to the hole aspect ratio 

of  1.  Clearly,  the  x   dependence  of  the  free  energy  given  by  Eq.  (4)  is  controlled  by  five 

parameters, the volume coefficient  1v , the elastic energy relaxation  A , the opening angle 

 , and the two surface energy coefficients  aand  c describing the changes of the vertical and 

in‐plane surface energies upon nucleation of a GaAs crystal  in the hole. The case  0c ,  0a  

corresponds to the situation where GaAs wets the Si substrate but not the SiOx walls of the hole 

[9], consistent with the fact that GaAs crystals grow in two‐dimensional (2D) form on silicon and 

as irregular three‐dimensional (3D) crystals on SiOx [7,12].  
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The  energetically  preferred  configuration  0x is  now  determined  by  the minimum  of 

)(xf for a given set of parameters. If we assume cva )2/(  , the minimum at  intermediate 

x appears due  to  the elastic energy  term  in Eq.  (4)  for  sufficiently  large GaAs volumes when 
2xAv  and corresponds to the ring width 

2
0

0 



A

w .                                                                                                                                                 (5) 

With  the  known  A and 2
0 ,  the  experimentally  observed  ratio r/0 0.25  for r =30  nm 

corresponds to a plausible   ‐0.225 J/m2. Suppl. Fig. 9. shows the free energy as a function 

of  x  for the full ring geometry of GaAs (   ) with these parameters and at  * 0.05 J/m2, 

corresponding to  2/a 0.0074 and  c ‐0.033, for different values of holeVV / .  

 
Supplementary  Figure  9:  Free  energy  versus  relative  width  of  full  GaAs  rings  (   )  for 

different  holeVV / values, showing the collapse to a volume‐independent preferred configuration 

corresponding to the minimum free energy at 23.00 x .   

 

These graphs show the following major properties. For very small GaAs volumes (the curve at 

02.0/ holeVV ), the energetically preferred configuration is 2D GaAs layer. As the GaAs volume 

increases,  the  free  energy  acquires  the  local  minimum  at  x 0.2  for  the  parameters 

considered,  which  becomes  global  at  a  slightly  larger 0x 0.23,  corresponding  to  the 

energetically preferred width  Rw 23.00  , as observed in our experiments. Further increase of 

the GaAs volume does not affect the position of the energy minimum. According to Eq. (5), the 

width of the ring does not depend on the opening angle, yielding the same width for differently 

sized  gallium droplets  in  the holes. The height of  the  rings  )/( 0
2

0 xRVh  increases  linearly 

with the GaAs volume and becomes larger for smaller .           
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Supplementary Note 7: Arsenic concentration profile in droplet asymmetrically filling the holes 

and symmetrically filling the holes 

The  Surface  Evolver  simulations  showed  that  for  small  droplet  volumes,  the  equilibrium 

configuration under cylindrical cavity constrained is the positioning of the droplet at the edges 

of  the  cavity.  In  this  part, we  analyze  the  effect  of  cavity  shadowing  effect  on  the  Arsenic 

concentration profile inside the liquid droplet in case of asymmetric hole filling. 

The droplet shape is approximated to a cap of a sphere intersecting a cylinder, with the center 

of the spherical cap in correspondence of the cylindrical sidewalls, as represented in the sketch 

in Suppl. Fig. 10 a.  

In Suppl. Fig. 10 b. the calculated concentration profile  is shown  in a sliced contour plot along 

the plane cutting the droplet as depicted in Suppl. Fig. 10 a. The black arrows are drawn to help 

the  reader  visualizing  the  direction  of  the  concentration  gradient,  which  results  directed 

towards the oxide sidewalls and the oxide‐substrate contact line. 

 
Supplementary Figure 10: a) Sketch of the droplet position inside a cylindrical cavity used to 

perform the calculation of the Arsenic concentration profile in the case of asymmetric filling of 

the holes. b) Sliced contour plot of the calculated Arsenic concentration profile along the plane 

shown in inset a. The black arrows are drawn to help visualize the direction of the As gradient. 

The color scale bar is the same for insets a and b. 

For completeness we show  in Suppl. Fig. 11. and Fig. 12. the Arsenic concentration profile for 

the symmetrical filling of the holes,  in case of  lower and higher filling conditions respectively. 

The  2  cases  differ  in  the  ratio  of  cavity‐sidewalls  which  results  wetted  by  the  liquid.  The 

shadowing effect modifies the inclination of the Arsenic gradient. 
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Supplementary Figure 11:  Sketch of the symmetrical low filling droplet configuration inside a 

cylindrical cavity and corresponded  sliced contour plot of the calculated Arsenic concentration 

profile for different aspect ratio: a) w/h=1, b) w/h=2, c) w/h=3, d) w/h=4 and e) w/h=6.  
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Supplementary Figure 12: Sketch of the symmetrical high filling droplet configuration inside a 

cylindrical cavity and corresponded  sliced contour plot of the calculated Arsenic concentration 

profile for different aspect ratio: a) w/h=1, b) w/h=2, c) w/h=3, d) w/h=4 and e) w/h=6.  
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In all the cases exposed  in this work the calculations were run as follow. The solutions to the 

Laplacian  form  of  the  Fick’s  law  are  obtained  through  Finite  Element  Method  for  each 

orientation of the impinging flux. The final concentration profile of the diffusing material inside 

the droplet is obtained as a time average of all the solutions calculated in a complete period of 

rotation of the flux around the z‐axis of the cylinder. 

The boundary conditions defined to solve the differential equation are maintained the same as 

for the symmetrical filled holes. We define them here explicitely: 

 conc[x, y, z] == 0.1 when   z == 0 

 conc[x, y, z] == 0.1  when  x2 + y2 == (0.5)2 

 FLUX{conc[x, y, z] } == ray . Normalize , ,   

when  {x,y,z} ∈	illuminatedradius, , aspectRatio  
 

The first 2 equations define the absence of diffusion through the substrate and the sidewalls of 

the cavity. No bouncing or desorption effects were taken into consideration. The last constraint 

describes  the  existence  of  an  effective  impinging  flux  just  on  the  surface  of  the  droplet 

intersecting  the  time  dependent  flux.  Moreover  we  defined  the  flux  with  an  orientation 

dependent value, that is to say it is maximum when it hits a region of the surface with normal 

parallel to the direction of the flux itself. 

 

Supplementary Note 8: Fabrication issues on 30 nm hole arrays 

In the main text we refer to the lower yield in the aspect ratio holes smaller then 6, particularly 

the one correspond to 10 nm oxide thickness, assigning it to the fabrication imperfections. 

These imperfections are manifested like badly defined holes with sizes and shapes differing 

from nominal one. In addition, for these arrays we find many holes missing; i.e. not being 

defined at all. All this is exemplified in the Suppl. Fig. 13. In Suppl. Fig. 13a and b we present the 

comparison of the yields for aspect ratios 5 and 6 (corresponding to 10 nm thick oxide and 

nominal holes diameters of 30 and 45 nm) for samples grown in the same conditions, for 

different times (30 min and 5 minutes respectively). For 5 minutes sample it is clearly seen that 

some holes are missing in the 30 nm arrays while in some holes non‐vertical growth occurs. In 

the case of 45 nm holes this is not the case. In the Suppl. Fig. 13c, we show the SEMs of the 

substrates before growth. Red arrows point to the places where hole is missing while blue 

arrows point to the holes that are smaller in diameter or their shape differs from other holes in 

the array. Again, in 45 nm arrays this is not the case.  
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Supplementary Figure 13: SEM images of NW arrays from 30 nm and 45 nm hole (a) 30 min of 

growth, (b) 5 min growth and (c) bare hole arrays. (Red arrows indicate the positions where 

holes are not defined and blue arrows indicate irregularity of holes.) 
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SI 1 Substrate design 

The growth mask was obtaned using electron beam  lithography by defining the arrays with different 

holes diameter and inter hole distances (pitch) as presented in Fig.1  below. The best and reproducable 

yield was obtained  for 45 nm holes.   The yiled or morphology of NWs were not affected by  the pitch 

since we were focuing on the initial growth stages and using short growth times. At this stages NWs are 

to short to shadow each other or the observe As reemission effect[1].     To aquire enogh statistics (125 

wires per sample were measured) we used 400 nm or 600 nm pitch. In Fig.2 we show SEMs of the same 

sample for these 2 pitches to demonstrate that growth outcome was the same.  

 

Figure 1 The schematics of pattern used to grow NW arrays. 

 

Figure 2. SEM images of the same sample for different inter ‐ wire distances 
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SI 2 High yield arrays 

In SEM below we present wide field SEM pictures of the arrays showing the consistent yield 

across a large area (about 100x100 µm2 ) for two growth times.  

 

Figure 3. SEM images of samples grown for 2 different times demonstrating high yield in large area with small insets showing 
closer view. The scale bar on the insets is 1 µm and the tilt angle 20˚.   
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SI3 Ga ‐ contact angle estimation 

In  the  geometrical  description  of  our  system,  used  for modeling  of  the  growth,  one  of  the 

parameters required was a droplet contact angle. The exact contact angle of the droplet within 

the  opening  is  hard  to  access,  but  we  combined  two  techniques,  SEM  and  AFM,  to  try  to 

estimate its value. In the Fig.3 below we present the 3D image of the droplet acquired by AFM 

and also SEM images of the droplets taken in cross section under the 50˚ tilt.  We see that the 

value  of  the  contact  angle  is  around  90˚. Additional  fact  that  tells  us  that  the  contact  angle 

should be around this value  is the fact that we obtained high yield of vertical wires. The direct 

impact of the contact angle of Ga and NW orientation was previously demonstrated by Matteini 

et al [2]. They found that only droplets with the contact angle around 90˚ will lead to the vertical 

NW growth.  

 

Figure 4.  SEM and AFM  images of  the GA droplet after 10 minutes of GA deposition with  the Ga  rate of 1.1 Å/s within  the 
opening in the silicon oxide mask. The contact angle is estimated to be around 90˚.  

 

 

 

   

50 nm 
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SI 4. Estimation of the effect of kinetic fluctuations to the size 

distributions broadening 

Starting from the NW length distribution (without droplets), we present the nucleation 

distribution as   
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with *L as the most representative length and tvL  55  as the distribution width. The latter 

corresponds to standard deviation in the Gaussian approximation of the double exponential 

distribution. In the growth stage, the nucleation distribution is broadened due to kinetic 

fluctuations. This process is described by the Poissonian Green’s function [3–5]            
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Same expression applies also for the i variable in the Eq. (3) in the main text. . The variance 

equals the mean size )](/)[( 55 ctthvbs   acquired at the growth stage. Using the 

normalization condition [3] dssGdLLg )()(  , we obtain Green’s function in terms of the NW 

length  
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The variance added by kinetic fluctuations )(55 cgrowth ttvhb   approximately equals 45 nm2 

after 10 min, which is much smaller than the measured variance of 260 nm2. Therefore, we can 

neglect the effect of kinetic fluctuations in the initial growth stage and use the nucleation 

distribution given by Eq. (1) to fit the statistical data for the NW lengths.  
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Repeating similar consideration for the NW diameter, the variance of Green’s function 

1)9/(8 3 RRGa  is extremely small so that it looks as delta-function. The resulting radius 

distribution is then entirely determined by the nucleation stage. The double exponential solution 

for the i  variable is re-scaled in terms of the radius as 
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SI 5. Selection of correct features to include in the statistical analysis 

In  case  of  the  growths  under  higher  As  pressure we  observed  additional  broadening  of  the 

length  distributions  towards  lower  values  (Fig.5  in  the  main  text).  By  carful  and  detailed 

observation  of  the  sample  under  SEM  we  found  that many  wires  stop  to  grow  since  their 

droplet was  consumed. Therefore,  they  should not be  taken  into account when  studying  the 

statistical distributions. In the Fig.2 , left, we present one 3D image of AFM scan of the array and 

corresponding profile underneath. . The features marked by arrows are obviously much shorter 

them majority, but relying only on the AFM it is not possible to exclude them from the analysis. 

Combining AFM and SEM  it becomes clearer that short features should not be  included  in the 

population  of NWs  that which  length  distribution we want  to  study  and  understand.  These 

structures are marked with red frames in SEM image in Fig.2 right.  

 

Figure 5. Left – AFM 3D image of the array and corresponding profile underneath.  Arrows are pointing at the shorter features. 
Right – SEM image of the arrays. In the red squares on ecan see the structures without the droplet that correspond to the shorter 
features in the AFM scan.  
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SI 1 Contact angle analysis 

Two stable contact angles are demonstrated with cross‐section SEM and TEM images as 

shown in Fig.1.  From NWs to NNs transition, we can also notice at the end of the tip having a 

stable radius of 10 nm.   

 

Figure 1. Ga droplet contact angle analysis. (a)cross‐section SEM image of thick NWs and (b) thin NNs. 

The scale bars indicate 200 nm.  
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SI 2 TEM analysis of other nanowires 

Fig. 2 and 3 report two further examples of NWs with NNs. The TEM images confirm the 

trend reported in the manuscript: WZ becomes more frequent while moving from the NW stem 

to the NN. This is evident in the NW in fig. 1. Some NWs already show WZ at their bottom, like 

the one in fig. 2, in which case the NN is still mainly WZ. 

 

Figure 2. TEM images and diffraction patterns of a NW with NN. A‐b) large overview of the NW. c‐g) HRTEM images of the NN. 
Large WZ segments are present together with ZB. h‐j‐l‐n) HRTEM images of the NW and related diffraction patterns i‐k‐m‐o). 
The portion closer to the NN (h‐i) shows a mixture of ZB and WZ. Farther down the NW stem (j‐k) ZB twins alternate. The rest of 
the NW stem (l‐o) is pure ZB. 
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Figure 3 TEM images, diffraction patterns and FFT of a NW with NN. k) shows an overview of the NW. both the HR TEM images 
(a‐c‐e‐g‐i) and the corresponding FFT (b‐d) or diffraction patterns (f‐h‐j) show that WZ is the predominant crystal phase along 
the full length of this NW. 

 

SI3 Nanowire radius evolution 

From time series paper as mentioned in the manuscript Ref. [23], the droplet radius is 

almost linearly increased with time after an incubation time. The experimental values of the 

radius of nanowire stem are taken from SEM images as shown in Fig.4 and Fig. 5.  

 

Figure 4. SEM images of the GaAs nanowire arrays demonstrating radius evolution with different growth time.  
The inter‐wire spacing of 400 nm, the scale bars indicate 100 nm and the tilt angle of 20˚. 
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Figure 5. Average stem radius evolution of GaAs nanowires versus average length of GaAs nanowires. 
The data was obtained from the inter‐wire spacing of 400 nm. 

 

SI4 Ga droplet at the end of the NNs 

 

As shown in Figure 5, some wire still has droplet on the top of the NN and some doesn’t.   

 

Figure 6. TEM images of top of the NNs show Ga droplet can be (a) still existed and (b) all consumed.    
The scale bars indicate 50 nm. 
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SI5 Wider field characterization of nanoneedle fields 

 

 

Figure 7.Regular arrays of the GaAs NN‐on‐NW structures with a spacing of 1000 nm, 

obtained via the three‐step growth procedure. The scale bar indicates 1 µm. 

 

SI6 Raman spectra 

Figure 8  shows  the Raman  spectra  collected  from  three NWs under  the  same measurement 

conditions  (see methods  in  the manuscript).  For  each  NW,  we  compare  the  Raman  signal 

collected at the NN and at the NW base. 

 

Figure 8. Raman spectra of three different NWs collected at the NW bottoms (black) and 

at the NN (red). The spectra are normalized with respect to the LO peak in order to ease 

up the observation of the peak broadening and downshift.  
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